ORDERS FROM THEIR COMMIE SUPERIORS, SHOULD TURN AGAINST
LIBERATION MOVEMENT, DO NOT CONSIDER ENTIRE ARMY OUR ENEMY,
APPEAL TO SOLDIERS HONOR, COMMON SENSE, LOVE OF FATHERLAND,
CHRISTIAN FAITH.

3. OFFICIAL DENIAL ARMY 24 HOUR ULTIMATUM TO ARBENZ
INDICATES THAT LOYAL ARMY INCREASINGLY OPPOSED TO COMMIE
VENTURE OF ARBENZ REGIME. MINIMIE OFFICIAL GENERAL STAFF
STATEMENT SUPPORTING ARBENZ: "PAPER IS PATIENT. WE KNOW
BETTER".

4. ADDENDUM TO INSTRUCTION ONE, PARA 2: PATRIOTIC
DEMONSTRATION 18 JUNE BEGINNING 1700 PLAZUELA BARRIOS 9
AVENUE 18 STREET, FRONT CENTRAL TRAIN STATION, ENDING WITH
MEETING FRONT NATIONAL PALACE. (TAKE ACTION INDICATED REF.)

5. PRESS COMMENTS:

A. NUESTRO DIARIO 12 JUNE: SETTLEMENT UFCO STRIKE,
NOTE THAT COMMIES ACCEPTED RATHER UNFAVORABLE TERMS FOR
WORKERS, OBVIOUSLY TRYING APPEASE UFCO. FOR COMMIES WORKERS
RIGHT ONLY BARGAINING DEVICE. ONLY FREE, NON-COMMIE UNIONS
REALLY REPRESENTING WORKERS INTERESTS AGAINST BOTH DOMESTIC,
FOREIGN CAPITALISTS.

B. SAME PAPER, DURAZNO INCIDENT. ASK WHY GUARDIA
CIVIL DOES NOT ADMIT THE MANY OTHER INCIDENTS ALL OVER COUNTRY,
THE HOURLY INCREASE RESISTANCE EVERYWHERE.
C. DIARIO DE CENTRO AMERICA, 12 JUNE: MANIFESTO DEMOCRATIC PARTIES. NEITHER AGRARIAN REFORM NOR UFCO ISSUE, BUT PEOPLE'S LIBERTIES AND COMMUNISM. DENOUNCE THEIR CLAIM FIGHTING FOR SOVEREIGNTY: NO SOVEREIGNTY POSSIBLE UNDER MOSCOW RULE. RECALL MANY RECENT INCIDENTS PROVING ARBENZ DEPENDENT UPON MOSCOW'S ARMS, MONEY, ADVICE, AGENTS.  

D. LA HORA, 13 JUNE. QUOTE AMPLY FROM ROJAS EDITORIAL RE CHURCH, EMPHASIZE ACUTE THREAT TO CHURCH BY COMMIE REGIME.  

E. PRENSA LIBRE, 14 JUNE. PAGE TWO STORY DWELLINGS FOR LEADERS, ARMY OFFICERS ON STATE FINCAS. DENOUNCE AS LAST MINUTE BRIBING ATTEMPT. DECLARE CONVICTION ARMY OFFICERS CANNOT BE BRIBED INTO SERVING MOSCOW OR ITS DUPE, ARBENZ. 

6. OPERATIONAL:  

A. BEGINNING TOMORROW 17 JUNE, BROADCAST AT LEAST FOUR TIMES DAILY, MORNING, NOON, LATE AFTERNOON, LATE EVENING. DETERMINE MOST SUITABLE HOURS, LENGTH EACH BROADCAST IMMEDIATELY, ANNOUNCE IF POSSIBLE TONIGHT, CABLE NEW SCHEDULE LINC. FYI, 0 DAY H HOUR MAY BE WITHIN NEXT 48 HOURS, SHALL INFORM YOU SEPARATELY PREPARE SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR H HOUR, AS PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED. PRIOR TO H HOUR, TENSION TO BE BUILT UP FROM ONE PROGRAM TO THE NEXT.
SECRET
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B. RE SHERWOOD 249 (IN 18356) PARAS 2, 5. IF NOT ALREADY DONE, LINC WANTS MENDOZA SPEAK TOMORROW 17 JUNE, PRIOR TO FLIGHT P 4, PROCLAIM HIMSELF CHIEF AIR FORCE LIBERATION MOVEMENT, ASK ALL WSBURNT PILOTS JOIN HIM IMMEDIATELY. IF THIS CAN NOT BE ARRANGED, SIMILAR STATEMENT TO BE BROADCAST AS SOON THEREAFTER AS POSSIBLE.

C. GUAT NEWSPAPERS TO BE PICKED UP NOT FROM BUT FROM OFFICE IN MANA TOWN. (GUAT 849) (IN 18349).

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPORARY COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. ESTERLINE (WH) AT 1900 16 JUNE.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 16 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

LINC 3937 (IN 18844) 01292 17 JUN 54
TO: DIR INFO: (PRIORITY) SQUAT CITE: SLINC
P3 SUCCESS RYBAT
DAILY OP SITREP NO. 3

1. ALL SHOCK TROOPS IN POSITION. TOTAL STRENGTH:
BOND-TOMMY, 108; HANK-JOHNNY 122; DANNY 100 FRANK 60; A.C.P. 10.
ALL HAVE GEAR EXCEPT FRANK. THIS GEAR REDESIGNED FOR DROP
17 JUNE AM. 13 TONS GEAR EACH AT BOND AND HANK STAGING AREAS
(DF 6672 AND DF 0730 RESPECTIVELY). 3 TONS ON NORTH COAST BOAT
FOR BOND CIVILIANS WHEN RECEPTION READY. 5 TONS JOHNNY STAGING
AREA. 5 TONS DANNY STAGING AREA DG 0464. ADDITIONAL GEAR FOR
DANNY TO BE DROPPED ENROUTE. ROUTES AND ALTERNATE BYPASS FOR
TROOP MOVEMENTS TO THEIR TARGETS. HORNETS WILL ACCOMPANY SHOCK
TEAMS. COMMUNICATION CHANNEL ARRANGED THROUGH WBURNT STATION
FOR D-DAY SIGNAL TO MILITARY GARRISONS.

2. KUGOWN: P-3 LEAFLET DROP SCHEDULE AWAITING REPAIR
P-38. LIVE BROADCAST BY ESODIC PLANNED FROM SHERWOOD FOR
APPEAL FOR DEFECTION GAF PILOTS. STRONG, AGGRESSIVE TONE
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Being assumed by Sherwood. Arrangements being made to commence
soonest re-broadcast of Sherwood by Santa Fe giving two clandes-
dtine radios to increase coverage and minimize jamming.

3. SIGNAL: WSBurnt radio station activated for limited
volume. Radio contact between Linc and Sherwood functioning
successfully. Following ro's have made contact with Salal:
RRO-25, TR0-34, TR0-37, and RRO-22. Contact with others
expected momentarily.

4. AIR: C-1 arms ingress drop at BG-0558 allegedly
intercepted by enemy forces. C-3, C-4, C-5, C-6, C-7 and
C-8 arms drops aborted due failure receive ground signals.
Schedule set up for resupply to Danny forces. Two F-47's
en route to Somerset. P-38 expected operational 17 June.
Black airlift arms to interior teams thus far unsuccessful.


End of message
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 17 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)

INFO: WH (4), DCG (5), D/DCG (6), D/D (L)(7), SA/PC/DCG (8)

SECRET
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LINC 39/6 (IN 18904) 07207 17 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PREFERENCE

TO: OPIM SGUAT INFO: OPIM DIR CITE: SLING

RYBAT: PBSUCCESS

REF: GUAT 866 (IN 18837)

1. KEEP PRESSURE ON AS PER REF. YOU HAVE TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY SOLVING WHOLE SITUATION IF YOU SUCCEED WITH

2. EMPHASIZE SPEED ESSENTIAL AS CALLIGERIS MOVE IMMINENT AND AVOIDANCE BLOODY SHOWDOWN ONLY POSSIBLE IF SUCCESSFUL IMMEDIATELY.

3. FYI WILL NOT DROP BOMB 18 JUNE BUT WILL DO ALL POSSIBLE HAVE THREE FIGHTERS BUZZ CAPITAL. AT LEAST ONE FIGHTER WILL BE THERE 18 JUNE AND THREE NOON 19 JUNE.

4. TELL CONSEJO TOO CONSCIENTIOUSLY IN FAVOR BLOODLESS TAKE OVER TO RISK MISPLACED BOMB NOW. STRENGTH IF NECESSARY WILL NOT BE WITHHELD. POINT OUT THAT FIGHTERS PLUS EVIDENCE WHICH HE MUST HAVE HEARD OF DAY AND NIGHT DROPS COVERING ALL PARTS COUNTRY SHOULD BE SUFFICIENT TO CONVINCE HIM WITHOUT TAKING CHANCE UNNECESSARY DEATHS AND DAMAGE AT THIS TIME.

SECRET
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5. Also President in 16 June press statement has evidenced his concern in burnt backing SecState (Dir 04858 (Out 53908) so PBPriIME conviction can hardly be in doubt.

6. Essential you keep us informed as fully and currently possible as move may occur momentarily and picture your end vital our decision.

7. Bear down and Good Luck.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: Mr. Esterline, WH, Notified of receipt of this message at 0400
17 June 54.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 3948 (IN 18906) 0756Z 17 JUN 54
TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
REF: A. DIR 05142 (OUT 54470) PARA 4
B. LINC 3909 (IN 18453) PARA 4 AND 5

1. TO CLARIFY REF B AS REQUESTED REF A:

A. PARA 4 REF B MEANS THAT IF CONDITION STATED I.E. SPLIT MIGHT OCCUR OR BE FORCED BY ATTACK, THEN DECISION SHOULD BE MADE REGARDLESS OF FAILURES RECEPTION AIR DROPS OR OTHER PLANNED PREPARATIONS SINCE WSBURNT ARMY MORE VITAL THAN ANYTHING ELSE AND WHATEVER WILL CONVERT ARMY TO CALLIGERIS SIDE OR AGAINST REGIME SHOULD HAVE TOP PRIORITY. MERELY FACT ON THIS ASSUMPTION CALLIGERIS NOT FULLY PREPARED IS IMMATERIAL.

B. PARA 5 REF B INTENDED EMPHASIZE THAT ALTHOUGH 18 JUNE EARLY DATE IT SHOULD BE PLANNED IN VIEW POSSIBLE NEED QUICK ALL-OUT ACTION TO PREVENT SMALL UNITS RECEIVING DROPS FROM BEING DESTROYED PIECEMEAL.

2. INTERPRETATION THAT "FOUL-UPS" ARE "JUSTIFICATION FOR COMMITTING ALL RESOURCES TO ACTION" IS HARD TO UNDERSTAND, IF PRESENT NOT INTENDED OR WERE YOU KIDDING. END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
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TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (P/S)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DC1 (5), D/DC1 (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DC1 (8)

LINC 3593 (IN 18920) 09427 17 JUN 54 ROUTINE PRECEDENCE
TO: OPIM INFO: DIR, SQUAT CITE: SLING
REF:
FOR PAGE
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. REGRET PAA STOPPAGE AND PROBLEMS YOUR RETURN WSBURNT.
2. SPEED WITH WHICH EVENTS MOVING PLUS INCREASED VIGILANCE, TENSIONS AND GENERAL UNREST NOW SUCH THAT YOUR RETURN INADVISABLE.
3. APPRECIATE YOUR DISAPPOINTMENT WHICH WE SHARE IN LOSING OPPORTUNITY CLOSE IN FOR KILL BUT UNAVOIDABLE BAD BREAK.
4. IF YOU CAN GET DOCUMENTED FOR DTFROGS. PROCEED THERE SOONEST TO STAY THROUGH 19 JUNE.

5. ADVISE IF CAN MAKE ARRANGEMENTS AND ETA. LINC WILL NOTIFY IF YOU UNABLE GO DTFROGS RETURN LINC.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
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LINC 3966 (IN 19174) 1941Z 17 JUN 54
OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE

TO: (OPIM) INFO: (OPIM) SHERWOOD CITE: SLINC
(OPIM) SQUAT

DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

COMMAND MSG FOR CADICK:

1. YOU HEREBY ASSIGNED FULL FIELD COMMAND ALL KUBARK CONTROLLED PBSUCCESS ASSETS LESS GUAT STATION.

2. YOUR MISSION IS TO CREATE MAXIMUM IMPACT ON ENEMY GOVT WITH FORCES AT YOUR DISPOSAL. WITH OBJECTIVE OF PERSUAADING ARMY TO JOIN FRIENDLY CAUSE.

3. YOU WILL BE GUIDED BY EXISTING DIRECTIVES AND/OR POLICIES.

4. YOU WILL BE DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE TO LINCOLN FOR REQUESTING FURTHER GUIDANCE. LINCOLN WILL PROVIDE COMMAND DIRECTIVES AS REQUIRED WHICH MUST BE STRICTLY ADHERED TO IN EVERY INSTANCE.

5. YOU WILL HEREAFTER DIRECT ALL AIR OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES THROUGH SOMERSET LESS FIRE. FIGHTER AIRCRAFT WILL BE ARMED FOR DEFENSE ONLY. AIR FIRE SUPPORT AUTHORITY MUST BE

SECRET
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obtained from Lincoln regardless of urgency existing.

6. You will utilize and employ Sherwood broadcast
and Kugwon teams as required.

7. You will direct tactical intelligence activities
keeping LINC informed at all times.

8. You will submit Operational Situation Report by
OPIN cable every 12 hours until further notice.

End of message.
LINC 3967 (IN 19193) 2036Z 17 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE.

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) INFO: DIR SHERWOOD

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: SHERWOOD 272 (IN 19176)
FOR BRODFROST

1. ADEQUATE FUNDS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE THROUGH MAGOFFIN ON THIS DATE. DO NOT INJECT CHIEF ODACID INTO THESE NEGOTIATIONS. RATHER IF NECESSARY USE ALL AVAILABLE ASSETS AS COLLATERAL INCLUDING C-147S IN EVENT MONEY COURIER DELAYED.

2. REQUEST YOUR COMPLIANCE WITH LINC 3903 (IN 18432).
P-3 CANCELLED. REQUEST YOUR FLIGHT PLAN.

3. NOTE LINC 3966 (IN 19174) SOONEST AND COMPLY. CADICK NOW AUTHORIZED DIRECT ALL AIR OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES. YOU HOWEVER MUST FILE FLIGHT PLANS ALL SUCH REQUESTS SOONEST IN THE EVENT COUNTERMANNING REQUIRED. THIS HOWEVER DOES NOT REQUIRE YOU TO AVOID FOR ALL CLEAR FROM LINC. RESPONSIBILITY IS CLEARLY YOURS AS TO DETERMINATION CAPABILITY TO FULFILL SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS ESTABLISHED BY CADICK. REITERATE AIR

SECRET
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FIRE PROHIBITED WITHOUT LINC'S SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION. FIGHTER
AIRCRAFT WILL BE ARMED AT ALL TIMES BUT WILL ENGAGE IN AIR TO
AIR FIRE ONLY FOR SELF DEFENSE.

4. IMPERATIVE YOU ATTEMPT KEEP LINC PROMPTLY INFORMED
ALL PROPOSED AIR MISSIONS AND AFTER ACTION REPORTS AS HERETOFORE.

5. REQUEST YOU COOPERATE FULLY SERVING AS CADICK'S AIR
OPS OFFICER UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. OPERATIONAL CONTROL 3RD
C-47 BASED AT

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

MR. ESTERLINE (WH) NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE
AT 1636 17 JUNE.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINCOLN 3970 (IN 19190)  20307 17 JUN 54
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SQUAT
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. SYNCARP H-HOUR 2020 18 JUNE AGAINST ALL ODDS.

2. MOVE WILL BE ALL OUT WITH ALL POSSIBLE SUPPORT. SUCCESS AS YOU KNOW DEPENDS SUBSTANTIALLY ON YOUR ABILITY PERSUADE AND ARMY TO TAKE ACTION ON THEIR OWN IN DECISIVE THOROUGH WAY IN SUPPORT OF GOAL. REGIME WILL BE THROWN OUT IF RIGHT MINDED ELEMENTS JOINT FIGHT.

3. ESSENTIAL YOU KEEP US ADVISED OPIN TO EXTENT FEASIBLE AT LEAST EVERY SIX HOURS.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

MR. ESTERLINE, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 1636, 17 JUNE 1954.

SECRET
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1. ALL PLANNING HERETOFORE PREDICATED UPON BASIC PREMISE THAT ARMED COMMUNIST WORKMEN WOULD BE DENIED ABILITY MERGE ON ADAM, BLOCKADING FORCES WERE DESIGNED SERVE THIS PURPOSE.

2. GOVT ACTION IN ORGANIZING MASS PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION 1700 JUNE 18 NOW BELIEVED TO BE THEIR COUNTER-MEASURE TO ENSURE MAXIMUM STRENGTH INSIDE CITY BEFORE D-DAY.

3. IMPERATIVE YOU TRANSMIT FOLLOWING SOONEST TO AFTER EXPLAINING ABOVE.

A. ARMY MUST BE MADE KNOWN TO RECOGNIZE THAT THIS MOVE CONSTITUTES COMMUNIST THREAT TO LAUNCH BOGOTAZO AND OVERWHELM ARMY.

B. PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE FORESTALL LIBERATION MOVEMENT FROM ATTACKING 2020 JUNE 18. THEREFORE ARMY MUST BE URGED TO TAKE IMMEDIATE MEASURES ALLEGEDLY AGAINST SUBVERSIVE FORCES, ERECTING STREET BLOCKADES THROUGHOUT CENTER OF CITY AND SEARCHING ALL CIVILIANS FOR FIREARMS. ARMED PATROLS MUST BE IN READINESS TO
17 JUN 54
LINC 3977 (IN 19238)

PREVENT DISORDERS. ARMY MUST BE PREPARED TO FIRE ON RIOTERS AND TAKE STRONG MEASURES WITHOUT EQUIVOCATION.

C. IMPERATIVE BE IMPRESSED WITH FACT THAT OUR INTELLIGENCE INDICATES THIS IS A COMMUNIST MANEUVER TO SACK THE CITY AND SEIZE CONTROL OVER ARMY WHICH IT DISTRUSTS. IF PREVENTIVE MEASURES ARE NOT TAKEN SOONEST ARMY WILL PASS TO COMMUNIST CONTROL ON THIS DATE.

D. DO EVERYTHING IN YOUR POWER TO CANCEL MEETING. DISPERSE CROWDS. DENY ASSEMBLY OF ALL GROUPS. THESE MEASURES MUST BE TAKEN AT ONCE.

4. FYI: ABOVE PREDICATED ON DEDUCTION ONLY FROM AVAILABLE INFO. HOWEVER, IMPORTANT YOU REALIZE THIS CAPABILITY EXISTS AND EXERCISE EVERY MEANS TO COUNTERACT IT. IF SUCCESSFUL IN CONVINCING ARMY OF FOREGOING ANY ACTION WHICH IT WOULD TAKE WOULD BE AGAINST COMMUNISTS AND THEREFORE A STEP IN DIRECTION OF SUPPORTING ANTI-COMMUNISTS. THIS THEN COULD BE FIRST TEST.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

MR. ESTERLINE AND MR. WISNER, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 1840 17 JUNE 1954.

SECRET
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 17 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L)(6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

SECRET

RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC 3978 (IN 19243) 23272 17 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
PRECEDENCE
CITE: SLINC

FOR LAGEVIN. INSTRUCTION 7.

1. REPEAT PREVIOUS WARNING THAT MASS FLIGHT FROM GUAT INTO
EXILE OR ASYLUM ONLY HELPS COMMIES. ONLY PERSONS WITH OVERWHELMING
PERSONAL REASONS SHOULD FLEE, OTHERS SHOULD AVOID ARBITRARY ARRESTS
BY MOVING WITHIN COUNTRY, JOINING MOBILE RESISTANCE FORCES IN
MOUNTAINS, GOING TEMPORARILY INTO HIDING. EVERYBODY TO STAND BY
TO CLEANSE COUNTRY FROM WITHIN OF SOVIET-COMMIE FOREIGN INTERVENTION;
LISTEN TO VOICE OF LIBERATION. HOUR OF DECISION VERY CLOSE.

2. NEWS: FOREIGN MINISTER TORIELLO ANNOUNCED TRIP SEVERAL
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, ALLEGEDLY PREPARING FOR OAS CONFERENCE.
OUR COMMENT: JORGE TORIELLO ON LATEST TRIP TO U. S. DEPOSITED FUNDS
FOR HIMSELF, BROTHER WILLIE ABROAD. WILLIE NOW USING PRETEXT
DIPLOMATIC NECESSITY TO COMPLETE TRANSFER ASSETS OF BOTH BROTHERS.
DIAZ ALSO WANTED GO ABROAD BUT WAS DETAINED BY ARBENZ WHO DOES NOT
WANT TO BE LEFT ALONE HOLDING BAG.

3. NEWS: ARBENZ DAUGHTER ARABELLA ARRIVED YESTERDAY MEXICO

SECRET
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CITY. RUMOR SHE TOOK PART HER FATHERS GOLD, COMPROMISING DOCUMENTS ALONG, CONFIRMED BY EXTRAORDINARY PRECAUTIONS HEAVY ARMED GUARD WHEN SHE TOOK OFF FROM AURORA AIRFIELD. ADD RUMOR SENORA ARBENZ TO JOIN ARABELLA BY OTHER ROUTE.

4. PRESS COMMENTS:

A. DIARIO DE CENTRO AMERICA, 14 JUNE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE PRG EXPelled CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS ALEJANDRO SILVA FALLA, FEDERICO GUILLERMO PALMIERI FOR "HAVING ABANDONED COUNTRY IN EMERGENCY". BOTH ACTUALLY AT TOURIST TRAFFIC CONVENTION PANAMA, DENYING FLIGHT. SPECULATION: BOTH PRG AND INDIVIDUALS ARE LYING, BUT WHY?

B. TRIBUNA POPULAR, 10 JUNE, FRONT PAGE EDITORIAL REFERS TO DIRECTIVE, ALLEGEDLY WRITTEN BY ENGLISH SPEAKING PERSON. COMMENT: FUTILE COMMIE DIVERSION, EVERYBODY KNOWS MOST THEIR TEXTS TRANSLATED FROM RUSSIAN AND IN ANY CASE WRITTEN IN RUSSIAN.

C. SAME PAPER, PAGE 3 EDITORIAL REFERS TO LEAFLET ANNOUNCING IMPENDING DEVALUATION OF QUETZAL. COMMENT: NEED SUCH STRONG DENIAL CONFIRMS OUR WARNING AGAINST DEVALUATION WAS WELL FOUNDED (GIVE THIS CONSIDERABLE EMPHASIS).

5. FYI: SPECIAL GUAT CABINET MEETING CALLED FOR 17 JUNE, 1700, "TO DISCUSS POLITICAL PROBLEMS OF TRANSCENDENTAL IMPORTANCE." WATCH RADIO FOR POSSIBLE OUTCOME MEETING.
17 JUN 54
LINC 3978 (IN 19243)
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6. RE SHERWOOD 267 (IN 18875), PARA 3: MONITORING SERVICE HAS BEEN REQUESTED FROM DIR SHALL ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 3983 (IN 19255) 0135Z 18 JUN 54
TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD  INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR LANGEVIN. INSTRUCTION 8.

1. FOLLOWING ABRIDGED TRANSLATION ACTUAL REPORT. PUT
NEXT PROGRAM AFTER RECEIPT (RECONSTRUCT FULL SENTENCES IN
RE-TRANSLATING):

2. (INTRODUCTION:) WE RECEIVED FOLLOWING SINCERE, REVEALING
MESSAGE FROM ARMY GENERAL STAFF OFFICER ACTIVE DUTY.

3. (BEGIN TEXT) COMMUNIST OFFENSIVE AGAINST GUAT ARMY AS
MAIN PERMANENT INSTITUTION NOT CONTAMINATED BOLSHEVIST IDEOLOGY
IS SPEARHEADED BY PRESIDENT ARBENZ. ALREADY END 1953 ARBENZ
HELD MEETING 400 OFFICERS, WHERE IN TWO HOURS LECTURE HE TRIED
CONVince US THAT COMMUNISTS, BEST ALLY AGAINST DANGER YANKEE
IMPERIALISM. TUESDAY 8 JUNE 1954 ANOTHER SUCH CONFERENCE AT
GENERAL STAFF HEADQUARTERS. WE OFFICERS WERE INVITED SUBMIT
WRITTEN QUESTIONS WITH COMPLETE LIBERTY. PRETEXT WAS PRESIDENT
WANTED INFORM US ABOUT DOMESTIC, INTERNATIONAL POLIT SITUATION.
TRUE REASON: ARBENZ WANTED SECURE COLLABORATION ARMY TO SUPPORT

SECRET
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EXPANSION COMMUNISM IN GUAT, BUT IS SCARED TO DEATH.

4. MEETING WAS ATTENDED BY CHIEFS OF MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS, DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS, ALL GENERAL STAFF AND DEFENSE MINISTRY OFFICERS. ARBENZ SPOKE FOUR HOURS, FROM 4 TO 8 P.M. ALL OFFICERS PRESENT UNANIMOUSLY PROFESSED THEIR ANTI-COMMUNISM. ARBENZ STRESSED HE COULD NOT PROCEED WITHOUT ARMY SUPPORT, BUT TRIED INTIMIDATE ARMY BY REFERRING TO MEXICAN EXAMPLE, WHERE AGRARIAN REFORM ALLEGEDLY COST ONE MILLION HUMAN LIVES AND PEOPLE TURNED AGAINST ARMY WHICH -- ALWAYS ACCORDING TO ARBENZ -- HAD OPPOSED REFORM, ALLIED ITSELF WITH BOURGEOIS REACTION.

5. GENERAL STAFF OFFICERS SUBMITTED FIVE PAGES OF QUESTIONS TO ARBENZ, MOSTLY CONCERNING COMMUNISM AND ITS SUPPORT BY GOVT. ARBENZ EVASED THE MORE EMBARRASSING QUESTIONS INDULGING GENERAL ATTACKS AGAINST IMPERIALISM AND TREASON. HE DOES NO LONGER FEEL WITH ARMY, ALSO NEGLECTED PURELY MILITARY QUESTIONS WHICH POINTED OUT TO HIM LACK OF MILITARY PREPAREDNESS, OF ORGANIZED RESERVES, ABSENCE MOBILIZATION PLANS. ARBENZ CONFIDENT ARMING COMMI-LED LABOR UNIONS WILL SOLVE ALL PROBLEMS, DISREGARDING FACT THAT THUS POLITICAL COMMISSARS AND NO OFFICERS WOULD BE REAL LEADERS OF ARMED FORCES.
6. ARBENZ HAS PROMISED THE LEADERS OF THE GOVT PARTIES THAT ARMY WILL CLOSELY COLLABORATE WITH THEM, DESPITE ENERGETIC PROTEST SUPERIOR COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE WHICH STRESSED THAT THEY ARE NO COMMUNISTS. ARBENZ SPOKE HE IS NOT A COMMUNIST, PELLEGR, CASTILLO FLORES ETC. ARE NOT COMMIES EITHER. HIS LIKING OF COMMUNISM IS BASED ON THEIR ANTI IMPERIALISM. HE ASSERTED COMMUNISM IS PATRIOTIC DOCTRINE FOR LATIN AMERICA SINCE IT FIGHTS "DOLLAR POLICY": HE WILL NOT TOLERATE POLITICAL SYMPATHIES FOR COUNTRY WHICH OPPRESSES US BY POWER OR FOR FOREIGN COMPANIES ABSORBING NATIONAL WEALTH. ARBENZ ENDED BY STATING THAT LARGE SCALE BLOODSHED IS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE AGRARIAN REFORM BECAUSE SAME HAPPENED WHEREVER SUCH REFORMS WERE CARRIED OUT. (END OF TEXT)

7. (CONCLUDING ANNOUNCER:) THIS WAS BUT ONE OF MANY MESSAGES FROM ARMY OFFICERS WHICH WE RECEIVE EVERY HOUR DAY AND NIGHT IT CONFIRMS OUR CONVICTION THAT OUR ARMY IS PROFOUNDLY ANTI COMMUNIST WHICH CANNOT BE MISUSED BY ARBENZ-FORTUNY. WE THANK ALSO THE MANY OFFICERS WHOSE MESSAGES WE CANNOT BROADCAST FOR LACK OF TIME BUT WHOSE COMMUNICATIONS ARE NEVERTHELESS PUT TO THE BEST POSSIBLE USE BY OUR LIBERATION MOVEMENT.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 18 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)

INFO: WH (4), DCl (5), D/DCl (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCl (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

LING 3988 (IN 19276) 0406Z 18 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

REF: A. LING 3946 (IN 19276)
    B. GUAT 874 (IN 19252)
    C. GUAT 875 (IN 19250)

1. AS INDICATED BY REF A WE ARE PERSONALLY AGAINST WHAT IS REQUESTED IN REF B AND REF C IN TERMS OF BOMB DROP ON RACE TRACK. ON THE OTHER HAND MANY EGGS ARE IN BASKET AND ILLOGICAL AS REQUEST MAY SEEM WE TRUST PBPRIME PILOTS TO HIT RACE TRACK IF DIRECTED TO DO SO. CONSEQUENTLY TO AVOID ANY POSSIBLE ARGUMENT BEING LEFT FOR INACTION WE REQUEST PERMISSION TO DO WHAT REQUESTED.

2. WE WILL GIVE SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS TO DROP IN SAFE AREA.

3. WE WILL GO AHEAD WITH PREPARATIONS TO OBTAIN BOMB BUT WILL NOT AUTHORIZE UNLESS WE GET YOUR APPROVAL.

4. ANGLOSAXONS SHOULD NOT HAVE TO UNDERSTAND LATIN BUT WE MUST NOT LEAVE A BARGAINING POSITION OPEN.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0015, 18 JUNE 54.

CAB: IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE. Copy No.
DATE: 18 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (1-3)

INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 3993 (IN 19281)

TO: OPIM SGUAT

INFO: DIR OPIM

CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. GUAT 874 (IN 19252)

B. GUAT 875 (IN 19250)

C. LINC 3977 (IN 19238)

1. NOT BLAMING YOU BUT POSITION ON BOMB TO US INCONCEIVABLE. HOW ONE HARMLESS BOMB CAN RESOLVE ISSUE THIS MAGNITUDE IS ABSURD.

2. NEVERTHELESS DOING ALL POSSIBLE TO GET AUTHORITY AND BOMB FOR DROP IN SAFE AREA.

3. IF WE ACHIEVE THIS COMIC STRIP DISPLAY FEEL ONLY FAIR TO ASK THAT FROM THEN ON YOU SHOW SOME MATURITY AND ACT LIKE A MAN WHO IS TRYING TO RESOLVE ISSUES OF HISTORIC IMPORTANCE PARTICULARLY TO HIM AND HIS PEOPLE.

4. WILL ADVISE AS SOON AS WE KNOW MORE ABOUT DROP.

5. IN MEANTIME URGE YOU TAKE REF C SERIOUSLY CONTRARY PARA 3 REF A. COINCIDENCE LARGE COMMIE RALLY WITH THIS DATE EXTREMELY SUSPICIOUS PARTICULARLY IN VIEW AMOUNT COMMIES KNOW IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
18 JUNE 54

SECRET

LINC 3993 (IN 1928)

PAGE 2

ABOUT CALLIGERIS PLANS. WOULD BE TRAGIC TO WASTE TIME ON USELESS EXPLOSION WHILE COMMIES PLAN CAREFUL AND TYPICAL SCHEME FOR DESTRUCTION OF OPPOSITION AND MANY OTHERS BESIDES. MERE POSSIBILITY ENOUGH JUSTIFY CAUTION.

6. REPEAT LINC RECOGNIZES YOUR PROBLEM AND KNOW YOU AGREE WITH OUR VIEW. SHOULD DO LIKEWISE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENTS: WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0100 18 JUNE 54.

DO NOT

SECRET
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 18 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

LING 3998 (IN 19316) 0744Z 18 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: PRITY SQUAT INFO: DIR PRIO
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: LINC 3993 (IN 19284)

1. REQUEST BOMB DROP DENIED BY ASCHAM. AS INDICATED REF HARD TO SEE WHY IT SHOULD BE SO ESSENTIAL.

2. SHOW OF FORCE WILL BE MADE BY PRESENCE OF FIGHTERS. ALSO SABOTAGE AND SHOCK TROOPS SHOULD CONTRIBUTE.

3. GIVE A LITTLE STRAIGHT TALK ALONG LINES REF. FEAR IF HIS INTENTIONS NOT MORE SERIOUS HE MAY BE TRYING TO LEAD US INTO TRAP.

4. APPRECIATE EXTREME DIFFICULTIES YOUR NEGOTIATION AND CAN ONLY REEMPHASIZE OUR CONSCIENCE YOUR HANDLING AND OUR CONTINUED CONVINCION IMPORTANCE RIGHT RESULT.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 1902 (IN 19497) 16252 18 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) INFO: DIR
RE:
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PSUCCESS

1. TODAY BEING D DAY PSUCCESS, ESSENTIAL YOU CARRY OUT FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS AT YOUR BEST ABILITY.

2. VOICE OF LIBERATION WILL BROADCAST FREQUENTLY THROUGHOUT DAY ON 6 MC FREQUENCY, BEGINNING THIS MORNING. PRECISE SCHEDULE NOT YET RECEIVED HERE. MEANIME, YOU TRY TO FIND SCHEDULE BY LISTENING.

3. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT CREATE DIVERSION FOR LIMITED JAMMING FACILITIES GUATENAL. ALSO HIGHLY DESIRABLE INCREASE AUDIENCE FOR VOICE LIBERATION DURING CRITICAL HOURS AHEAD. THEREFORE YOU TRY REBROADCASTING VOICE LIBERATION WHENEVER FEASIBLE. SUGGEST REBROADCAST IN 9 MC IF UNABLE—BROADCAST 6 DUE TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER INTERFERENCE. IF YOUR RECEPTION INADEQUATE, OR REBROADCAST TEMPORARILY NOT PRACTICABLE, USE TAPE WE DROPPED YOU—REPEAT, IF NECESSARY, THESE TAPE, UNTIL CONDITIONS HERE PERMIT ANOTHER DROP OF TAPE.

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
4. IF YAPES BROADCAST, SUGGEST YOU FIND CLEAR SPOT HIGH ON 6 MC BAND.

5. CONTINUE SAME ABOVE ON NIGHT FREQUENCIES OF SHERWOOD SCHEDULE.

6. REPORT YOUR PROGRESS TO LINC TWICE DAILY BY PRIORITY CABLE.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

MASTER

DO NOT REVEAL
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 18 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)

INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), U/DCI (6), CC/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

LINC 4006 (IN 19536) 17262 18 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: OPIM SGUAT

INFO: OPIM DIR

RYSAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. GUAT 884 (IN 19406), B. GUAT 885 (IN 19417),
   C. GUAT 886 (IN 19416), D. GUAT 887 (IN 19556)

1. REF A: REQUEST STRICT COMPLIANCE LINC 3834 (IN 17975).

   LINC WILL COORDINATE ALL OPS BETWEEN YOUR STATION AND SALAL. THERE
   CAN ONLY BE ONE COMMANDER THEREFORE AVOID COMMITMENTS ARMS AND AIR
   SUPPORT UNTIL CONFIRMED.

2. REF B AND C: LINC 3977 (IN 19238) WAS AN ORDER STATED IMPERA-
   TIVELY. YOUR REPLIES DO NOT INDICATE COMPLIANCE THERewith. THIS MSG
   INTENDED AS SHOCK TREATMENT TO FORCE
   AND ARMY TO TAKE ACTIC
   WHICH WOULD PLACE THEM ON FRIENDLY SIDE THERE BEING NO MIDDLE GROUND.

   THIS "LET GEORGE DO IT" SITUATION OBVIOUSLY TERMINATES AT H HOUR.

   PARA 6, REF C, NOT APPRECIATED.

3. REF C: REQUEST YOU RE-READ LINC 3838 (IN 17978) NOTING

   PARA 2B AND C. CABICK'S COMMAND IS SUBORDINATE TO LINCOLN AND PRE-
   SUMABLY WILL RESPOND TO LATTER'S DIRECTION AS WELL AS GUAT STATION
   THIS ENABLING OVERALL DIRECTION AND CONTROL OF PBSUCCESS. ACCORDINGLY
   YOU WILL MAKE KNOWN TO LINC YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPPORT OF
   AND LATTER WILL DIRECT SAME AS COMMAND MATER.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 18 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4009 (IN 19589) 19297 18 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SQUAT
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. GUAT 886 (IN 19416)
B. LINC 3998 (IN 19316), PARA 1
C. LINC 4006 (IN 19536)

1. REF B FINAL ON BOMB.
2. HAVE HOWEVER REQUESTED SHERWOOD TO DROP HARMLESS SMOKE GRENADES AND FLARES IF AVAILABLE.
3. WITHOUT IN ANY SENSE DIMINISHING IMPORTANCE VIEWS AND DESIRABILITY HIS MOVE THERE ARE LIMITS BEYOND WHICH WE CANNOT GO PARTICULARLY PRIOR TO ANY STEP ON HIS PART.
4. CONSEJO HAS ASSETS BUT PRESUMABLY SO HAS CONSEJO IS GOING Far OVER AND ABOVE WORDS TO SHOW WHAT IT HAS INCLUDING RISKS OF ACTIVE COMBAT WILL CONTINUE TO EXCUSE HIS INACTION BY REQUESTING STILL MORE, ALSO AS SHOT OF STRENGTH

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
18 JUN 54

LINC 4409 (IN 19589)

PAGE -2-

IS NOT ACTUAL PRESENCE OF PLANES OVER CITY WHICH COULD BOMB AS IMPRESSIVE AS BOMB INTENDED ONLY AS TOKEN THEREFORE DROPPED AT DISTANCE.

5. WITHIN PERMISSIBLE LIMITS WE WILL GIVE ALL SUPPORT.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Your command authority established by Ref msg intended to provide you with maximum latitude to properly employ available assets in field. However, as Lincoln has overall responsibility for PBSuccess, occasions will arise requiring command decisions over elements under your direction although desirable command-wise to issue directive to you and you in turn issue order this will not always be practical in air support and Sherwood broadcast requirements.

2. Station Guat is presently making favorable progress with K-program and your act of may provide impetus to own side army in support of friendly forces. In event this occurs, Lincoln may have to call on air support or radio broadcast facilities to achieve maximum effective results. Should army or elements of
ARMY DEFECT TO PERSON UNDER K-PROGRAM’S CONTROL APART FROM CALLIGERIS, LINCOLN WOULD THEN ASSUME DIRECTION OF THIS FORCE TOGETHER WITH YOUR COMMAND UNTIL UNIFICATION OF TWO ACHIEVED.

3. UNTIL SITUATION DESCRIBED PARA 2 MATERIALIZES, YOUR AUTHORITY REMAINS UNALTED AND LINCOLN WILL ATTEMPT TO DIRECT ALL AIR REQUIREMENTS TO YOU FOR COORDINATION WITH YOUR PLANS. EXCEPTION, HOWEVER, EXISTS WITH SHERWOOD AS MAJOR GUIDANCE MUST CONTINUE TO BE PROVIDED BY LINCOLN WITH YOUR HQS BEING AUTHORIZED TO MAKE FULL USE OF THIS FACILITY TO EXTENT WHICH DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH LINCOLN’S POLICY GUIDANCE TO SHERWOOD.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4021 (IN 19614)  20422  18 JUN 54

TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD  INFO: DIR

PB SUCCESS RYBAT

FOR LANGEVIN. INSTRUCTION 10.

1. OPERATIONAL: (A) YOUR PROGRAM NOW COVERED FBI'S
MONITORING. NO LONGER NEED FOR YOUR SUMMARIES.

(B) LINC COUNTED NAME CALLIGERIS TWELVE TIMES
FIRST
MONITORING REPORT YOUR PROGRAM: REDUCE USING HIS NAME CONSIDERABLY,
IN ORDER TO WIN ANTI-COMMUNIST SUPPORT ON BROADEST POSSIBLE BASE,
INCLUDING MANY PEOPLE NOT WANTING CALLIGERIS LEADERSHIP. ALSO DON'T
ALLOW IMPRESS ON AS IF CALLIGERIS FORCES WOULD SOLVE ALL PROBLEMS
FOR PASSIVE Bystanders. EMPHASIZE ALWAYS THAT OVERTHROW COMMIE
REGIME TASK TO BE FULFILLED BY ENTIRE PEOPLE, REGARDLESS OF OCCU-
PATION, PERSONAL PREFERENCES.

(C) TRY COMPLYING CADDICK IPS NEEDS, OTHER REASONABLE
FIELD REQUEST BUT IF CONFLICTING, LINC INSTRUCTION SUPERSEDE ANY
OTHERS. **DO NOT REMOVE**

2. TODAY NUESTRO DIARIO FRONT PAGE GOVT CAPTURED AIR DROPPED
ARMS, PHOTO SOV RIFLES, AMMO. COMMENT: SUDDEN SWITCH FROM SILENCE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
ON ARMS TO FRONT PAGE PUBLICITY INDICATES GROWING ARBENVZ JITTERS. EXPLOIN WEAPONS LIBERATION MOVEMENT IN PART REALLY SOV ORIGIN, SINCE TAKEN FROM CACHES GUAT COMMIES OR DELIVERED BY COMMIE DECODERS. EMPHASIZE HUGE NATIONWIDE SCOPE OUR ARMS DISTRIBUTION.

4. (ACTUAL REPORT) "GROUP OF FRIENDS OF ARBENVZ" FORMED BY EUGENIO SILVA PENA, FRANCISCO VILLAGRAN, JOSE FALLA ARIA, OTHERS, TO SAVE ARBENVZ BY SNEAKING HIM OUT. ARBENVZ TO TRAVEL TO SMALL TOWN, TAKE FROM THERE CHARTERED PLANE SWITZERLAND. SILVA PENA ARGUES ARBENVZ, THOUGH NOT A COMMIE (SIC), AFRAID TAKING ANY ACTIONS AGAINST COMMIES, THEREFORE UNABLE SOLVING PRESENT CRISIS.

5. (AMPLIFYING PREVIOUS NEWS) ARBENVZ MOTHER, TWO CHILDREN LEFT GUAT FOR ABROAD UNDER SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS AURORA AIRPORT. COMMENT: TIE IN WITH PARA 4.

6. RADIO SANTIAGO 17 JUNE 2200 GMT: GUAT EMBASSY DENIES "ARBENVZ HAS NOT RESIGNED" (MORE JITTERS).

7. PARIS AFP 17 JUNE 1727 GMT: ALFREDO TOSI, NEW COSTA RICA AMBASSADOR BRAZIL, UPON ARRIVAL: "WE KNOW THERE IS REAL COMMIE INFILTRATION GUAT".

8. RADIO SAN JOSE, 18 JUNE, 0005 GMT: ANTI COMMIE FRONT MEXICO REQUESTED MEXI GOVT DECLARE ALVARADO FUENTES, GUAT AMBASSADOR PERSONA NON GRATA, BECAUSE PARTICIPATION COMMIE AGITATION MEXICO. (COMMENT: USE PARAS 7, 8 SHOWING ONCE MORE GUAT BEING ISOLATED FROM OTHER COUNTRIES THROUGH COMMIE INTRIGUES).

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L)(6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4036 (IN 19727) 0256Z  19 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SALTAL, DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
CITE: SLINC

1. TWO P 47 BUZZED CAPITAL 1555 LOCAL AT 500 FEET, HEADED SOUTH.

2. CITY CLEARING RAPIDLY. CARS, CARTS TEARING TO OUTSKIRTS. FEAR, EXPECTATION SPREADING.

3. ON HEELS DEMONSTRATION CALL OFF, PLANES ESPECIALLY IMPRESSIVE.

4. POUR IT ON.

5. FOR BROADFROST: WELL DONE.

END OF MESSAGE

M A S T E R
F I L E

DO NOT REMOVE

S E C R E T

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), 8A/PC/DCI (8)

NO MATTER WHAT YOU READ OR HEAR ON RADIO WE DROPPED NO BOMB.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 19 June 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/OS (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4042 (IN 19750) 03/27/19, JUN 54
TO: OPIN
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK
FROM WELLBANK

DO NOT COPY

52 CALLIGERIS MEN CAPTURED 17 JUNE WITHOUT STRUGGLE BY GUARD.

NATIONAL OF SALV IN FINCA SAN ANTONIO ABAO BETWEEN CANDELBRIA AND
SANTA ANA. MEN PRESENTLY IN SANTA ANA JAIL.

SALV GOVT DEPORT THEM TO NUEVA OCOTOPEQUE AS
PERSONAS NON GRATIS IN SALV IN ORDER THAT THEY MAY PARTICIPATE
IN ACTION ELSEWHERE. SALV GOVT CONFISCATED ARMS: 21 MACHINE
GUNS, TNT, GRENADES AND RIFLES.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. IF REACHES ANY GOOD RESULT WHICH WE MOST FERVENTLY HOPE BELIEVE AN ALMOST IMMEDIATE CAUTIOUS STATEMENT BY ODACID WOULD DO WONDERS TO BRING POSSIBLE CHAOS TO A HALT.

2. BY CAUTIOUS WE MEAN THAT REGARDLESS OF POSSIBLE SUCCESS IN CAPITAL ODACID STATEMENT SHOULDN'T BE TOO FLATLY IN FAVOR ASSUMING THAT GETS IN, IT MUST NOT BE OVERLOOKED THAT SPARK WHICH TOUCHED IT OFF BELONGED TO CALLIGERIS-ALSO ON A NATIONAL WIDE HOOP-UP PPBPRIME MUST THEREFORE RECOGNIZE DEMISE OF REGIME BUT AVOID TOO FAST A POSITION ON SUCCESSOR.

3. YOU HAVE PROBABLY BEEN THINKING OF ALL THIS AND MAYBE IT WON'T EVEN HAPPEN. OUR BELIEF IN ITS IMPORTANCE HOWEVER PROMPTED THIS MESSAGE AND EFFORT TO ANTICIPATE.
END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, WH, ISSUED TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0200 19 JUNE 54.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO:  DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: DIR 05429 (OUT 54975)

1. RE PARA 1: CADICK AT SALAL A
UNTIL IT MOVES INTO WSBURNT THEN HE WOULD DROP BACK TO SHERWOOD.
BY AUTHORIZING CADICK TO MAKE OPERATIONAL DECISIONS IN FIELD HE IS
THUS ABLE TO EXPEDITE AND EFFECTIVELY COORDINATE ALL OPS IN A
CONCERTED MANNER. COMM CIRCUITS IN FIELD PERMIT HIS DIRECT CON-
TACT WITH ALL AGENTS, SHERWOOD, SOMERSET AND INDIRECT TO LINC. AS
A MATTER OF COMMAND AND STAFF PROCEDURES IT WAS LINC'S DECISION THAT
ONCE OPERATIONS REACHED AN ACTIVE PERIOD THEY COULD BEST BE CON-
DUCTED UNDER ONE SENIOR OFFICER IN FIELD. DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
IN THIS INSTANCE DID NOT REMOVE OR ALTER LINC'S RESPONSIBILITY TO
PROVIDE GUIDANCE AND SUPERVISION. IN PRACTICE CADICK ONLY COMMANDS
SYNCARP OPERATIONS IN YSHOOF, KMFLUSH AND OTFROGS TO LIMITED
DEGREE. QUAT STATION IS HANDLED DIRECTLY BY LINC AND COORDINATED
WITH CADICK.

2. RE PARA 2 ANSWERED ABOVE. CALL 5158 MEETS PRESS ONLY

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
19 JUNE 54
LING 4053 (IN 19302)
PAGE -2-

AT HIS HOME IN TEGU. NO PUBSUCCESS PBPRIIES GO TO HIS HOUSE THUS AVOID PRESS.

3. RE PARA 3 THESE INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN BASIC THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT HOWEVER TO ENSURE NO MISUNDERSTANDING SPECIFIC CABLE TO THIS EFFECT SENT TO CADICK.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, WH, ISSUED TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0445 19 JUNE 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 19 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

SECRET

RELEASE IN FULL 1956

WH (PBS)(1-3)*
WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 1055 (IN 19810) 08157 19 JUN 54

PRIORITY

TO: PRITY SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR

LANGEVIN-SPECIAL INSTRUCTION

1. WE BELIEVE YOUR TREATMENT OF D-DAY MATERIAL WAS EXCELLENT FROM WHAT WE HAVE SEEN AND THAT COMBINATION WITH AIR SHOW CREATED DESIRED IMPACT. PROBLEM NOW IS ONE OF CONSOLIDATING THESE IMPRESSIONS INTO TANGIBLE ACTIONS. THIS PARTICULARLY APPLIES TO WINNING ARMY TO OUR SIDE.

2. TALK OF LARGE FRIENDLY FORCES WAS GOOD AT FIRST BUT MUST QUICKLY SWITCH TO URGING ALL ANTI-COMMUNISTS TO REALIZE THIS IS THEIR FIGHT AS WELL. HIT BACK HARD AT "FOREIGNERS" LINE. MENDOZA PERFECT FOR THIS

3. BELIEVE WE MUST EMPHASIZE THAT MOVEMENT KNOWS ARMY IS BASICALLY ANTI-COMMUNIST AND THEREFORE URGES ARMY TO CLEANSE ITSELF OF COMMUNIST LEADERSHIP UNDER ARBENZ.

4. MENDOZA ALSO CAN LAUGH AT CLAIM HIS HOUSE BOMBED. TELL PEOPLE TO GO LOOK.

5. CALLING OFF COUPLE DEMONSTRATION BIG OPPORTUNITY. IT WAS BALLYHOODED TREMENDOUSLY EVERYONE TOLD TO TURN OUT. NOBODY CAME SO

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
19 JUNE 54
LING 4:55 (IN 19810)
PAGE -2-

CALLED OFF.

6. YOUR LONG HOURS PAYING OFF WITH IMPACT.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, WH, ISSUED TEMPO'COPY OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0445 19 JUNE 54. TREATED AS PBSUCCESS.

MASTER FILE

DO NOT REMOVE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 19 JUNE 54
SECRET

REVIEW
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PSS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), OD/P (L)(7), SA/PG/DCI (6), PM (9)

LINC 4057 (IN 19812) 0815Z 19 JUN 54
PRIORITY
INFO: PRITY DIR
CITE: SLING

TO: RYBAT PBSUCCESS PBCABOOSE
FOR CADICK
BRODFROST REPORTS FOLLOWING:

1. TWO F-47 OVER GUAT CITY 1555L SEVERAL PASSES MADE OVER CITY AT MINIMUM ALTITUDE (APPROX 150 FEET). PASSES MADE OVER AIRPORT, FOR TN OF CITY, AND PALACE. ON EACH PASS FIRED MG TOWARD HILLS WHILE IN CLIMBING ATTITUDE.

2. MADE LOW PASS OVER ESCUINTLA, PALINE LOS CERRITOS FIRING SMALL BURSTS.

3. SAN JOSE AIRPORT CHECKED. NO A/C. ONE VICTORY SHIP ANCHORED OFF SHORE ALSO 200 FT STEAMER AND 40 FOOT BOAT. FIRED MG BURSTS AT HILLS.

4. APPARENTLY NO OPPOSITION FROM AA. NO LEAFLETS DROPPED AS IMPRACTICABLE OPEN CANOPY AT HIGH SPEEDS. CREATED STRONG IMPRESSION ON POPULATION BORDERING ON PARTIDGE.

DO NOT REMOVE
CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: CUL. KING, WH, ISSUED TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0445 19 JUNE 54.

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 19 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

RINL 4061 (IN 19831) 0925Z 19 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: DIR INFO: OPIM SQUAT
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
REF: A.

B. LINC 4062 (IN 19832)

1. AS INDICATED REF B, POSSIBILITY IF ARMY DOES NOT SWING WILL HAVE TO ATTACK MILITARY TARGETS WITH AT LEAST BOMB SUPPORT. SHOULD ALSO HAVE AUTHORITY STRAFE MILITARY VEHICLES.

2. ABOVE ASSUMPTION WITHOUT SUCH AUTHORITY AFTER CERTAIN PERIOD WOULD LEAD TO IMPOSSIBLE DILEMMA OF HAVING UNUSED STRENGTH WHILE OWN SUPPORTERS BEING DEFEATED. CONSIDER THIS IN LIGHT FACT THAT PLANES ARE PART OF CALLIGERI S FORC NOT PBPRIME.

3. MAY NEVER ARISE IF AIR SHOT ALONE SUFFICIENTLY EFFECTIVE OR IF COMES THROUGH.

4. IF ARMY STILL OPPOSING BY 20 JUNE URGE WE HAVE AUTHORITY

A. TO DROP 250 POUND BOMBS IN VICINITY IMPORTANT GARRISONS AND IF THIS DOES NOT WORK THEN LET THE GARRISON HAVE IT. DOING IT ONCE SHOULD DO TRICK AND NEED ONLY THREATEN THEREAFTER.

SECRET

RELEASE AS UNCLASSIFIED

1956

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
B. TO STRAFE TANKS OR FIRE FEW BURSTS INTO RECALCITRANT GARRISON.

5. IF ABOVE AUTHORIZED WILL IMMEDIATELY SEND ULTIMATUM TO ADVISING THAT STARTING 20 JUNE WE ARE ALL OUT AND HE MUST SWING ARMY BEFORE THEN.

6. WE WOULD MOVE SOME BOMBS TOMORROW TO SOMERSET AND WOULD PROPOSE TO USE ON TARGET OUTSIDE ADAM, PROBABLY HANK STARTING 20 JUNE.

7. REQUEST CONCURRENCE, JPIM.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0530 19 JUNE 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 19 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (POS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4064 (IN 19839) 10137 19 JUN 54 PRIORITY
TO: PRITY DIR INFO: PRITY SQUAT CITE: SLINC
RUBYAT PBSUCCESS
DAILY OP SITREP NBR 5

1. JOHNNY TEAM CROSSED BORDER PREMATURELY AT DT
0730 JUNE 18 WRS ORDERED TO HALT AT CF 0925. HANK TEAM ORDERED
ACROSS BORDER 17 JUNE AND TAKE UP ATTACK POSITION FOR HANK. ALL
OTHER TEAMS WERE ORDERED TO CROSS BORDER AND ATTACK AT 2020
JUNE 18. NO FURTHER INFO. ROVZ LINC'IFIED PRESS REPORTS IN-
DICATED CIVIL DISTURBANCES IN CEASAR. GAS STORAGE TANK FIRED
AT IKE AND HEAVY 7.62MM LUNGING IN BOND ON 18 JUNE. DISTURBANCES RE-
PORTED ELSEWHERE IN TARGET COUNTRY CONSIDERED GREATLY EX-
AGGERATED. SABOTEUR TEAMS READYED FOR ACTION AFTER H-HOUR. FRANK
TEAM APPREHENDED IN DTFSOGSA AND DTS-ARMED BUT PERMITTED RETURN
TO WSHOOF.

2. KUGOON: FIGHTER-AFT (2) STAGED DEMONSTRATION OVER ADAM
1600-1630 JUNE 18 FIRING MG BURSTS INTO NEARBY HILLS TERRORIZED
POPULACE. SHERWOOD FOLLOWED LATTER ACTION WITH NOTIONAL BROAD-
CAST WHICH BELIEVED TO HAVE CREATED STRONG IMPACT ON TARGET

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
19 JUNE 54
LINC 4064 (IN 19339)

PAGE -2-

SIGNALING OPENING OF AGGRESSIVE STAGE. SANTA FE RE-BROADCASTED SHERWOOD PROGRAM.


4. AIR: SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED P4, 5 ABOVE FIGHTER DEMO OVER ADAM. CARGO DROPS C13 AND C14 ABORTED BY WEATHER. LT ACFT SCHEDULED TO CARRY ARMS TO IKE TEAM 18 JUNE. C15 AND C16 WILL BE BLIND DROPS.

5. SIGNAL: NO CHANGE.

6. GENERAL: MAXIMUM PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT BELIEVED TO HAVE ESTABLISHED ON THIS DATE. UNQUESTIONS CONTROL OF AIR ESTABLISHED ALTHOUGH AIR CARGO DROPS REMAIN UNSUCCESSFUL. AIR AND KUGOIN THUS FOR ONLY DEMONSTRATED ASSETS. REMAINS UNTSTED. K PROGRAM IN FINAL TESTING PERIOD APPEARS UNPREDICTABLE. NEXT 43 HOURS CONSIDERED CRITICAL PERIOD. FAILURE TO SECURE TRANSIT PRIVILEGES IN DITROBS PROVING VERY SERIOUS.

END OF MESSAGE

DO NOT REMOVE

SECRET
GUAT PRESS DIGEST, 15 THROUGH 17 JUNE.

1. 15 JUNE, LAHORA.
   A. NEW PROPAGANDA BULLETIN FOR INTENDED DEMONSTRATION 18 JUNE.
   B. PAGE 6: "ACTION MEETINGS PRECEDE FRIDAY DEMONSTRATION"
   QUOTE FROM BULLETIN: "OVER ANY DIFFERENCES IN IDEAS AND BELIEVING, PATRIOTIC SPIRIT UNITES US IN ONE BLOCK. DEFENSE OF DEMOCRATIC LIBERTIES INDISPENSABLE TO EXPLAIN OUR DIFFERENT OPINIONS."

2. TRIBUNA POPULAR
   A. HEADLINE "NOT ONE STEP MORE." MASS MEETING PUERTO BARRIOS, CONVOKED BY PERMANENT COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY. THEIR MANTRA: "ONWARD WITH THE REVOLUTION. GOVERNMENT, ARMY AND PEOPLE - WE SHALL CONQUER."
   B. PAGE 3. ALVARADO EDITORIAL "WAR OF NERVES" GIST:
   CONSPIRATORS, FINDING THEIR AGGRESSIVE PLANS UNCOVERED, RESORTED TO "WAR OF NERVES WHICH FAILS BECAUSE DETERMINATION OF PEOPLE TO DO SO."
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FIGHT IMPERIALISM.

C. EDITORIAL JUAN DE LA FERIA. RIDICULES U.S. GOVT
ATTEMPTS TO PROVE COMMIE INFILTRATION.

D. PAGE 8. PRG FORMS NATIONAL EMERGENCY COMMISSION.
PURPOSE "MOST COMPLETE NATION-WIDE MOBILIZATION OF ORGANIZATIONS
FOR DEFENSE OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY."

3. 16 JUNE. TRIBUNA POPULAR.

A. IMPORTANT DECLARATION PRG: TO ISOLATE COMMUNISTS
WOULD OPEN WAY TO FASCISM.

B. PAGE 7: EMIL MAZER, SECY TREAS AUTOMOBILE WORKERS
MICHIGAN IN UNION MEETING PROTESTED INTERVENTION INDOCHINA,
GUAT.

C. PAGE 8: FOUR JUNIOR BRIGADES MADE UP.

4. NUESTRO DIARIO.

A. PRG MANIFESTO: U.S. HAS LOST ITS MOST PROFITABLE MARKET
ASIA, ELSEWHERE: THEREFORE SECKS MAINTAIN HOLD LATIN AMERICAN.
STRATEGY OF REACTION: BREAK UNITY OF DEMOCRATIC FORCES, ISOLATE
COMMIES. HISTORIC EXPERIENCE OF ALL PEOPLES SHOWS THAT WHERE
COMMIES ARE PERSECUTED, FASCISM IS IMPOSED. DEMOCRACY DISAPPEARS

B. MARCHING ORDER FOR FRIDAY DEMONSTRATION

C. LETTER CGTG, CNCG TO WORKERS, PEASANTS LATIN AMERICA.

5. ESPECTADOR:

A. BOX STORY, GUTIERREZ PRESS CONFERENCE: "WHEN WE

SECRET
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DO NOT LOWER OUR MORALE, EVERYTHING WILL GO WELL."

B. PAGE 3 PICTURE: BRANDENBURG GATE, BERLIN: GIRLS
FROM SOVCCTOR ONLOOKING.

6. IMPARCIAL. EDITORIAL. PICTURES CELEBRATING 32ND YEAR.
PUBLICATION: EMPHASIZING CONCERN WITH MATERIAL, SOCIAL PROGRESS
OF PEOPLE.

7. 17 JUNE. PRENSA LIBRE.

A. FRONT PAGE PICTURE: THREE STUDENTS ON VACATIONS.

B. PAGE 2: MARTINEZ SPEECH ON AGRARIAN REFORM; STRESSED
CAMPESINO GAINS: UFCO LOST HUGE LANDS, STATE DEPT FIGHTS FOR
UFCO.

C. PAGE 3: SPOKESMAN PRINTERS UNION: DISTRIBUTION
NUESTRO DIARIO WILL BE STOPPED UNTIL BACK WAGES PAID.

END OF MESSAGE
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DATE: 19 JUN 54

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (POLS) (1-3)

INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)
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REVIEW

RELEASE AS SANITIZED

1966

LINC 4067 (IN 19928) 1626Z 19 JUN 54 PRIORITY

TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD INFO: DIR

SUCCESS RYBAT

FOR LANGEVIN. INSTRUCTION 11.

1. TGMB 19 JUNE 0505 GMT BROADCAST TORIELLO MESSAGE TO
CHAIRMAN SECURITY COUNCIL, UNITED NATIONS, DEMANDING EMERGENCY
MEETING TO STOP AGGRESSION AGAINST GUAT, PROTECT INTERNATIONAL
PEACE. OUR COMMENT:

A. MESSAGE SIGN EXTREME JITTERS AND COLLAPSING GOVT
MORALE, SINCE COMMIES GENERALLY DESPISE U.N., ESPECIALLY SINCE
U.N. STOPPED COMMIE AGGRESSION AGAINST SOUTH KOREA, BRANDED
RED CHINA AGGRESSOR.

B. TORIELLO, ANY OTHER MEMBER ARBENZ REGIME, NO RIGHT
SPEAKING FOR GUAT, VIOLATED CONSTITUTION, SOLD COUNTRY TO MOSCOW.
NO LONGER LEGITIMATE GOV.

C. TIME FOR DIPLOMATIC NEGOTIATIONS HAS PASSED. PEOPLE
GUAT TOOK MATTERS INTO OWN HANDS, SHALL NOT REST UNTIL ARBENZ-
FORTUNY-TORIELLO GANG REMOVED. AFTERWARDS, WE SHALL PRESENT
WELL-DOCUMENTED CASE OF PAST AGGRESSIONS ARBENZ REGIME AGAINST

MASTER
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NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES, SOVIET INTERFERENCE INTERNAL AFFAIRS
GUAT, CONSPIRACY ARBENZ- MOSCOW PLANNING FUTURE AGGRESSION AGAINST
OTHER LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, BEFORE U.N., WORLD. BUT THIS
MUST WAIT UNTIL LIBERATION COMPLETED.

2. TGG G 19 JUNE, 0426 GMT, BROADCAST ANNOUNCEMENT
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OF 18 JUNE DEMONSTRATION, SAYING "SECOND,
THE DEMONSTRATION WILL BE HELD IN THE NEAR FUTURE AT WHATEVER
PRICE MUST BE PAID". OUR COMMENT: THERE WILL BE NO COMMUNIST
TERROR DISPLAYS ON GUAT SOIL ANY MORE. WORDING OF ANNOUNCEMENT
PROVES CLEARLY PROVOCATIVE INTENT ORIGINAL DEMONSTRATION PLAN.
COMMIES WANTED BLOODSHED, PRESUMABLY CAUSED BY COMMIE-PLANTED
BOMBS, TO PROVE "FOREIGN INTERVENTION", INCREASE THEIR TERROR.
THOSE RESPONSIBLE SUCH CRIMINAL PLANS, WANTONLY SACRIFICING
INNOCENT LIVES TO BUILD UP TOTAL DICTATORIAL POWER, MUST NOT
ESCAPE PUNISHMENT.

3. TGG G 19 JUNE, 0027 GMT, BROADCAST COMMUNIQUE BANK OF
GUAT, TRYING TO REFUTE RUMORS RE: DEVALUATION QUETZAL, BY
REFERRING TO ALLEGED GOLD ASSETS. OUR COMMENT: COMMIE-INSPIRED
DEVALUATIONS OF CURRENCY IN RUSSIA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, ETC. WERE NEVER
PRIMARILY DICTATED BY ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS, (BUT BY POLITICAL
SECRET
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INTENTIONS, BREAKING INDEPENDENCE OF MIDDLE CLASSES,
CONCENTRATING ALL MONEY IN GOVT HANDS, MAKING EVERYBODY
COMPLETELY DEPENDENT UPON ALL-POWERFUL DICTATORIAL BUREAUCRACY.
BUT WE HAVE ALSO RELIABLE INFO THAT CONSIDERABLE PART GOLD ASSETS
BANK OF GUAT NO LONGER HERE, TAKEN OUT PARTLY BY ARBENZ,
TORIELLO, FANJUL TO PRIVATE HIDING PLACES ABROAD, PARTLY
"ENTRUSTED" BY FORTUNY, GUTIERREZ TO SOVIET EMBASSY MEXICO CITY
FOR SAFEKEEPING UNTIL COMMIE DICTATORSHIP GUAT CONSOLIDATED.
(REPEAT PREVIOUS ADMONITION REMOVE MONEY FROM BANKS, GET RID OF
CASH HOLDINGS, BUY FOOD, DURABLE GOODS).

4. FYI: SINCE YESTERDAY REBROADCASTING YOUR
PROGRAMS WHENEVER TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE, FILLING GAPS WITH
TAPE RECORDINGS.

END OF MESSAGE

MASTER
FILE
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LINC 4071 (IN 19959)  1836Z 19 JUN 54  OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO:  DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE:  A. DIR 05670 (OUT 55522),  B. LINC 4061 (IN 19831).

1. HAVE RELAYED REF DECISION TO FIELD. IN VIEW SITUATION
AND NEED KEEP COMMUNICATION CHANNELS OPEN DO NOT FEEL WE CAN
SEND MORE.

2. PLEASE CONSIDER BOTH FIELD AND LINC REQUEST FOR AUTHORITY
CONTAINED IN REF B. AS BEING CONTINUOUSLY BEFORE YOU UNTIL FINAL
DECISION MADE.

3. AS INDICATE IN REF B WE ADVOCATE WAITING UNTIL DAWN
20 JUNE BUT IN ORDER TO PUT INTO EFFECT AT THAT TIME WE MUST
HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO DO.

4. REALIZE THIS DIFFICULT DECISION BUT IF   AND
ARMY HAVE NOT SWUNG BY TOMORROW SOME STRONG INCENTIVE WILL BE
NEEDED. BELIEVE IT WILL NOT TAKE TOO MUCH FOR THEM TO BE
PERSUADED THEREAFTER NO NEED FURTHER USE ADDITIONAL POWER BUT
THREAT OF USE ENOUGH.

5. MUST RECOGNIZE CALLIGERIS HAS ALREADY BEEN ACCUSED OF

SECRET
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BOMBING AND MOST PEOPLE MUST BELIEVE IT. ALSO PBPRIME IS NOT THE AGGRESSOR DESPITE UNAVOIDABLE ACCUSATIONS. PLANES BELONG TO CALLIGERIS, PILOTS ARE HIS, MENDOZA IS HIS CHIEF OF AIR. THE LONGER WE DENY HIM THE NORMAL USE OF WHAT IS HIS THE MORE WE CONFIRM TO EVERYONE INCLUDING ALL PILOTS THAT THIS IS FACT PBPRIME AFFAIR.

6. KNOWN DIFFICULT TO HAVE US REPEATEDLY ASKING BUT YOU HAVE SAID DECISION STILL NOT FINAL. WE FEEL SO STRONGLY ABOUT STARTING TOMORROW (NOT BEFORE) THAT MUST EXPRESS VIEWS. ASSUMING ARMY DOES NOT SWING AND REALLY GOES INTO ACTION WHICH NO INDICATION IT HAS YET, WE MUST BE IN POSITION TO ACT FAST WITH AIR SUPPORT OR THERE MAY BE NOTHING TO SUPPORT. THE TIME FOR CLEARING DECISION STARTING TOMORROW MAY BE DECISIVE. REMEMBER CALLIGERIS STARTED WITH ONLY ABOUT 300 MEN.

END OF MESSAGE
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TO: DIRECTOR  
FROM: LINCOLN  
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)  
INFO: WH (L)  

1955

SECRET

1. PLACE MUCH GREATER EMPHASIS ON RELIGIOUS ANGLES. CALL COMMIES "GODLESS, ANTI-RELIGIOUS, ENEMIES OF CHRISTIANITY" APPEAL TO CHRISTIAN FAITH OF AUDIENCES WHENEVER APPROPRIATE. REPORT COMMIE OUTRAGES AGAINST CHURCHES, PRIESTS, NUNS, AS PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED. QUOTE KEY PASSAGES FROM ARELLANO PASTORAL LETTER. MENTION PROGRESS OF COMMIE-SPONSORED "SOCIETY MILITANT GODLESS IN GUAT" WHO FORM SPEARHEAD COMMIE DRIVE AGAINST CHURCHES, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, CHRISTIAN TRADITIONS (WEDDINGS, FUNERALS)

2. INCREASE SHARPLY ATTACK AGAINST POLICE ATROCITIES. STRESS THAT ARBENZ REGIME HAS BECOME ALREADY IN PAST WEEKS SECRET POLICE TERROR REGIME SOVIET-STYLE. IF NOT ENDED NOW, WILL BECOME FULL Fledged MVD STATE NEXT FEW DAYS. FOCUS POPULAR INDIGNATION UPON LEADERS, ARBENZ, FORTUHY, CRUZ BER, JAIME ROSENBERG, ETC. WARN EVERY POLICE OFFICER HE WILL SHARE GUILT OF LEADERS, UNTIL

DO
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HE STOPS CARRYING OUT THEIR ORDERS, PREVENTS MASSACRE POLITICAL PRISONERS, ASSISTS THEIR ESCAPE, COOPERATES WITH LIBERATION. CALL UPON PEOPLE TO FREE POLITICAL PRISONERS OR COMMIES MAY KILL THEM BEFORE LIBERATION WINS. STRESS REPEATEDLY THAT MANY WOMEN, CHILDREN, OLD AND SICK MEN AMONG TORTURED PRISONERS. REMIND AUDIENCE POLICE ACTED ILLEGALLY ALREADY BEFORE RECENT SUSPENSION CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES.

3. FACTS PRESENTLY KNOWN LINC INCLUDE: THOUSAND OF POLITICAL PRISONERS TAKEN LAST THREE WEEKS, MANY INCOMMUNICADO, MAY ALREADY BE DEAD. GUARDIA JUDICIAL HIRED OVER 200 NEW PLAINCLOTHES AGENTS SINCE 1 MAY (PRESUMABLY MOSTLY HAND-PICKED COMMIES, TRAINED IN SOVIET SECRET POLICE BRUTALITY, BRAIN WASHING, ETC).

4. GIVE SPECIAL BUILD-UP WELL KNOWN INDIVIDUAL CASES SUCH AS:

A. BODY, HORRIBLY MUTILATED, CHARRED IDENTIFIED AT MORGUE A FEW DAYS AGO.

B. PERFECTO VILLEGAS, FOUND LYING STREET BATTERED CONDITION, DIED FEW MINUTES AFTER ARRIVING HOSPITAL.

C. OSCAR LUNA CAMPOS; ALLEGEDLY DROWNED LAKE AMATITLAN 2 MAY, BUT BODY SHOWED BLOWS HEAD, FACE, NECK. MARKS TIGHT CLAMPS AROUND WRISTS.
D. RUBEN VILLATORO, FOUGHT IN 1944 REVOLUTION, UNTIL LEADER: ARRESTED 25 JANUARY, INTERROGATED AND BEaten BY CRUZ WER, GAGGED, GIVEN WATER TREATMENT, FINALLY DROPPED WITH GROUP OTHER POLITICAL PRISONERS AT MEXICAN BORDER.

5. ADD TO ABOVE WHATEVER CASES MEMBERS YOUR TEAM MAY RECALL, PRESENTING DRAMATIZED VERSIONS WHENEVER POSSIBLE. DO NOT SO MUCH LAMENT VICTIMS BUT CALL FOR LIBERATION PRISONERS, END GUILTY REGIME, PUNISHMENT OF ALL CRIMINAL TORMENTORS AMONG POLICE, COMMIE SHOCK TROOPS, ETC.

6. FOR DIR: SUGGEST YOU RELAY ABOVE THROUGHOUT SGRANGER.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO WH, AT 1645 19 JUNE 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 19 JUN 54
SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

LINC 4081 (IN 20007) 2304Z 19 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD INFO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR BRODFROST

1. FCP REQUESTED AUTHORITY TO BUZZ HANK DROP ULTIMATUM TO
GARRISON STATING IT WOULD BE ATTACKED BY AIR SUPPORTED TROOPS IF THEY REFUSE TO JOIN ARMY OF LIBERATION. IF TIME ALLOWED FOR ANSWER PASSES WITHOUT AFFIRMATIVE REPLY, FIGHTER A/C WOULD DROP 250 PD BOMBS ON GARRISON BUILDINGS. BOMBS WOULD BE SIGNAL FOR GROUND ATTACK.

2. FCP PREPARING ULTIMATUM LEAFLETS AND REQUESTED THEY BE DROPPED AT 1400 JUNE 19. BOMB ATTACK TO FOLLOW AT FCP'S DIRECTION. LEAFLETS AND SKETCHES BEING FLOWN TO YOU 1000 JUNE 19.

3. PROCEED WITH PLANNING AND PREPARATION FOR ABOVE INCLUDING FLAK SUPPRESSION ATTACKS BUT DO NOT AUTHORIZE A/C TO FIRE OR BOMB UNTIL YOU RECEIVE CLEAR AUTHORITY TO PROCEED FROM LINCOLN.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

#H, NOTIFIED OF THE RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 19
19 JUN 54.
SECRET
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DATE: 19 Jun 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)

INFO: WH (1), DCI (5), D/Del (6), DO/P (L) (7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

LINIC 4078 (IN 19990) 2220Z 19 Jun 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

PRECEDENCE

CITE: SLINC

TO: DIR

RE: GUAT 906

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. WE BELIEVE ISSUE IS CLEAR: ARE WE GOING TO STANDBY AND SEE LAST HOPE OF FREE PEOPLE IN WSBURNT SUBMERGED TO DEPTHS OF COMMUNIST OPPRESSION AND ATROCITY UNTIL WE SEND PBPRIME ARMED FORCE AGAINST ENEMY AS WE SURELY MUST DO SOONER OR LATER OR ARE WE GOING TO AUTHORIZE MAXIMUM USE OF OUR ASSETS TO TAKE CALCULATED RISK OF DEFLECTION WSBURNT ARMY?

2. IS IT NOT MORE SERIOUS TO FAIL TO WIN HAVING ALREADY GONE SO FAR THAN IT IS TO WIN EVEN THOUGH OUR ENEMIES MAY TRY TO TARUS WITH INTERVENTION? IS NOT OUR INTERVENTION NOW UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES FAR MORE PALATABLE THAN BY MARINES? THIS IS THE SAME ENEMY WE Fought IN KOREA AND MAY FIGHT TOMORROW IN INDO-CHINA. HE KNOWS NO QUARTERS AND GIVES NONE. HE IS HIDING BEHIND GUATS ON HIS SIDE AND WE ON OURS. HE SENT THE ALTHEM ARMS WE SENT TOKEN GEAR.

3. OUR PLANS CALLED FOR INTERNAL STRENGTH, THE ENEMY RUTH-
19 JUN 54
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LESSLY ELIMINATED OR SUPPRESSED THIS HOPE. WE TRIED FORCING
DEFEC TION BY PROPAGANDA AND TOKEN FORCE OF ARMED IRREGULARS.
UNLESS WE REVERT NOW TO REAL DETERMINATION TO WIN OUR CLANDESTINE
PROPAGANDA EFFORT OF PRETENDED STRENGTH WILL IF NOT ALREADY BECOME
KNOWN FOR WHAT IT IS. WE HAVE 300 MEN, SOME ALREADY DESERTING.
THE ENEMY'S STRENGTH REMAINS UNIMPAIRED.

4. OUR BASIC PLAN ALTHOUGH ALTERED STILL REMAINS FEASIBLE
PROVIDING WE USE OUR ONE ASSET OVER THE ENEMY-AIR POWER. UNLESS
WE SHOW REAL STRENGTH WITHIN 24 HOURS WE RUN GREAT RISK OF

WSBURNT ATTACKING WSHOOF. OSORIO IS
STILL FENCE SITTING BECAUSE HE HAS NOT RECEIVED ASSURANCE ODYIKE
IS DETERMINED TO SEE CALLIGERIS SUCCEED. IS FACING THE
ENEMY'S CHARGES ALONE AND OFFERS HIS AIR FORCE TO BOMB WSBURNT.
HE IS WILLING GO ALL THE WAY TO VICTORY.

5. VIEW ABOVE AND REF MSG LINCOLN RESPECTFULLY REQUESTS
HQ'S MOVE SOONEST TO AUTHORIZE FOLLOWING SPECIFIC COURSE OF ACTION:

A. AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT FLAK S UPRESSION ATTACKS ON
AA IN ADAM OR ELSEWHERE WHERE OBSTRUCTING GROUND PROGRESS.

B. AUTHORITY TO BOMB HANK AND OTHER GARRISONS LATER IF
NECESSARY AS EXAMPLE OF STRENGTH AND DETERMINATION OF ANTI-
COMMUNISTS.

C. AUTHORITY TO TELL ARMY THAT ALL WHO OPPOSE ANTI-
COMMUNISTS AND SHOOT AT THEM TO DEFEND COMMUNISM WILL BE SHOT OR

SECRET
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BOMBED.

6. MUST EMPHASIZE AGAIN DECISION MUST COME SOON BEFORE
OUR MYTHICAL STRENGTH BECOMES KNOWN TO ENEMY AND AIR REMAINS OUR
ONLY POWER.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A TEMPORARY COPY OF THE ABOVE MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO MR.
PBS AT 1830 HOURS, 19 JUNE 1954.

#STAR-AS RECEIVED
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SECRET
TO: PRITY SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR LANGEVIN INSTRUCTION 13
GENERAL DIRECTIVE

1. YOU ARE DOING FINE JOB GIVING NOTIONAL COMBAT, PROGRESS
REPORTS, CREATING CONFIDENT IMPRESSION AS IF ENTIRE COUNTRY ALREADY
IN UPROAR. CONTINUE THESE TACTICS UNTIL FURTHER ORDER, BUT TRY
AVOIDING COMPLACENCY. YOUR BROADCASTS MUST NOT GIVE AUDIENCE
IMPRESSION THAT LIBERATION IS PROCEEDING SO SMOOTHLY THAT LISTENER
NEED TO CONTRIBUTE NOTHING MORE ON CONTRARY, YOUR NOTIONAL REPORTS
OUGHT TO IMPEL LISTENER TO "JUMP ON BANDWAGON" AND JOIN LIBERATION
MOVEMENT IMMEDIATELY WHILE HE IS STILL URGENTLY NEEDED.

2. IF AND AS ACTUAL PROGRESS PERMITS, YOU WILL GRADUALLY
REDUCE NOTIONAL NEO-NEO CLOSER AND CLOSER TO FACTUAL REPORTING.
BEFORE MAKING THIS SWITCH, AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. REF MSG FORWARD TO SOMERSET AS DIRECTED, HOWEVER, Owing to possible delay in reply and fact information requested is largely available at LINCOLN, the following is hereby provided.

2. REF PARA 1: AS TO TARGETS, LINCOLN DOES NOT CONTEMPLATE EMPLOYMENT OF TACTICS REQUIRING INSTRUMENT CONTROLLED OR GUIDED BOMBING, ON CONTRARY, FROM OUTSET OF AIR SUPPORT PLAN ONLY LOW LEVEL SKIP OR DIVE BOMBING WITH ATTENDANT PINPOINT ACCURACY CONSIDERED FEASIBLE TO FULFILL ALL FORESEEABLE REQUIREMENTS. LINCOLN HAS AT NO TIME SUPPORTED OR EVEN CONSIDERED FAVORABLY FIELD (INCLUDING JMBLUG) REQUESTS FOR BOMBING NATIONAL PALACE, RACETRACK OR OTHER NON MILITARY TARGETS. ONLY MILITARY GARRISONS AND STORAGE TANKS ARE PRESENTLY CONSIDERED PRIMARY ESSENTIAL TARGETS AND OF THESE ONLY HANK IS DESIRED FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION IN EVENT UTMATUM TO COMMANDER IS INEFFECTIVE.

3. REF PARA 2:
A. When air support plan drawn up every emphasis was placed upon selection of combat experienced Odyoke Service trained pilots. In other words, only best and most combat proven pilots were to be selected of the 32 or more candidates interviewed by Brodfrost.

B. Lead pilot,

C. As his wingman.

D. Over 5,000 hrs in total. Checked out by Brodfrost who rated him tops.

E. Re bombsights, County provided combat ready A/C.

F. Flak only reported light to accurate over Adam 20 and possibly 40 mm. Minor damage sustained one A/C. See following Sherwood cables for specific details: 286 (in 19798), 291 (in 19959), and 295 (in 20028). Sufficient flak encountered over Adam to warrant consideration as hazardous to dangerous but not serious thus far.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 1097 (IN 20070) 07287 20 JUN OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD/SOMERSET INFO: OPIM DIR CITE: SLING RYBAT PBSUCCESS COMMAND MSG FOR CADICK

1. GENERAL ULTIMATUM ALL ENEMY MILITARY GARRISONS CONSIDERED PREMATURE AND COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE AT THIS TIME. SPECIFIC ULTIMATUM TO HANK ON 20 JUNE ACCOMPANIED WITH GROUND AND AIR ASSAULT AS ORIGINALLY REQUESTED IS APPROVED AND URGED AS TEST CASE AND EXAMPLE OF SYNCARP MILITARY CAPABILITIES. UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION THIS SPECIFIC MISSION AND ANALYSIS OF IMPACT ON ARMY, CONSIDERATION WILL BE GIVEN TO GENERAL ULTIMATUM. IMPERATIVE SYNCARP LEAD FROM STRENGTH AND VICTORY IN INITIAL ENGAGEMENT. COORDINATION AND TIMING THIS ASSAULT IS SUBJECT TO YOUR DIRECTION.

2. ULTIMATUM TO HANK SHOULD PROVIDE EVERY OPPORTUNITY FOR GARRISON TO HONORABLY JOIN FRIENDLY CAUSE. THEREFORE, IF NECESSARY PREPARE SPECIAL LEAFLETS AND RADIO SCRIPT. SINCE YOUR CONSIDERED PSYCHOLOGICALLY INCORRECT AND WOULD ONLY INDUCE AN ALAMO REACTION. ACCORDINGLY, PHRASE ULTIMATUM IN MOST

It is forbidden to make a copy of this message. Copy No.
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HONORABLE AND CHRISTIAN MANNER CALLING ON ALL ANTI COMMUNISTS WITHIN GARRISON TO INCAPACITATE ALL COMMUNISTS OR THOSE BLINDLY SERVING COMMUNIST STOOGE DICTATOR ARBENZ. ALLOW TWO HOURS FOR THIS ACTION. THEREAFTER, ALLOW TWO ADDITIONAL HOURS FOR ALL ANTI COMMUNIST PERSONNEL TO PROCEED ON FOOT TO A PRE-DESIGNATED SITE, 800 YDS FROM GARRISON WITHOUT ARMS. THEN WARN THAT ACTION WILL BE OBSERVED BY AIR AND IF FAIL TO COMPLY, THEY WILL BE SUBJECT TO ALLOUT ATTACK BY AIR AND GROUND.

3. PREPARED SECOND LEAFLET GIVING FINAL WARNING AT END OF 4-HOUR PERIOD IN EVENT ENEMY FAILS TO RESPOND. THIS TO BE ACCOMPANIED BY FIGHTER FLAK SUPPRESSION ATTACK. THIS LEAFLET SHOULD PROVIDE ADDITIONAL 30 MINUTES GRACE. IF THIS PROCEDURE FAILS, THEN AUTHORIZED DEMOLITION BOMB ATTACK ON GARRISON INSTALLATIONS ONLY, TO BE FOLLOWED BY GROUND ASSAULT.

4. YOU ARE SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZED TO DIRECT FOREGOING OPERATION UTILIZING FIGHTER AIR SUPPORT AS INDICATED AGAINST THIS SPECIFIC TARGET ONLY. YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED NOR IS BROADFROST PERMITTED TO CONDUCT ANY AIR TO GROUND FIGHT EXCEPT AS INDICATED HEREIN. THIS IS SPECIFIC AUTHORITY ONLY FOR SPECIFIC MISSION DESCRIBED.

MASTER FILE

DO NOT REMO
5. Although LINC recognizes your position viz Calligeris you are urged to present above operation in strongest terms as success at HANK is believed vital at this moment and procedure outlined has many important considerations of later value.

End of Message

CADE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, VH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0340 20 JUNE 54.
TO: OPIM  
FROM: LINCOLN  
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)  
INFO: WH (4), DCl (5), D/DCl (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCl (8), PM (9)  

TO: OPIM  
FROM: SHERWOOD  
ACTION: OPIM DlR  
INFO: SLING  
RE: LINC 3094 (IN 20070)  

to: SOMERSET  

OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE  

POLICY GUIDANCE FOR CADICK AND BRODFOST  

1. IN ADDITION TO THE SPECIFIC AIR ACTIONS AUTHORIZED REF THE FOLLOWING IS ALSO GRANTED, AUTHORITY FOR CADICK TO REQUEST FLAK SUPPRESSION ATTACKS ON AA IN ADAM. IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THE POSITIONS TO BE ATTACKED WILL BE THOSE MOST REMOVED FROM BARRACKS, BUILDINGS AND ANY LARGE CONCENTRATIONS OF PERSONNEL.  

2. THE FOLLOWING IMPLICATION OF THIS POLICY MUST BE ADHEERED TO BOTH IN LETTER AND SPIRIT. STRAFING OF AA IN ADAM MUST BE PLANNED AND EXECUTED IN SUCH A MANNER THAT THE NUMBER OF CASUALTIES, ESPECIALLY NON-COMBATANT, IS ABSOLUTELY MINIMIZED. FOR EXAMPLE, A LONG FIRING PASS DOWN HANGAR LINE AT AIRPORT, CHEWING WIDE SWATH THROUGH ENTIRE AREA, WOULD SERIOUSLY DAMAGE OUR CAUSE AND MUST BE EXPLICITLY PROHIBITED. HOWEVER, A FIRING PASS OF SHORT BURSTS,
AT A RANGE PERMITTING PINPOINT ACCURACY, POURED INTO AA POSITIONS IN FRONT OF THE HANGARS SHOULD EFFECTIVELY SUPPRESS THE FLAK AND WOULD BE CONSIDERED ACCEPTABLE.

3. WISH TO AGAIN STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF PILOT DISCIPLINE AND MISSION PLANNING WHICH COUPLED WITH KNOWN COMPETENCE OF AIR SUPPORT PERSONNEL AND PILOTS SHOULD RESULT IN A MISSION WHICH IS ACCEPTABLE BOTH FROM A TACTICAL AND A PSYCHOLOGICAL STANDPOINT.

4. FOR CADICK: PARA 4 REF ALSO APPLIES. SPECIFIC AREA ADAM.

5. SUGGEST ABOVE ACTION TAKE PLACE AS SOON AS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS PERMIT.

END OF MESSAGE
DAILY OP SITREP NBR 06

1. A. STRENGTH REPORT:
BOND 187, JOHNNY 96, DANNY 92, HANK 180, TOMMY 15, FRANK 52
INOPERATIVE, TOTAL 628.

B. MOVEMENT
1. BOND DUE CROSS BORDER 1100 TO LARRY AND ESTABLISH ROAD-RAIL CUT. SUPPLY LARRY CIVILIANS WITH EXTRA ARMS CARRIED. NO REPORT FROM RADIO OP.

2. TOMMY DUE CROSS LINE 17000 TO MORAL ESTABLISH SUPPLEMENTARY RAIL CUT AND BLOCK FOR BOND. NO RADIO OP WITH TOMMY.

3. HANK CROSSED BORDER 17022 DUE ATTACK HANK AFTERNOON 20 JUNE. NO REPORT FROM RADIO OP.

4. JOHNNY CROSSED BORDER 170330 REPORTED NEAR CAMOTAN. COMMAND POST AT CAPARJA REPORTS SLIGHT ENCOUNTER, ONE MAN WOUNDED.
12 MEN ILL, 6 REQUIRE FIRST AID. TWO RADIO REPORTS.
5. DANNY REPORTS LOCATED AT LA BREA APPROX CG 9975. SAYS HONDURAN DESERTIONS OCCURRING. TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT DIFFICULT. ARMY FORCES HOLDING HIGH GROUND AT MOVING SLOWLY. REPORTS REGULAR ESQUIPULAR AND QUEZALTEPEQUE. REQUESTS AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE AND REPORT THERECH. REQUESTS HIS RADIO CHANNEL BE KEPT OPEN. WITH COMPLETE EQUIPMENT DANNY HEADING FOR ESQUIPULAR.

6. FRANK TROOPS AT LAST REPORT NOT YET RETURNED TO CABICK CONTROL. IF OTFROGS EXPEL TO NUEVA OCOTAPEQUE WILL ARM AND IMMEDIATELY LAUNCH TO FRANK.

7. AGENT RADIO REPORTS SABOTAGE TEAM DISMANTLED COPAN FOR HANK. GUAT STATION REPORTS BRIDGE AT COPAN BLOWN UP. MISSION BELIEVED ACCOMPLISHED.

8. BOAT PILOT FOR SOUTH COAST TRANSPORTED MANA 18 JUNE. VESSEL BEING READIED FOR IKI.

9. TWO SABOTAGE SPECULISTS FLUSHED OUT 16 JUNE FOR RAIL SABOTAGE.

10. KUCOWN: LEAFLET DROPS MADE THROUGHOUT THE DAY OVER MOST PRINCIPAL TARGET CITIES. (SEE AIR BELOW) SHERWOOD BROADCASTS.
CONTINUED LARGELY NOTIONAL THEMES EXUDING CONFIDENCE AND ASSURANCE OF SUCCESS MAKING STRONGEST APPEAL TO ARMY. THIS MEDIUM CONTINUES TO BE REGARDED AS VERY EFFECTIVE. TACTICAL KUCOWN TEAMS REPORTEDLY ARE ADVANCING WITH SHOCK TEAMS. CALLIGERIS REQUEST FOR ISSUANCE ULTIMATUM ALL GARRISONS TO JOIN CAUSE BY 20 JUNE DENIED AND INSTEAD TO BE SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED AT HANK SAME DAY. OVERT PRESS GENERALLY ACCEPTING NOTIONAL THEMES.

3. K PROGRAM: LAST CONTACTED 181500. GUAT STATION INDICATED FAILURE DROP BOMBS ON ADAM AS REQUESTED MAY HAVE RETARDED ATTEMPT TO DEFECT ARMY. AUTHORITY UTILIZE AIR FIRE POWER WITHIN SPECIFIC LIMITS WILL PERMIT MAXIMUM EFFORT ON HANK 20 JUNE IF SUCCESSFUL SHOULD PROVIDE WITH SECOND OPPORTUNITY TO ACT IF STILL CAPABLE. ARBENZ REPORTedly said ON RADIO HE ASSUMING COMMAND OF ARMY DUE DEFECTIONS AMONG OFFICERS. GAF NOW CONSIDERED BADLY CRIPPLED BY DEFECTIONS POSSIBLY INOPERATIVE AS ANOTHER PILOT WITH A/C DEFEATED TO DTFRUGS AND THREE PILOTS SOUGHT ASYLUM. THREE ADDITIONAL PILOTS WITH A/C DEFEATED, UNCONFIRMED, UNLOCATED. ONE A/C CRASHED.

4. AIR: CARGO DROPS: PN 16 JUNE: C 15 SUCCESSFUL, 12 BUNDLES ON BF 6926. C 16 SUCCESSFUL, 12 BUNDLES ON BG 7263. AM 16 JUNE: C 17 SUCCESSFUL 12 BUNDLES ON BG 6850, C 16 SUCCESSFUL 12 BUNDLES ON BG 8592. PSYCHO FIGHTER SORTIES: P 6 SUCCESSFUL ESCORTED C 17 THEN LEAFLETS ON GUAT CITY. P 7 SUCCESSFUL ESCORTED C 18 THEN
20 JUN 54
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LEAFLETS ON GUAT CITY AND AIR DISPLAY OVER ZACAPA AND CHICUMULLA.
P 7. HIT BY FLAK OVER GUAT CITY. MINOR DAMAGE. ALL CARGO DROPS WERE
TO BE BLIND IF NECESSARY BUT ALL EXCEPT C17 DROPPED ON GROUND SIGNALS.
AUTHORITY RECEIVED TO CONDUCT FLAK SUPPRESSION ATTACKS UNDER LIMITED
CONDITIONS AND TO BOMB HANK IF NECESSARY.

5. SIGNAL: FOLLOWING ACTIVE: DIESEL (TRO 34) ENROUTE HANK.
ACEITE (TRO 38) ENROUTE BOND. PERA (RO 22) WITH A CP AT CAMOTAN.
GASOLINA (TRO 40) REPORTED 300 METERS FROM WSBURNT BORDER 191452.
SANDIA (RO 25) NO MSG SINCE 13 JUNE. JOBOS (RO 27) APPREHENDED WITH
FRANK TROOPS IN DTFRAGS AND RELIEVED OF GEAR. KEROSENE (TRO 57)
WITH RO 22.

6. GENERAL: NOTIONAL PROPAGANDA REMAINS ACCEPTABLE TO MAJORITY
UNCONTROLLED PRESS/RADIO AND APPEARS EFFECTIVE. WILL PHASE OUT
NOTIONAL TO FACTUAL AS RAPIDLY AS SITUATION PERMITS. CONTROL OF AIR
CONTINUES HOWEVER FLAK ENCOUNTERED OVER ADAM IN INCREASING EFFECTIVE-
NESS. MOVEMENTS FROM WSHOOPS GENERALLY ON SCHEDULE.
ONLY MINOR FIREFIGHTS REPORTED. RIGHT-CYOUT CENSORSHIP AND LACK OF OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS PREVENTS RESULTS OF SABOTAGE TEAMS FROM BEING KNOWN
AT THIS TIME. HOWEVER DISTURBANCES IN RETALHLEU (AG 6170) BELIEVED
TO REFLECT ARMS INFILTRATION BY AIR.

TWO SABOTEURS ALSO
20 JUN 54
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IN AREA, QUETZALTENANGO CONSIDERED ACTIVE. TWO SAB TEAMS SENT IN FROM MEXICO UNREPORTED. FUEL STORAGE TANK EXPLOSION BELIEVED CONFIRMED RESULTS OF IKE TEAM. BELIEVE ARMY STILL VULNERABLE TO LARGE SCALE DEFECTION ONCE PROPER SITUATION DEVELOPS.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 20 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 4100 (IN 20094) 12092 20 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD INFO: DIR CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR LANGEVIN:

1. DEFECT OF WS BURTNT AIR FORCE HAS REACHED SUCH SERIOUS PROPORTIONS WITH RECENT FLIGHT ONE A/C TO DTFRCGS AND TWO PILOTS INTO ASYLUM THAT IT IS NOW PRACTICALLY INOPERATIVE. REAL REASON WHY THERE IS NO AIR OPPOSITION TO MENDOZA'S AIR FORCE. URGE YOU EXPLOIT THIS FULLY BY URGING ARMY TO EMULATE ANTI-COMMUNIST PILOTS WHO REFUSED TO FIGHT FOR COMMUNISM. ARMY OFFICERS SHOULD ORGANIZE THEIR UNITS TO DEFECT INTO THE HILLS TO JOIN ARMY OF LIBERATION OR TAKE OVER THEIR OPPOSERS. MANY ARMY OFFICERS AND MEN ARE DEFECTING INTO WSHOOF CS AND DTFRCGS JOINING CALIGERIS. HOWEVER BATTLE IS NOW WITHIN COUNTRY AND ALL MEN ARE URGED TO ORGANIZE ANTI-COMMUNIST ELEMENTS AND FIGHT IN PLACE UNTIL ABLE JOIN LIBERATION ARMY. FIGHT ON SIDE OF GOD, COUNTRY AND NOT FOR ARBENZ NOW SPEAKS OF THIS NEW ARMY. HE MEANS HE HOPES HE WILL HAVE NEW PEOPLES ARMY AS IN RUSSIA. THIS IS AN INSULT AND LAST
20 JUN 54
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PROOF NEEDED BY ARMY THAT HE IS TRYING TO SOVIETIZE THE ARMY.

2. EMPHASIZE STRONGLY AND REPEATEDLY THAT ALL MEN, WOMEN
AND CHILDREN SHOULD SHOW THEIR FAITH IN GOD, COUNTRY AND
CONSTITUTION BY KEEPING ALIVE THE SYMBOL OF THE "32" AS.
CHRISTIANS DID THE FISH AND THE V FOR VICTORY IN WWII. PLACE
IT EVERYWHERE. LET THE COMMUNISTS SEE HOW MANY OF US HATE AND
WILL NOT TOLERATE COMMUNISM.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: PRIORITY SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLING

FOR BROADFROST

RE: A. DIR 05706 (OUT 55618)
B. LINC 4096 (IN 20074)

1. LINCOLN REPLIED TO PARA 1 AND 2 OF REF A AND HQS AUTHORIZED POLICY DEFINED IN REF A.

2. LINCOLN RECEIVED FOLLOWING STATEMENT AS PART OF REF A:
NOT BELIEVED PASSED TO SHERWOOD WHICH READS: "FURTHER RECOMMEND PRACTICE BOMB DROPS BE MADE IN VICINITY CALLED "AIR BASE IN ORDER (A) PROVE ABILITY PILOTS (B) ESTABLISH RATIONALE AT BASE AGAINST EVENTUALITY COMBAT BOMB MISSIONS."

3. LINCOLN DESIRES FULFILLMENT OF HQS RECOMMENDATION ABOVE HOWEVER IS COGNIZANT OF HIGH QUALIFIC ATIONS AND EXPERIENCE RECORD OF FIGHTER PILOTS AND FACT THAT FIRST BOMB AT BOMB MISSION WAS AUTHORIZED FOR JUNE (LINC 4074 IN 20074). PRESUME HQS IS FULLY AWARE THAT SOMERSET IS CALLIGER'S AIR BASE AND THEREFORE DESIRES PRACTICE DROPS Owing TO BARE
20 JUN 54
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MINIMUM NUMBER BOMBS AVAILABLE TO SYNCARP, LINCOLN SUGGESTS YOU ATTEMPT TO ARRANGE COMPLIANCE WITH PARA 2 ABOVE UNDER
ADVISING LINC IN ADVANCE OF PROPOSED PROCEDURES INVOLVED.

END OF MESSAGE.

*CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: TREATED AS RYBAT PBSUCCESS.
TO: PRIORITY SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR LANGEVIN. INSTRUCTION FOURTEEN.

1. ARBENZ TAKING OVER COMMAND ARMED FORCES APPARENTLY CONFINED. STORY COL. DIAZ, FORTY OTHER OFFICERS, TOOK ASYLUM VARIOUS EMBASSIES, NOT CONFINED BUT YOU MAY USE AS RUMOR WHICH HELPS EXPLAINING ARBENZ STEP (DO NOT STATE DIAZ STORY AS FACT UNLESS CONFINED OR YOU WILL REDUCE YOUR CREDIBILITY EYES ARMY OFFICERS). DIRECTIVE: DENOUNCE ARBENZ STEP FURTHER ATTEMPT MISUSE ARMY FOR MOSCOW'S INTERESTS, INTERPRET IT SAME TIME AS ENCOURAGING INFO CONFINING ARMY "UNRELIABLE" IN COMMIE SENSE.

RENEWED APPEAL ARMY: DO NOT WAIT UNTIL ALL YOUR LOYAL OFFICERS REPLACED BY COMMIES, ARRESTED OR KILLED BY MOSCOW ASSASSINS.

ACT NOW, DEPOSE ARBENZ; JOIN LIBERATION.

2. INTRODUCE FOLLOWING AS COMING FROM YOUR "INTERNATIONAL LISTENING POST" OR SIMILAR. INTERNATIONAL COMMIE FORCES ONLY SUPPORTERS OF ARBENZ REGIME IN PRESENT SITUATION:

SECRET
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A. RADIO SOVSECTOR BERLIN 19 JUNE, 2130 GMT: LAZARO
PENA OF CUBA, VICE PRESIDENT UFU, DENOUNCED LIBERATION
MOVEMENT AS "CRIMINAL ATTACK ON PEACELVING GUAT." VIRGILIO
GUERRA OF CGTG APPEALED GERMAN PEOPLE SHOW SOLIDARITY.

B. PRAVDA, MOSCOW, 20 JUNE, LONG ARTICLE GUAT,
ALLEGING THAT "ARMED CONFLICT GUAT HAS BEEN UNLEASHED EXACTLY
DURING THOSE DAYS WHEN ATMOSPHERE IS BECOMING FAVORABLE FOR
PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT ASIA AND FOR REDUCING INTERNATIONAL TENSION
IN GENERAL." (COMMENT: PRAVDA REALLY MEANS THAT AFTER HAVING
TERMINATED HOPELESS FIGHT IN KOREA, FORCES FREED FOR COMMIE
AGGRESSION INDOCHINA, COMMIES ALSO WANT FREE HAND IN LATIN AMERICA).

C. RADIO MOSCOW IN ENGLISH, 19 JUNE, 2030 GMT,
REPEATED ALL ATROCITY RUMORS TOLD BY TOBB, AScribing THEM TO
UNNAMED "AMERICAN CORRESPONDENTS," EVEN REPORTS 18 JUNE
DEMONSTRATION AS HAVING TAKEN PLACE.

D. RADIO SOVSECTOR BERLIN, 19 JUNE, 1840 GMT, IN
LONG POLITICAL COMMENTARY, FANTASTIC ATROCITY REPORT: "SINCE
FRIDAY MORNING, BOMBS HAVE FALLEN. AIRPLANES CROSSED THE
FRONTIERS, REDUCING PLANTATIONS, ROADS, RAILWAY LINES, TOWNS,
VILLAGES TO RUINS. TANKS ARE LEVELING COFFEE AND ORANGE GROVES."

E. RADIO SOFIA, BULGARIA, 20 JUNE, 0100 GMT, SIMILAR
COMMENTARY "THE PLOT OF THE U.S. RULING CIRCLES AGAINST GUAT."
20 JUN 54
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F. COMMIE-CONTROLLED CTAL, MEXICO, LATIN AMERICAN BRANCH OF WFTU, ISSUED STATEMENT LAST NIGHT DENOUNCING "MERCENARIES OF UFCO DIRECTED BY AMERICAN IMPERIALISM," ASKED FOR INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY WITH GUAT. (COMMENT: THESE EXAMPLES PROVE MOSCOW'S WORLD WIDE DRIVE TO SAVE ITS PUPPET ARBENZ AND CO. NO SINCERE NON-COMMIE VOICE HEARD ANYWHERE IN DEFENSE CRIMINAL ARBENZ-FORTUNY REGIME, THOUGH ALL PEOPLES SYMPATHIZE WITH PLIGHT GUAT PEOPLE, WISH THEM SPEEDY SUCCESS IN ELIMINATING FOREIGN COMMIE AGENTS, RESTORING FREEDOM, PEACE).

3. (LATEST NEWS FROM MEXICO BASED ACTUAL REPORT)
ALVARADO FUENTES, GUAT AMBASSADOR MEXI, MADE ARRANGEMENTS WITH BANCO INTERNACIONAL ON DIRECT ORDERS FROM ARBENZ: 100,000 BAGS COFFEE TO BE SHIPPED RAIL TO TAPACHULA, MEXICO FREE PORT COATZACOALCOS. IF QUESTIONED, ALVARADO WILL PRETEND THIS BARTER DEAL FOR GASOLINE, MACHINERY URGENTLY NEEDED GUAT. ACTUALLY, COFFEE PERSONAL PROPERTY ARBENZ AND PERSONAL FRIENDS WHO WILL USE PROCEEDS TO ESTABLISH PERSONAL DOLLAR ASSETS ABROAD, NEEDED WHEN FLEEING FROM GUAT.

END OF MESSAGE.
1. TO SPEED TACTICAL MESSAGES SHERWOOD-FCP USE BUEY PADS SENDING DIRECT FCP.

2. BRODFROST MUST CONDENSE MESSAGES TO FCP NOT TO EXCEED APPROXIMATELY 100 GROUPS ENCIIPHERED SO NOT OVERLOAD SHERWOOD-FCP CIRCUIT WHICH GIVING PRIORITY AGENT MESSAGE HANDLING. SHORT TYPE MESSAGES BEING SENT BY CADICK SHOULD BE USED AS GUIDE.

3. LONGER MORE DETAILED MESSAGES MAY BE SENT LINC WHEN DESIRED. ALL RADIO CIRCUITS OVERLOADED, KEEP MESSAGES ABSOLUTE MINIMUM LENGTH WHILE REPORTING ALL PERTINENT DETAILS.

4. CADICK MUST HAVE ALL ESSENTIAL INFO RE YOUR CAPABILITIES, SCHEDULES AND RESULTS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO DIRECT NECESSARY ACTION; I.E., SUGGEST CONDENSED VERSION-FLIGHT REPORT DIRECT TO CADICK.

DO NOT REMOVE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
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5. FOR CADICK: BRODFROST STATES REQUIRES MINIMUM SIX HOURS FROM MESSAGE TRANSMISSION TIME TO TOT.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 1945 HOURS, 20 JUNE 54.

SECRET
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 21 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), D/Ci (5), D/Dci (6), DD/P (7), SA/PC/Dci (8)

LINC 4132 (IN 20203) 0707Z 21 JUN

TO: OPIM SHERWOOD
INFO: OPIM DIR

COMMAND MESSAGE FOR CADICK/BRODERICK

RE: A. LINC 4096 (IN 2007)
B. LINC 4094 (IN 2007)

R3BAT PBSUCCESS

1. PRIMARY MISSION 21 JUNE PROVIDE AIR SUPPORT FOR ATTACK ON HANK PER CADICK'S DIRECTION. SEE REF B FOR POLICY GUIDANCE.

2. PERMITTED GRANTED SECONDARY MISSION CONDUCT PIN POINT F 47 40 DESTRUCTION GAS TANKS ADAM, TEXCO, ESSO, PEMEX TANKS LOCATED APPROX ONE MILE WEST OF LA AURORA (1435H-9033W).

3. TERTIARY MISSION F 47 40 DESTRUCTION BOND GAS TANKS.

GROUPS THREE IRCA OIL TANKS BETWEEN RR AND AIRFIELD. GROUP TWO OIL TANKS NORTH OF RR NEAR TROPICAL RADIO TOWERS. GROUP THREE TEXCO GAS TANKS SOUTH OF RR IS PRIMARY TARGET. OTHERS SECONDARY. AWAIT LINC ALL CLEAR THIS MISSION.

4. PARA 2 AND 3 MISSIONS MACHINE GUN ONLY. NO BOMBS. CONSULT REF A FOR POLICY GUIDANCE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0330 21 JUN

IT IS CONFIDENTIAL
SECRET

DATE: 21 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4134 (IN 20217) 0755Z 21 JUNE 54

TO: DIR

RYBA'T PBSUCCESS

RE: A. DIR 05143 (OUT 54471)

B. SHERWOOD 310 (IN 20182)

C.

IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. TAKING BROADCASTS USING RECORDINGS MADE
OF ORIGINAL SHERWOOD BROADCASTS OR USING STOCK TAPES PRODUCED
LINCOLN.

2. PROGRAM TAPES FOR SHERWOOD NOW MADE, KMFLUSH. AS
PRODUCTION FACILITIES LIMITED, UNABLE PRODUCE PROGRAM AS SUG-
GESTED PARA 2 REF D.

3. HAD DESIRE MAKE SIMULTANEOUS BROADCASTS FROM
REBROADCASTING ORIGINAL SHERWOOD PROGRAM, DUE TECH-
NICAL LIMITATIONS OUTLINE PARA 3 REF C, THIS NOT POSSIBLE.
DELIVERY COPY SHERWOOD TAPES IN TIME MAKE SIMULTANEOUS BROAD-
CASTS ALSO IMPOSSIBLE DUE CURRENT NATURE TAPES. SIMULTANEOUS
BROADCASTS DESIRABLE AS AID EVADING JAMMING. WITH TWO IDENTICAL

SECRET
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PROGRAMS GOING ON SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES, JAMMER
WOULD HAVE PROBLEM WHICH PROGRAM TO JAM.

4. BELIEVE BROADCASTS FROM USING RECORDINGS
OF ORIGINAL SHERWOOD BROADCAST OR USING STOCK TAPES TOO IN-
EFFECTIVE DUE FACT TAPES NOT CURRENT IN NATURE. THEREFORE,
REQUEST PERMISSION USE FOR JAMMING TGB. JAMMING
WOULD INTERFERE BROADCASTS TO OUTLYING DISTRICTS WSBURNT AND
ADD GENERAL HARASSMENT.

5. WOULD CONDUCT JAMMING SHORT PERIOD WHICH IF
SUCCESSFUL AND IF PROVEN VALUE COULD BE CONTINUED. IF NOT,
CAN SWITCH TO STRAIGHT BROADCASTS AGAIN. ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, WH, ISSUED TEMPO
COPY ON THIS MESSAGE AT 0400 21 JUN 54.
1. Previous Suggestions to Arrive at Consolidation
Phase Policy Plans with ODACID Thus far Apparently Not Needed.
Consolidation Phase May Conceivably Be Reached Next Few Days if
At All Without Any Pertinent Policy Agreements with Calligeris,
Nor Appropriate Instructions for Either PBSUCCESS Field Staffs
Or for JAGJUG, as Far as We Know. Suggest that Such Policy Decision
On ODYDKE Objectives for Consolidation Phase Be Reached Immediately,
Together with Realistic Plans for Implementation.

2. Finish Policy Legal Plans
For Consolidation Phase with Calligeris and Associates.

3. Realize How Hard You Have Tried to Obtain Help
On This from ODACID

Linc Believes

Group with Him Are Competent to Formulate
Their Own Program So Probably Consideration of Recognition,

It is Forbidden to Make a Copy of This Message Copy No.
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ECONOMIC AID AND OFFICIAL STATEMENTS APPROVING NEW REGIME IS POST THAT CAN NOW BE DONE.

4. NEWsubj: PLAYDON WOULD PREFER NOT COME HQS TUESDAY SINCE CLOSE COORDINATION DURING WEEK HAS LEFT FEW QUESTIONS UNDISCUSSED. IF YOU FEEL MEETING NECESSARY COULD YOU SEND SOMEONE TO LINC.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, WH, ISSUED TEMPO

COPY OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0400 21 JUN 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 21 JUN 54

SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)

OFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

LINC 4149 (IN 20395) 1655Z 21 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. INTERNATIONAL POLITICS ARE NOT FOR US BUT PERHAPS THE FOLLOWING THOUGHTS FROM OUR POSITION CLOSE TO SOME OF THE FACTS MAY BE HELPFUL. ALSO ISSUES CONCERN PBSUCCESS.

A. THE INTERNATIONAL EXPLOSION TOUCHED OFF BY WSBURNT CAN BE OF TREMENDOUS VALUE IN CRYSTALLIZING COMMIE/NONCOMMIE ISSUE PARTICULARLY IF NONCOMMIE ELEMENTS HOLD FIRM.

B. AS RECORD NOW STANDS NONCOMMIES ARE IN GOOD SHAPE WHETHER BEFORE UN OR OAS. WSBURNT HAS MADE PROBABLY FALSE CHARGES

(1) U.S. PILOTS SHOT DOWN IN MEXICO.
(2) AIRLIFTED NDPAP ARMS USED.
(3) FOREIGN INVASION.
(4) NUMEROUS BOMBINGS AND STRAFINGS.

THIS ISSUE IN ADDITION TO BEING FALSE WHEN MADE IS IRRELEVANT SINCE GRANTING CALLICERIS THE WEAPONS HIS USE OF THEM SHOULD BE DEBATED WITH HIM.

C. DESPITE NONCOMMIE STRENGTH ON ABOVE ISSUES THERE ARE

SECRET
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OTHERS WHICH IN OUR OPINION NEED STRENGTHENING OR MIGHT WEAKEN OR
EVEN DESTROY FABRIC NONCOMMIE POSITION.

(1) PROBABLE ASPECTS OF SUPPORT EXTRATERRITORIAL TO
WSBURN. OBVIOUSLY WSHOOFS AND KMFLUSH ARE THE MAJOR ISSUES.
SOONER OR LATER THE COMMIE ATTACK WILL BEGIN FIXING ON KNOWN DETAILS.

(2) PRESIDENT WSHOOFS APPEARS WEAK MAN BESET BY
TURBULENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN WHICH UNTRUSTWORTHY FRIENDS AND
HUNGRY FOES ARE PRESENT.

(3) KMFLUSH ALSO PRESENTS PROBLEMS.

(4) BEING AIRCRAFT BASE
WE THINK CAN AND WILL REFUSE ENTRY INVESTIGATING GROUP
WITHOUT BETTER SUPPORTED CHARGES THAN NOW EXIST /

FAILING THAT MIGHT TURN ON PBPRIME WHICH WOULD BE SERIOUS.

BELIEVE PRELIMINARY STEPS COULD AND SHOULD
START NOW ON AN OFFICIAL BASIS MAINTAINING FICTION OF NO PBPRIME

SECRET
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CONNECTION PBSUCCESS. AMBASSADORIAL APPROACHES COULD BE MADE TO PRESIDENTS IN KMFLUSH AND WSHOOFS TO DISCUSS UN/OAS ISSUES. AT SAME TIME KMFLUSH/WSHOOFS AMBASSADORS PBPRIME COULD BE CALLED FOR HIGH LEVEL INTERVIEW TO DISCUSS SAME ISSUES.

3. THIS TREATMENT WE BELIEVE WOULD BE RECOGNIZED AS EVIDENCE AND WHAT IS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN JOINT POSITIONS SHOULD BE DISCOVERABLE WITHOUT ANY NEED FOR DISCUSSING RELATIONS TO PBSUCCESS.

4. IN ADDITION TO ABOVE ESSENTIAL THAT FOR DIPLOMATIC BATTLE THE HOLE CREATED BY NON-PARTICIPATION SHOULD BE FILLED. DO NOT KNOW WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH PRESENT ODACID TEAM BUT EVERY EFFORT TO GAIN SUPPORT WOULD BE JUSTIFIED. IF CONSIDERED USEFUL REELFOOT CAN BE SENT TO HQS TO BE AVAILABLE FOR ANY ACTION THIS CONNECTION.

5. FINALLY SHOULD FIGHT WSBURNT IN UN EXCLUSIVELY AND SOLELY ON ISSUES NOW DRAWN WITHOUT PERMITTING OTHER PROBLEMS TO BE INTRODUCED.

A. PREFERENCE WSBURNT FOR UN OVER OAS JURISDICTIONALLY IMPROPER AND CLEAR PROOF OF OWN WEAKNESS AND NEED FOR AID OUTSIDE HEMISPHERE FROM SOVIET.
21 Jun 54
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B. SOVIET POSITION DIRECT CONFIRMATION OF A.

6. Die is cast and events may move fast. Thus feel lining up team essential and real chance to win victory over WSBurnt regardless failure Calligeris while a failure to stay united with present allies in diplomatic battle can effectively destroy Calligeris victory.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPORARY COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER'S OFFICE

1364 21 June 54
TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR LANGEVIN. INSTRUCTION 15.

1. POLICY GUIDANCE RE GUAT APPEAL TO UNITED NATIONS:

A. GUAT REJECTED PROPOSAL DISCUSSING SITUATION IN OAS,
DESPITE URGENT REQUEST BY U.N. DELEGATES FROM URUGUAY, COLOMBIA,
BRAZIL, CUBA.

B. INSISTENCE UPON U.N. DISCUSSION BECAME UNDERSTANDABLE
WHEN SOVIET DELEGATE WENT ALL OUT FOR ARBENZ REGIME, CAST VETO
TO PREVENT TRANSFER CASE TO OAS (SUCH TRANSFER WOULD MAKE THE
OTHER LATIN AMERICAN REPUBLICS JUDGES WHO CANNOT BE TOLD THE
SRAZEN LIES WHICH ARBENZ DELEGATE PRESENTS TO U.N. SEVERAL LATIN
AMERICAN REPUBLICS HAVE ALREADY SUFFERED FROM COMRADE INTERVENTION
BASED ON GUAT AND REJECT THEREFORE HYPOCRITICAL CRY "VICTIM OF
FOREIGN INTERVENTION").

C. OVERT ALLIANCE ARBENZ REGIME, SOVIETS BEFORE U.N.
SECURITY COUNCIL CONFIRMS OUR REPEATED STATEMENTS RE COMRADE
CHARACTER ARBENZ REGIME, HIS PERSONAL ROLE AS MOSCOW'S PUPPET.

SECRET
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E. Moscow's Purpose in Championing U.N. Investigation Guat to Maintain Long Period Unrest Throughout Latin America, Give Soviet Agents Chance to Travel Everywhere Under Diplomatic, U.N. Pretexts. (Strong Conclusion:) We Must Get Rid of Arbenz Regime First, Then We Shall Tell World Full Truth About Commie Conspiracy Guat, Latin America. Nobody Must Divert Attention to U.N. Maneuvers, This Is Hour for Fighting.

2. TGWB 21 June 0620 GMT Alleged Clandestine Radio to Be in Honduras. Question: Since We Know Honduras to Be Flooded With Guat Commie Agents Who Have Conducted Strikes, Printed Honduran Commie Party Newspaper, Participated in Conspiracy Against Galvez: Why Has Not Any of These Many Agents Furnished TGWB With More Precise Data, Exact Address, Photograph of Our Alleged
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LOCATION? NOBODY WILL BELIEVE SUCH GENERAL STATEMENT.

3. TOWARDS OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS ARBENZ REGIME SPEAK INCESSANTLY
OF FORMING "ACTION COMMITTEES" TO DEFEND COMMIE SYSTEM, "YOUTH
BRIGADES" TO PROVIDE CANNON FODDER ETC. NOTE THAT THE VERY NAMES
OF THESE COMMITTEES, BRIGADES ETC. ARE EXACTLY THE SAME WORDS
USED BY COMMIES WHEREVER THEY SEIZED POWER OR TRIED TO, IN
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, CHINA, NORTH KOREA, ETC. APPEAL TO WORKERS,
PEASANTS, STUDENTS, ETC.: IT IS AN INSULT TO YOUR INTELLIGENCE
AND YOUR PERSONAL DIGNITY TO ASK YOU TO APE THE METHODS AND THE
VERY SLANG OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMIE CONSPIRACY, ONLY THINLY DIS-
GUISED AS "PATRIOTISM".

4. RADIO PARIS 20 JUNE 2240 GMT GERMAN CHANCELLOR ADENAUER,
ADDRESSING MEETING DUESSELDORF, EMPHASIZED PARALLEL COMMIE
AGGRESSIONS INDOCHINA, GUAT, APPEALED TO FREE WORLD STOP SOVIET
EXPANSION EVERYWHERE.

5. ADD TO INSTRUCTION 14, PARA 2:

A. RADIO PEKING, 21 JUNE, 0900 GMT COMMENTED AT LENGTH
ON GUAT, QUOTING TORIELLO, USING SAME LANGUAGE AS COMMIES GUAT,
MOSCOW, EVERYWHERE.

B. PRAVDA, MOSCOW, 20 JUNE, ARTICLE "SETBACK FOR THE
U.S. PIRATES". (REMEMBER TORIELLO DESCRIBED AT RECENT PRESS

SECRET
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CONFERENCE U.S. SEARCHING SHIPS SUSPECTED CARRYING COMMIE ARMS TO GUAT AS "PIRACY": PRAVDA HEADLINE PROVES WHENCE TORIELLO DERIVES VOCABULARY.

C. RADIO MOSCOW, IN RUSSIAN, 19 JUNE 2030 GMT, LENGTHY COMMENT ON GUAT, STATING "PEOPLE OF GUAT FULLY RESOLVED TO FIGHT TO THE LAST TO UPHOLD THEIR SOVEREIGNTY". (CONCERN FOR SOVEREIGNTY OF THREE MILLION GUATS PARTICULARLY TOUCHING WHEN COMING FROM MOSCOW WHICH DESTROYED SOVEREIGNTY SCORES OF NATIONS, SMALL AND LARGER, BY ANNEXATION, INFILTRATION, MILITARY PRESSURE, FIFTH COLUMN TACTICS. MOSCOW REALLY MEANS: "WE HOPE ARBENZ WILL DEFEND HIS POSITION SO THAT GUAT BEACHHEAD REMAINS OPEN FOR OUR FURTHER PLANS IN THE AMERICAS").

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPORARY COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO WISNER'S OFFICE AT 1745.

21 JUN 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 21 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3) *
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4148 (IN 20499) 2145Z 21 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) INFO: DIR
SHERWOOD
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK

AUTHORIZATION GRANTED TO EMPLOY AIR SUPPORT ON HANK AS
REQUIRED.

END OF MESSAGE

*CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER'S OFFICE
AT 1725, 21 JUNE 54.
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IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)*
INFO: DCI (h), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (?) SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4153 (IN 20531) 22477 21 JUN 54 PRIORITY PRECEDENCE
TO: DIR INFO: (PRIORITY) SQUAT CITE: SLINC RYBAT PBSUCCESS

FOLLOWING SUMMARY FROM AGENT RADIO GASOLINA WITH DANNY:

A. DANNY GROUP UNDER COMMAND OF COL MENDOZA CAPTURED ESQUIPULAS AT 20 1700. REPORTS ENTHUSIASTIC FRIENDLY RECEPTION BY POPULACE. REQUESTS TELEGRAPH KEYS TO REACTIVATE TELEGRAPH CENTER, WEAPONS FOR 500 MEN, PLUS RE SUPPLY OF MORTAR AMMO.

B. REQUESTS PUBLICATION OF BULLETIN STATING THAT AFTER CAPTURING ESQUIPULAS THE FORCES OF COL MENDOZA IS ENLARGING ITS RANKS WITH THOUSANDS OF VOLUNTEERS FROM THE AREA WHO ARE JOINING FOR A SWEEPING ADVANCE ON CHICHMAULI.

MASTER

CABLE SECRET THAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED WISNER'S OFFICE 1855
21 JUNE 54.
LINC 4757 (IN 26572)

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD

INFO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS PBSABCBCSE

RE: SHERWOOD 518 (IN 26567)

FOR BRODFROST

1. HOPE HAVE ADDITIONAL F 47S DELIVERED 23 JUNE THOUGH AT
MOMENT CANNOT GUARANTY. YOU CAN HOWEVER TAKE POSITION WITH
THAT WILL GET THEM EVEN IF FURTHER DAYS DELAY. OBVIOUSLY THIS IS YOUR
OWN VIEW NOT BASED ON INSIDE COPE.

2. DO ALL POSSIBLE BUY THIRD F 47S ASSURE 4T AIR SHOES
ARE OVER. YOU KNOW BUSINESS TELL HIM ABOUT HANK AND DETERMINA-
TION TO DO ALL NECESSARY.

3. CONTINUE FUTURE JOI WITH YOUR TEAM. GET THAT PLANE.

GOOD LUCK.

[Handwritten note: END OF MESSAGE]

[Handwritten note: A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED WISNER'S OFFICE AT 2055 21 JUN 54.]
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LINC 4158 (IN 20570)

TO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. DIR 05714 (OUT 55679)
   B. LINC 4140 (IN 20595)
   C. SHERWOOD 318 (IN 20567)

1. ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL TO HAVE PLANES. NOW OPERATING ON COMPLETE SHOESTRING AND MIRACLE THAT PERFORMANCE HAS BEEN POSSIBLE.

2. PLANES HOWEVER OLD AND BEING FLOATED TO DEATH. MUST HAVE SOME SPARE STRENGTH.

3. POLITICALLY RISK SEEMS GREATER TO REFUSE THAN COMPLY. AS STATED REF B

ALSO POSSIBLE WE WILL NOT USE ANY NEW GROUP PLANES SO QUICK DELIVERY GOOD COVER FOR EARLIER DELIVERY I.E. BEING MADE TO MEET WITHOUT DELIVERY CANNOT BUY THIRD F 47 ALREADY THERE (SEE REF C).

4. TO FALTER ON POSSIBLE OPERATIONAL NEEDS NOW CANNOT HARM POLITICAL BATTLE WHILE CAN LOSE OPERATIONAL FIGHT.

5. SURE YOU WILL NOT PERMIT ODAC ID'S APPREHENSIONS DETER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
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US NOW FROM COURSE TO WHICH WE ARE COMMITTED.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COMMENT OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO WISNER'S OFFICE AT 2135, 21 JUN 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 22 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DB/P/E (7), SA/PC/DCI (3).

LINC 4161 (IN 20591) 0531Z 22 JUNE 54
TO: PRITY INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBS:ACCESS
RE:

1. REPLY TO SKIMMER PLEASED THAT RESPONSIBLE
PROBLEMS OF PROVISIONAL GOVT, PRELIMINARY LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
MEASURES IN RESPONSIBLE, EXPERIENCED HANDS, WISHES
HIM BEST LUCK. SUGGESTS HE CONSIDER FOLLOWING:

A. PROVISIONAL GOVT SHOULD BE ANNOUNCED ONLY WHEN FIRM,
REASONABLY PERMANENT FOOTHOLD INSIDE GUAT TERRITORY ESTABLISHED.
WHILE TEMPORARY SETBACKS FOR MOBILE LIBERATION FORCES MAY BE IN-
EVITABLE, ANY WITHDRAWAL OF PROVISIONAL GOVT, ONCE SET UP, WOULD
MAKE SYNCARP CAUSE LOSE FACE DANGEROUSLY.

B. FIRST PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS, APPOINTMENTS SHOULD BE
MADE ON BROADEST POSSIBLE BASE, MUST NOT GIVE IMPRESSION PROVISIONAL
GOVT TO BE MERELY "CLIQUE OF EXILES". SHOULD ALSO, AS YOU KNOW,
AVOID GIVING BASIS COMMIE ATTACKS AS "REACTIONARY", THEREFORE
GUARANTEE MAINTENANCE WORKERS, PEASANTS RIGHTS, CONTINUED AGRARIAN
REFORM, JOB SECURITY ALL GOVT EMPLOYEES EXCEPT CRIMINALS, COMMIE
22 JUNE 54
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AGITATORS.

2. FOR KUBARK STAFF ONLY: LINC HAS REQUESTED POLICY GUIDANCE FROM HQS AND WILL FORWARD ANY RECEIVED. IN MEANTIME REPORT WHO MAINTAINS LIAISON WITH REF MATTRESSES, AND WHETHER HE IS RECEIVING ANY ADVICE AND GUIDANCE OR IS HE ACTING INDEPENDENTLY WITH OWN GROUP ON THESE MATTERS.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: TEMPO COPY ISSUED COL KING (WH) AT 0130, 22 JUNE 54.
CHIQUIMULA IS CONSIDERED WITHIN AUTHORITY TO USE AIR FIRE SUPPORT OF HANK. DISRUPTING ENEMY REINFORCEMENT OF HANK IS ESSENTIAL. CHANGE BUZZ TO STRIKE.

COL. KING, WH, ISSUED TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0130 22 JUNE 54.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LINC 4163 (IN 20593) 0551Z 22 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD INFO: OPIM DIR, OPIM OPIM SQUAT
CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS TO LANGEVIN

1. DIRECT IMMEDIATE BROADCAST TO ARMY STATING COMMUNISTS HAVE
ARMED HUNDREDS OF INDIANS. GIVEN THEM LIQUOR UNTIL THEY WERE
DRUNK AND ARE NOW INCITING THEM TO COMMIT ATROCITIES AGAINST
INNOCENT PEOPLE.

2. ARMY - YOU KNOW WHAT THIS COULD MEAN - FORGET POLITICS -
DIRECT YOUR TROOPS TO STOP THESE INDIANS BEFORE MORE CRIMES ARE
COMMITTED.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

LINC 4167 (IN 20599) 06 382 22 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRIORITY
TO: OPIM INFO: OPIM SHERWOOD CITE: SLING (BRODFROST) OPIM DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. ALTHOUGH RELUCTANT AT THIS MOMENT TO GIVE SPECIFIC ORDERS, VIEW OUR COMPLETE CONFIDENCE IN YOUR TACTICAL JUDGEMENT, STILL TO AVOID POSSIBLE MISUNDERSTANDING DUE PREVIOUS RESTRICTIONS, YOU AUTHORIZED AND URGED TO EMPLOY MAXIMUM AIR/FIRE SUPPORT INCLUDING BOMBING ON ALL POINTS OF RESISTANCE AND TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY STARTING DAWN 22 JUNE ALONG LINE GUALAN-ZACAPA-CHIQUIMULA.

2. TAKE TIME TO HAVE SOMEONE SEND OPIM CABLES PERIODICALLY ON YOUR SITUATION AS IT CHANGES.

3. ALL CONCERNED ARE FULLY COGNIZANT OF EXTREME DIFFICULTIES UNDER WHICH YOU AND OTHERS ARE OPERATING AND HAVE ONLY HIGHEST ADMIRATION AND RESPECT FOR YOUR UNSELFISH PERSONAL DEDICATION AT THIS HISTORIC MOMENT. MAY YOU ALL BE Rewarded BY WELL DESERVED VICTORY.

END OF MESSAGE
1. YOUR WORDS ARE BEING QUOTED WIDELY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AND UNQUESTIONABLY YOU AND YOUR STAFF ARE MAKING A MAJOR CONTRIBUTION. SUGGEST HOWEVER YOU URGE STAFF TO RECOGNIZE SERIOUSNESS OF EACH WORD AND AVOID STATEMENTS THAT REFLECT UNFAVORABLY; EXAMPLE: WE WILL KILL ALL COMMUNIST LEADERS. SAY INSTEAD "PROSECUTE THEM FOR CAPITAL CRIME NOT TORTURE AS THEY HAVE OURS".

2. WE MUST BE BETTER THAN ENEMY MORALLY. OUR STRONGEST CAUSE IS CHRISTIANITY VERSUS GODLESSNESS, JUSTICE VS INJUSTICE ETC.

3. IMPORTANT YOU AND OTHERS DISCONTINUE USE WORD "SURRENDER". THIS PROVOKES RESISTANCE WHEREAS "JOIN" IS WHAT WE WANT AND HAS APPEAL.

4. NEXT FEW DAYS PROBABLY MOST CRITICAL, AVOID SIGNS OF DESPERATION, KEEP CALM, CONFIDENT AND POSITIVE. YOUR EFFORTS MAY MAKE GREAT DIFFERENCE IN WHICH WAY WE GO. REMEMBER ALTHOUGH WE ARE FIGHTING ARMY WE STILL MUST MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO DEFEAT THEM.

END OF MESSAGE
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LINC 4173 (IN 20681)   11177 22 JUN 54

TO:    DIR
RE:    DIR 05853 (OUT 55990)

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. REQUEST FOR BROAD AUTHORITY WAS PREDICATED ON OUR DESIRE TO BE ABLE TO PROPERLY DIRECT FIELD OPERATIONS ON TIMELY BASIS WITHOUT NECESSITY REVIEWING EVERY VARIATION WITH HQS WHICH OCCURS WHEN PIECEMEAL AUTHORITY EXISTS. PERHAPS IN EFFORT TO CONSCIENTIOUSLY ABIDE BY YOUR LIMITED AUTHORITY WE HAVE LOST WHAT MAY PROVE TO BE PRECIOUS HOURS EACH TIME NEW CIRCUMSTANCES DEVELOPED.

2. UPON EXAMINATION YOUR CONCEPT OF AIR POWER WE FIND NO BASIC DIFFERENCE IN SUBSTANCE OR OBJECTIVE ONLY PERHAPS TERMINOLOGY WHICH IS NOT ESSENTIAL WHEN FOREGOING FACTORS ARE IN AGREEMENT. FOR EXAMPLE WE SAY "A STRICTLY MILITARY TYPE SITUATION HAS MATERIALIZED" MEANING HAVING TRIED AND FAILED THROUGH PSYCHOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL MEANS WE ARE NOW CONFRONTED WITH MILITARY SITUATION WHEREIN WE MUST ATTEMPT DEFECTION OF ARMY THROUGH FORCE OF ARMS. THUS WE FELT OUT MILITARY CAPABILITY MUST
BE EMPLOYED TO MAXIMUM AS LAST RESORT.

3. WE ENJOIN YOU TO RECONSIDER POTENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS OF THREE FIGHTER A/C MANNED BY BATTLE PROVEN ODYOKE PILOTS ON PRO-RARA BASIS, NUMBER OF ENEMY TROOPS TO NUMBER OF A/C, COMPARED TO OTHER MILITARY ENGAGEMENTS WE BELIEVE, RATIO ONE A/C TO TWO THOUSAND GROUND TROOPS IS VERY FAVORABLE. FURTHERMORE IT IS INCONCEIVABLE ENTIRE ARMY WOULD REQUIRE SUBMISSION BEFORE LARGE SCALE DEFECTIONS OCCURRED.

4. USING DEFECTION OF ARMY AS OUR AGREED OBJECTIVE THEN IT FOLLOWS THAT ALL EFFORT MUST BE DEVOTED TO THIS PURPOSE ALONE WHICH FALLS INTO CATEGORIES OF STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL OPERATIONS.

A) STRATEGIC: TARGETS WHICH WOULD PROVIDE SERIOUS DISLOCATIONS TO ENEMY AND ALTHOUGH NOT IMMEDIATELY EFFECTIVE WOULD SOON IMPAIR HIS COMBAT CAPABILITY. I.E.: FUEL STORAGE AND AMMO DUMPS, INTERDICTION ETC.

B) TACTICAL: CONCENTRATION OF AIRPOWER ON ENEMY'S MAIN POINTS OF RESISTANCE IN A SPECIFIC ENGAGEMENT SUCH AS HANK.
5. Political or psychological targets such as National Palace, Arbenz's home, racetracks, etc. are not considered worthwhile nor as productive as compared to first winning the battle of hand. and establishing decisive military posture. Present thought is that Adam targets mentioned would be counter-productive thus not contemplated in present planning.

6. Before attempting forward projection of our concept we must state that present engagement at HANK is seriously regarded as place of decision. Success would most certainly shake Arbenz's confidence in his army and alter entire situation just as failure and subsequent routing of friendly forces would require completely new examination of situation at that time.

7. View above, we would prefer at this moment to concentrate on to-morrow's battle and advise you soonest of any additional authority which may be required depending upon developments. Meanwhile we will proceed with our planning and selection of other targets should situation require them.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Reliable source reports Arbenz Wife Arrived Salvador. Combine this with previously reported departure. Arbenz mother, children, establishment Dollar Account Mexico through sale 100,000 bags Coffee, action "friends" get Arbenz to Switzerland. Our comment: While Moscow insists Arbenz stick it out, Arbenz himself determined save own skin. Appeal to Army: Your "Commander in Chief" deserting you. Don't let yourselves be killed so Arbenz can enjoy his millions in Switzerland. Make the traitor and his accomplices your prisoners. Join hands with liberating forces for common goal of restoring peace, freedom. Appeal entire population: Prevent Arbenz flight. (Repeat foregoing several times)

2. Arbenz regime's refusal to have OAS investigate situation, its complete subservience to Moscow tactics in...
22 JUN 54
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U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL HAVE TURNED PUBLIC OPINION MANY LATIN
AMERICAN COUNTRIES, ORIGINALLY INCLINED TO CONDEMN "INVASION,"
AGAINST ARBENZ. FOR INSTANCE, RADIO SAO PAULO 22 JUNE, 0130 GMT,
QUOTES BRAZIL FOREIGN MINISTER VINCENTE RAO "GUAT SITUATION
IS STRICTLY AN AMERICAN PROBLEM, SHOULD BE SETTLED BY THE
AMERICAN NATIONS." RADIO REPORT CONTINUES: "IN STATEMENT
SUPPORTING THE WARNING GIVEN JUNE 20 TO SOVIET UNION NOT TO
MEDDLE IN PROBLEMS OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE, BRAZILIAN FOREIGN
MINISTER STATED THAT HIS COUNTRY CONSIDERED THAT THE CASE
PRESENTED BY GUAT TO SECURITY COUNCIL HAD BEEN LIQUIDATED BY
SOVIET VETO."

3. TGWB, 22 JUNE, 0441 GMT: CGTG, CNCG MESSAGE TO
SOVIET DELEGATE UN: "WE RESPECTFULLY CONGRATULATE YOU FOR
THE DEFENSE OF THE RIGHTS OF OUR PEOPLE AND THE OTHER PEOPLES
WHO ARE THE VICTIMS OF IMPERIALIST AGGRESSION," (TIE IN THIS
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE CLOSEST COOPERATION GUAT COMMIES, GUAT
GOVT, SOVIET GOVT WITH YOUR OVER-ALL REPORTING U.N. CASE)

4. GENERAL GUIDANCE RE U.N. AND OTHER FOREIGN REACTIONS:
DO NOT MENTION AT ALL EQUIVOCAL ATTITUDE FRENCH DELEGATION
UN OR ANY OTHER UNFRIENDLY OR NEUTRALIST DECLARATIONS, ACTS
BY NON-COMMUNIST GOVERNMENTS, OTHER MEDIA. CONCENTRATE, IN
LINE WITH OUR PREVIOUS INSTRUCTIONS, UPON:

SECRET
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A. PROVING COMPLETE SUBSERVIENCE ARBENZ FOREIGN POLICY, ILLUSTRATED BY APPEAL TO U.N. TO SOVIET ORDERS, MANEUVERS.

B. DEBUNKING GUAT RADIO PROPAGANDA QUOTING MANY SUPPORT MESSAGES FROM ABROAD: ONLY REAL SUPPORTERS ARE COMMIES, OTHER MESSAGES ARE FAKE, TORN FROM CONTEXT OR COME FROM UNIMPORTANT FOOLS IGNORING FACTS.

C. EMPHASIZING ALL FOREIGN NEWS SUPPORTING OUR CASE, SUCH AS PARA 2 ABOVE.

5. RADIO XEWW, MEXICO CITY, 22 JUNE, 0645 GMT, IN LENGTHY REPORT GUAT SITUATION: "THE PUZZLE AT THE PRESENT MOMENT IS TO KNOW WHEN THE GUAT ARMY WILL ATTACK THE INVADERS AND DEGREE OF LOYALTY OF THE MILITARY. IT IS SAID THAT A GROWING NUMBER OF OFFICERS HAD FLED ABROAD OR HAD HIDDEN."

6. USE EVERY OPPORTUNITY DENOUNCING GROSS LIES, DISTORTION GUAT RADIO, COMMIE PROPAGANDA. LATEST EXAMPLES:

A. TGWB 22 JUNE 0007 GMT, IN MANIFESTO FROM SAME: "THE INVADERS - CUBANS, DOMINICANS, NORTH AMERICANS, HONDURANS AND A FEW GUAT TRAITORS - ARE MAKING THEMSELVES HATED BY THEIR CONDUCT TOWARD THE VICTIMS WHO FALL BEFORE THEIR BARBAROUSNESS. THEY KILL, PLUNDER, SHOW NO PITY TO DEFENSELESS WOMEN, OLD MEN AND CHILDREN."
B. TGWB 22 JUNE 0552 GMT: "TERRORISTS HAVE BEEN PARACHUTED INTO THE COUNTRY BY THE MERCENARIES. ONE PARACHUTIST, OF HONDURAN ORIGIN, WAS KILLED BY PEASANTS ARMED WITH MACHETES."

END OF MESSAGE
1. RECOMMEND URGENTLY FOLLOWING STEPS BE TAKEN RE UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL:

   A. U.S. DELEGATE TO ASK WSBURNT DELEGATE WHETHER WSBURNT GOVT PREPARED SUBMIT UFCO CLAIM TO WORLD COURT OR OTHER INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION, THIS STIMULATING SAID CLAIM IN NO WAY BASIS FOR U.S. APPREHENSION RE WSBURNT SITUATION.

   B. IN CONNECTION WITH DEMAND FOR U.S. INVESTIGATION, U.S. OR (PREFERABLY) OTHER DELEGATE TO ASK WSBURNT GOVT SUBMIT ALL FACTS ALFHEM ARMS SHIPMENT, INCLUDING TRUE MANIFESTS (PRESENT ONES KNOWN TO BE FALSE), ENABLING SECURITY COUNCIL TO DECIDE WHETHER THIS DEFENSIVE OR OFFENSIVE CHARACTER, COMPARED ARMAMENT NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES AND IN RELATION NORMAL REQUIREMENTS ARMY SIZE OF WSBURNT ARMY.

NOTE: WSBURNT GOVT MOST LIKELY REJECT OR EVADE EITHER PROPOSAL, PERHAPS AIDED BY SOVIET VETO, THIS IMPROVING APPEARANCES OUR CASE.

2. CONSIDER IT ESSENTIAL TAKE INITIATIVE AWAY FROM WSBURNT/SOVIETS. WSHOOF S MIGHT FILE FORMAL COMPLAINT WITH SECURITY COUNCIL ACCUSING WSBURNT ILLICIT INTERFERENCE BASED THREE MAIN FACTS:

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
A. WSBURNT SUPPORT, INSTIGATION WSHOOPS STRIKES
B. PRINTING CLANDESTINE WSHOOPS COMMUNIST PARTY NEWS-
PAPER IN WSBURNT
C. SMUGGLING COMMIE PROPAGANDA VIA WSBURNT DIPLOMATIC
POUCH TO WSHOOPS.

NOTE: THESE THREE CHARGES ARE SUBSTANTIALLY PROVABLE THEREFORE
CARRY CONSIDERABLE IMPACT.

3. ANOTHER APPROACH TO BRING TORTURE POLITICAL PRISONERS
WSBURNT BEFORE U.N. EMBASSIES GRANTING ASYLUM TO WSBURNT ANTI-
COMMUNISTS MIGHT BE REQUESTED TAKE AFFIDAVITS, SUBMIT THEM TO U.N.
PERHAPS BETTER: U.N. MIGHT PUBLICLY INVITE WITNESSES COME FORWARD,
ARGUE FOR KUWAIT PURPOSES THEORY CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, TOTAL
DISREGARD JUSTICE EVEN OWN LAWS.

4. REPORTED ARRIVAL ARBENZ WIFE DTFRGOS.
LINC COMMENT: SHE IS NATIVE DTFRGOS, MAY BE ENVOY HER HUSBAND TO WIN
OSORIO SUPPORT FOR WSBURNT. THIS EMPHASIZES MOST URGENT NEED
IMMEDIATE DIPLOMATIC EFFORT OUR PART TO OBTAIN OSORIO COOPERATION.

5. FYI: LINC, ALTHOUGH PREOCCUPIED IMMEDIATE OPERATIONAL SIT-
UATION, NEVERTHELESS VIEWS POSSIBLE WORLD-WIDE POLITICAL, PSYCHO-
LOGICAL IMPACT PSSUCCESS WITH GRAVE CONCERN. REITERATE: RESUMPTION
DIPLOMATIC, PROPAGANDISTIC INITIATIVE APPEARS VITALLY NEEDED,
REGARDLESS IMMEDIATE OUTCOME OPS.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: A TEMPO COPY OF THIS CABLE ISSUED TO
MR. WISNER AT 1455 22 JUN. —SECRET—
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 22 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)*
INFO: DGI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4191 (IN 20954) 2200Z 22 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR BRODFROST

1. SALE THREE ADDITIONAL F-47S HAS BEEN ARRANGED BY HQS TO SYNCARP FOR DELIVERY TO SHERWOOD PERHAPS 23 JUNE.

2. DELIVERY ASSURED EVEN IF NOT TOMORROW

3. NOTHING FOR YOU TO DO REGARDING DELIVERY ADDITIONAL PLANES

END OF MESSAGE

*CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE DELIVERED TO WISNER'S OFFICE AT 0740, 22 JUN 54.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) 1-3
INFO: WH (4)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1995

LING 1207 (IN 21037) 01257 23 JUN 54

TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD (BROADFROST)
INFO: OR
CITE: SLING RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. AIR PRIORITY DIRECTIVES:
   A. TERMS: TACTICAL - FIGHTER A/C; STRATEGIC - AS REQUESTED; SUPPORT - CARGO; PSYCH - AS REQUIRED.
   B. TACTICAL PRIORITIES WILL BE DETERMINED BY CADICK, SALAL, WITHIN COMBAT ZONE DEFINED AS ADJACENT TO GUALAN - ZACAPA - CHIQUIMULA LINE. TARGETS OUTSIDE ZONE OR CHANGES IN AREA MUST HAVE LING APPROVAL.
   C. STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FOR TARGETS OUTSIDE COMBAT ZONE WILL BE DETERMINED BY LING: S-1 PRECEDES ALL TACTICAL PRIORITIES; S-2, Follows ALL NUMBER ONE TACTICAL PRIORITIES; S-3 ON A/C AVAILABILITY BASIS DETERMINED BY BRODFROST, C/A OPS.
   D. SUPPORT PRIORITIES UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE BE DETERMINED BY CADICK, SALAL.
   E. PSYCH PRIORITIES IN COMBAT ZONE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER ALL OTHERS AS DIRECTED BY CADICK.

2. ADHERENCE ABOVE IS REQUIRED. (END OF MESSAGE)

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCG (5), D/DCG (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCG (8)

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 23 JUNE 54

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

199

1. YOU WILL DELAY MOVEMENT SALAL TO SOMERSET FOR
   FORTY-EIGHT HOURS OR UNTIL SITUATION FAVORABLY RESOLVED AT
   CHIQUIMULA AND ZACAPA.

2. FYI ABOVE DECISION BASED UPON FOLLOWING:
   A. ANALYSIS ALL INFO CLEARLY INDICATES FRIENDLY FORCES
      IN PRECARIOUS POSITION.
   B. RELIABLE INFO INDICATES ENEMY’S IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE
      IS CAPTURE OF CALLIGERIS.
   C. IMPERATIVE YOU EXERCISE MAXIMUM CONTROL DURING
      CURRENT CRITICAL ENGAGEMENT, NOT CUT IT LOOSE AT THIS MOMENT
      OF DECISION.
   D. CALLIGERIS’S MOVE TO ESQUIPILAS WITHOUT SALAL SIG
      CENTER AND CODE PAD ENDS, NOT ONLY ENDANGERS ENTIRE OPERATION
      BUT LEAVES HIM EFFECTIVELY WITHOUT FULL CONTROL OF COM/CO AT
      MOST SERIOUS TIME. THEREFORE NO BETTER IN FACT WORSE OFF THAN TEGU.

SECRET
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E. IF YOU GIVE AGENT CODE PADENDS TO CALLIGERIS AND MOVE TO SOMERSET YOU WOULD BE RELEASING ALL CONTROL OR GUIDANCE AND WORKING SPECIAL PADS AUTHORIZING AIR SUPPORT WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OF OR CONTROL OVER OPERATIONS. SUCH A BASIC CHANGE AT THIS TIME SERIOUSLY DANGEROUS TO WHOLE PROJECT.

3. PROPOSE FOLLOWING AS SOLUTION YOUR AIR SUPPORT PROBLEM. SEND SHERWOOD/SOMERSET AS /AIR OPS COORDINATOR. WITH TEAMS REQUESTING AIR SUPPORT VIA SPECIAL PADS WHICH HELD SHERWOOD, WHO COGNIZANT REQUIREMENTS AND PROBLEMS CAN TAKE NECESSARY ACTION. FULL USE SHOULD BE MADE LATERAL SHERWOOD-FCP COMM FOR COORDINATION CADIKEK-MOSCHIANO OR REVERSE POSITIONS.

4. SOVIET HAS MADE WORLD ISSUE OF THIS CONFLICT. ODYOKE'S POSITION IS MOST DIFFICULT. SUCCESS IS MOST VITAL. UNFORTUNATELY REPORT REVIVED FROM NEW SOURCE THAT CALLIGERIS IS AN EGA TAKE NO UNNECESSARY CHANCES. KEEP HIM SAFE, FOR THIS AS WELL AS OTHER OBVIOUS REASONS.

5. ABOVE SUPERSEDES PARA 3, LINC 4203 (IN 21027).

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: WM, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0400 23 JUNE 54.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4223 (IN 21139) 11187 23 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR SITE: LINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK AND BRODFROST

1. ANALYSIS AVAILABLE INFO INDICATES ENEMY PREPARING PINCER MOVE WITH ABOUT BATTALION ON EACH POINT: NORTH PRONG CAME IN FROM ADAM TO NICK BY RAIL/OVERLAND TO HANK; SOUTH PRONG CAME IN FROM ADAM TO IPALA TO CHIQIUMULA.

2. PROBABLE MISSION TO HOLD FRONTS AT HANK AND CHIQIUMULA WHILE ENVELOPING BOTH FLANKS IN EFFORT TO POCKET ALL RESISTANCE.

3. BOTH PRONGS WOULD BE CAPABLE OF COUNTER SUPPORT LATERALLY ALONG RAIL LINE.

4. USE AIR ON ALL POINTS OF ENEMY CONCENTRATION. INTERDICT LATERAL LINE BETWEEN TWO STRONG POINTS. CHIQIUMULA APPEARS TO BE ENEMY'S STRONGEST POINT.

5. BELIEVE ARMY MORAL WILL NOT HOLD UNDER AIR ATTACK. IMPERATIVE YOU DISCONTINUE USE OF "SURRENDER" TERM AND USE "JOIN LIBERATION". OUR OBJECT IS TO DEFECT ARMY NOT CONQUER IT.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) INFO: DIR

1. PIVALL STATES IN CHARGE OF ENTIRE OPERATION.

2. LINCOLN HAS ADVISED PIVALL THAT IMPORTANT MEMBER GROUP COULD COME DOWN NEXT FEW DAYS WITHOUT NAMING PERSON OR PRECISE TIME.

3. LINCOLN WOULD APPRECIATE MACOFFIN VIEWS SOONEST RE WHAT WHETHER ESSENTIAL PRODUCE IMPORTANT GROUP MEMBER THIS TIME, AND ANY OTHER RELEVANT COMMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 23 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

LINC 4232 (IN 21392) 18467 23 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
CITE: SLINC

TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: SHERWOOD 350 (MAL 124)

MASTER

1. CONFIRMING WITHING-PLAYDON TALK FOLLOWING POINTS INVOLVED.
   A. ESSENTIAL SOME ONE WITH HIGH AUTHORITY BE SENT SOONEST TO SEE STORAX.
   B. RECOGNITION THAT NOW OR NEAR FUTURE STORAX IS GOING PROPERLY INSIST ON SOME FORM DIRECT OR INDIRECT.

   MOREOVER HIS PRESENT POSITION MIGHTY TOUCHY.
   C. IN VIEW ABOVE LINC RECOMMENDED LYNADE AS HAVING IDEAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR MISSION.
   D. RECOGNIZED HOWEVER LYNADE PROMINENCE AND AT LEAST PBPRIME KNOWLEDGE OFFICIAL STATUS WHICH WOULD MAKE PUBLIC Disclosure REAL DANGER. FEEL HOWEVER THAT COULD GO UNDER ASSUMED NAME REVEALING HIMSELF TO STORAX ALONE WHO BOUND BY CIRCUMSTANCES

SECRET
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Copy No.
23 JUN 54
LINC 4232 (IN 21392)

TO MAINTAIN SECRECY.

HAS NUMEROUS ADVANTAGES BUT FEEL DECISION ONE OF POLICY.

E. IF POLICY PREVENTS USE LYNADE, LINC BELIEVES GALBOND

PROPER CHOICE. HAS LONG REPRESENTED GROUP AS SENIOR MAN AND HAS

PROPER STATURE AND BACKGROUND TO PROVIDE WHAT STORAX WANTS.

F. REELFOOT BELIEVED KNOW IN SCRANGER AS KUBARK OR AT

LEAST ODENVY. THIS PERHAPS AS GREAT OR GREATER WORRY AS LYNADE

WHOSE CONNECTION KNOWN PBPRIME WHEREAS REELFOOT IN SCRANGER.

G. POSSIBILITY AGREABLE TO THOUGH NOT RECOMMENDED

BY LINC (ASSUMING HQS DOES NOT CONCUR WITH LINC WORRY PARA F)

WOULD BE FOR REELFOOT ACCOMPANY GALBOND AS A MEMBER HIS ORGANIZA-

TION, A FRIEND AND CLOSE ASSOCIATE AND PBPRIME REP OF

VARIOUS SCRANGER INTERESTS.

H. IN ANY CASE PURPOSE MISSION IN LINC OPINION TO ASSURE

STORAX GROUP IN FIGHT FOR KEEPS

MOREOVER SHOULD OBTAIN ALL POSSIBLE INFO ON STORAX

VIEWS AND DESIRES.

I. LINC AGREES REELFOOT TRIP TO WSHOOF'S TO SEE

SECRET
23 JUN 54
LINC 4232 (IN 21392)

J. AS TO LINC PRIMARILY INTERESTED WHAT HE HAS DONE, PLANS TO DO RE NEW GOVT, WHAT HE PLANS DO PERSONALLY AND PARTICULARLY WHAT STEPS HAVE BEEN PLANNED AND WHAT DONE TO CARRY OUT AND ESTABLISH LIBERAL POLICY NEW GOVT IF CALLIGERIS SUCCEEDS. MUST BE PREPARED OVERCOME IMMEDIATELY CLAIM THAT REACTIONARY. ASIDE FROM POLICIES RE LAND REFORM, ETC ONE VITAL POINT IN LINC'S OPINION IS TO SHOW AND IMMEDIATE WILLINGNESS HAVE REP OR TAKE ADVICE OF RESPONSIBLE LABOR. PERHAPS IMMEDIATE INVITATION AFTER TAKE OVER FOR HIGH ORIT REP TO CONSULT AND ADVISE WOULD BE GOOD SINCE WSBurnt LABOR LEADERS AS WHOLE COMMIE DOMINATED.

K. AS FAR DIFROGS CONCERNED BELIEVE REELFOOT AWARE LINC VIEWS. WANT SOME REGULAR GOVT CHANNEL FOR WELLBANK/SEQUIN PREFERABLY PURPOSE TO EXCHANGE ALL RELEVANT INTELLIGENCE; FACILITATE HANDLING WSBurnt REFUGEES /

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: A TEMPO COPY WAS DELIVERED TO MR. WISNER AT 1500 23 JUN 54
COMMAND MSG FOR CADICK:

1. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT FRIENDLY FORCES NOW ASSUMING CHARACTER OF CONVENTIONAL WARFARE WITH ALL ADVANTAGES TO ENEMY. ALTHOUGH RECOGNIZE HOW THIS DEVELOPED IMPORTANT NOW TO PLAN FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE REVERSION TO UNCONVENTIONAL TACTICS.

2. PRESUME PROPER ORDERS ISSUED HOWEVER MAKE CERTAIN YOU AVOID FINAL STAND AT EITHER HANK OR CHIQUIMULA. IF NECESSARY COVER WITHDRAWAL UNDER DARKNESS OR AIR SUPPORT OR BOTH. AVOID WITHDRAWAL EAST. MAKE EVERY EFFORT REACH ENEMY'S PRESENT REAR. DO NOT WITHDRAW INTO WSHOOF'S.

3. USE SHERWOOD KEEP UP MORALE. DROP MANTLE OF INVASING ARMY. ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR STRENGTH LIES WITH THE PEOPLE WHO PRE-DOMINATELY HATE COMMUNISM. IF YOU MUST WITHDRAW DO NOT ALLOW ENEMY TO BOAST. THEY SHOULD FIND NO PRIDE IN THEIR SUPERIOR RED ARMS AGAINST ANTI-COMMUNIST PATRIOTS. IF THEY INSIST UPON

SECRET
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OBEYING KREMLIN STOOGE ARBENZ THEY MUST FACE FACT THEIR MISSION IS TO ANNIHILATE ALL CHRISTIANITY AS THEY WILL NEVER GIVE UP FIGHT AGAINST COMMUNISM. GIVE SHAME TO ARMY.

4. PARA 3 ABOVE TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY YOUR ORDER TO SHERWOOD IF AND WHEN YOU BELIEVE MOST APPROPRIATE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER AT 1950, 23 JUNE 54.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4247 (IN 21455) 22532 23 JUN 54

TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. DIR 06092 (OUT 56546)
   B. LINC 4176 (IN 20869)
   C. LINC 4233 (IN 21420)

1. GUAT UN TELEGRAM 21 JUNE URGING STEPS AGAINST NICARAGUA AND HONDURAS HIGHLIGHTS URGENT PROBLEM NAMELY ABSOLUTE NECESSITY KEEP EFFECTIVE PRESSURE OFF THESE COUNTRIES PARTICULARLY FORMER UNTIL ACTIVE PHASE PBSUCCESS RESOLVED ONE WAY OR ANOTHER.

2. AS INDICATED REF A OPERATION MAY HAVE TO RUN (IF POSSIBLE) LONGER THAN A FEW DAYS FOR SUCCESS AND TO DO THIS CONTINUED SUPPORT ESSENTIAL.

3. CONSEQUENTLY ANYTHING WHICH CAN DELAY SIDETRACK OR OTHERWISE COOL ABOVE DIPLOMATIC HEAT IS VITAL AND IMMEDIATELY NECESSARY. ONE METHOD TO TAKE DIPLOMATIC OFFENSIVE WITH COUNTERCHARGES AS SUGGESTED REF B COUPLED WITH AGGRESSIVE PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN AS IN REF C.

4. BELIEVE IF AS AGGRESSIVE AS OPPONENTS CAN CAUSE SOME

SECRET
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OBSTRUCTION AND DELAY. FURTHER POSSIBILITY ALONG THESE LINES WOULD BE ODACID WHITE PAPER. MATERIAL FOR LASTOAS CONFERENCE PLUS "THE CASE OF GUATEMALA" WRITTEN FOR SUMMIT BY CALLIGERIS PEOPLE PLUS COLLECTION OF TORTURE STATEMENTS OF WHICH MANY RECENTLY COULD MAKE USEFUL BASE IF NOT PROVIDE ALL REQUIRED DATA.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER AT 1950.

23 JUN 54.
DATE: 24 JUNE 54

SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCG (5), D/DCG (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PS/DCG (8)

LING h259 (IN 21515) 0556 24 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE

TO: OPIM INFO: DIR, OPIM, SHERWOOD, CITE: SLING OPIM

RYBAT PBSUCCESS FOR CADICK

1. DESIRE TO HAVE YOU KNOW EVERYONE IS BACK OF YOU AND YOUR STAFF 100 PERCENT. WE ARE AMAZED AT EFFORT AND DETERMINATION THIS FAR AND CAN ONLY ASSURE DESPITE ORDERS OR SHORTCOMINGS THAT EVERY GOOD INTENTION EXISTS TO AID YOU ON TO ULTIMATE VICTORY REGARDLESS HOW DIFFICULT IT MAY BE EN ROUTE.

2. ADDITIONAL AIR CAPABILITY BUILDING UP FAST AND AUTHORITY TO USE IT WILL BE ADEQUATE.

3. STAFF PLANNING NOW IN PROGRESS RE LAUNCHING AN AIRBORNE ATTACK ON AFRAM BASED UPON CAPABILITY LAND 90 COMBAT EQUIPPED MEN EVERY FIVE HOURS DAY OR NIGHT WITH TWO FIGHTER A/C COVER CONTINUOUSLY DURING DAYLIGHT. THIS PLAN MUST BE BASED UPON AVAILABLE MANPOWER WITH SUFFICIENT TRAINING AND LEADERSHIP TO CONDUCT NECESSARY FOLLOW THROUGH TO SEIZE NATL. PALACE. WILL FORWARD DETAILS SOONEST. MEANWHILE NEED TO KNOW IMMEDIATELY TWO VITAL FACTORS:

SECRET
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A. YOUR CAPABILITY PROVIDE MANPOWER IN INCREMENTS
90 MEN STARTING DAWN 27 JUNE.

B. WHETHER ESQUIPULAS AIRSTRIP COULD BE USED FOR AIR-
LIFTING; IF NOT WHAT STRIP?

4. INTERDICTION BETWEEN FIELD AND ADAM SHOULD PREVENT RETURN
OF TROOPS. PRESENT STRENGTH ADAM BELIEVED DOWN TO 1200 TROOPS
WITH QUESTIONABLE MORALE. KEEP THIS PLAN SECURE AS POSSIBLE
AND PROVIDE US YOUR COMMENTS SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT
OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0245 24 JUNE 54.
1. REQUEST FOR BOMBING AUTHORITY ON ADAM:

A. TARGET: FORTRESS MATAMOROS, LOCATED ONE MILE EAST OF NATIONAL PALACE, ISOLATED, HOAT SURROUNDED. PRINCIPAL ARMY ORDNANCE DEPOT.

B. OBJECTIVE: TO DESTROY ESTIMATED 20 PERCENT ARMS RECEIVED ON ALFHEM. PLUS RESERVE AMMO AND ORDNANCE.

C. PURPOSE: TO DEAL ENEMY SERIOUS BLOW TO MILITARY CAPABILITY; RENDER STRONG PSYCH IMPACT ON ARMY; DEMONSTRATE VULNERABILITY TO AIPPOWER; SOFTEN ADAM FOR POSSIBLE AIRBORNE ATTACK WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS (NOW IN PLANNING STAGE).

D. AUTHORITY: URGE AUTHORITY SOONEST BE GRANTED FOR LING TO DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION NOT LATER THAN 0900 JUNE 26. ESSENTIALLY WITHIN AUTHORITY PARA 2B REF.

2. FOREGOING CONSIDERED EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO PRESENT PLANS FOR MAXIMUM UTILIZATION AIR POWER AND OVERALL STRATEGIC CON-
2d. JUNE 54
LINE 4263 (IN 21521)
PAGE +2-

SIDERATIONS. URGE EARLIEST REPLY.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT
OF THIS MESSAGE AT 02:15, 24 JUNE 54.
TO:  DIR
PBSUCCESS RYBAT
RE:  A.

B. SHERWOOD 364 (IN 21478)
C. SHERWOOD 300 (IN 20121)
D. LINC 4267 (IN 21552)

1. REF B: INDICATES STORAX:1 NOW-OVER PROBLEM FRAME MIND

   OF REF C.

2. CLEAR FROM REF A STORAX CONCERNED WITH MILITARY PLANNING
   AND TACTICS. AS INDICATED REF D TRIP MAY BE UNNECESSARY.

3. IF NECESSARY LINC FEELS STRONGLY MILITARY MAN NOT
   CIVILIAN SHOULD GO. IN VIEW KNOWLEDGE OPERATION, BACKGROUND
   BOTH IN ARMY AND L.S. PLUS ADVANTAGE REVIEW VARIOUS KMPLUME
   ACTIVITIES DUNBAR BEST CANDIDATE.

4. PLAYDON FEELS DESPITE NEED FOR DUNBAR AT LINC HE COULD
   BE SPARED FOR SHORT TRIP OF TWO DAYS.

5. BOTH DUNBAR AND PLAYDON AWARE OF BASIS PREVIOUS DECISION
   RE TRANSFER DUNBAR TO KMPLUME AS FIELD COMMANDER BUT FEEL TRIP
SHORT DURATION FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSE CHANGES PROBLEM.

6. DUNBAR WOULD
RISK DETECTION PRESENT BUT BELIEVE UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES ACCEPTABLE.

7. PLS ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
24 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DG (5), D/DCI (6), CO/P(L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 4270 (IN 21580) 11127 24 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE
TO: OIM SHERWOOD INFO: OIM CITE: SLING

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: LING 4259 (IN 21515)
FOR CADICK

1. FOLLOWING FACTORS NECESSITATES EARLY DECISIVE ACTION:
   A. ONCE ENEMY UNCERTAIN OF VICTORY HE MAY INSIST UPON
      EARLIEST ENFORCEMENT EXISTING U.N. CEASE-FIRE ORDER.
   B. MOUNTING LOGISTICAL PROBLEMS AND RELIANCE ON AIR
      DROPS REACHING UNSUPPORTABLE PROPORTIONS.

2. IN EVENT PRESENT PHASE INDECISIVE OR RESULTS IN SET BACK,
   PLANS MUST BE READY FOR NEXT PHASE. TO OVERCOME ALL ABOVE FACTORS
   EITHER ADMN MUST BE SEIZED WHICH WOULD LEAD TO FINAL DECISION OR
   BONO MUST BE SEIZED AND READIED AS BASE FOR PROTRACTED U/N OPERATIONS
   IF ENEMY FORCES NOT ELIMINATED IN PRESENT COMBAT THEN BOTH ADMN

SECRET
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AND BOND WOULD HAVE TO BE AIRBORNE LANDING OPERATIONS FOR EARLY ACTION.

3. PLAN ALPHA: ADAM AIRBORNE OPERATION BEING GIVEN FIRST PRIORITY AND SOFTENING UP WOULD START WITH BOMBING MATAMOROS. IF LATER ANALYSIS INDICATES UNLIKELYHOOD OF SUCCESS THEN WOULD SWITCH TO BETA.

4. PLAN BETA: BOND AIRBORNE SEIZURE WITH OBJECTIVE ESTABLISHING SECURE LOGISTICAL AIR AND SUPPLY BASE WITHIN WSDBURNIT.

5. MANPOWER AND AIR LOGISTICS IDENTICAL FOR BOTH PLANS THEREFORE ADVISE SOONEST INFO REQUESTED IN REF MSG.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4290 (IN 21875) 22127 24 JUN 54
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR LANGEVIN

1. MAKE FLASH ANNOUNCEMENT SO NESELTH ARMY TROOPS IN CHIQUITUMILA AND ZACAPA ARE DEFECTING TO LIBERATION MOVEMENT IN LARGE NUMBERS.

2. REPEAT ABOVE FREQUENTLY 25 JUNE. IMPORTANT. DO NOT EMBELLISH.

END OF MESSAGE
DO NOT REMOVE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
SECRET

It is forbidden to make a copy of this message.

Copy No.

Ref E or connection between cause and effect might well be made wrong way.

Identify as surrounded by mobile, making natural target.

Moreover, strike in our opinion should occur before tomorrow which can be most impressive show, as stated ref D.

Chiquimula, this morning so that set back possibility action.

1. Ref a confirms further our feeling that the time to act as per ref d has come. McCullough's briefs reporting finding.

2. Should be able overcome strike with three fighter aircraft.

RYBAT P xsuccese

MASTER
SECRET
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4. URGENTLY REQUEST AUTHORITY IN ORDER COMMUNICATE TO FIELD IN TIME MAKE FULL ARRANGEMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO MR WISNER AT 1900, 24 JUNE 54.
1. SUMMARY OF RO MATERIAL 0800 TO 1400 24 JUNE.

A. MOST OF THE TRAFFIC AT THESE HOURS WAS BETWEEN THE FCP AND RO 22, WHO IS NOT PRESUMABLY AT CHIQUIMULA. THE FCP SAID AT 0945 THAT THE BOMBARDMENT OF ENEMY POSITIONS SHOULD CONTINUE. AT 1230 IT WAS REPORTED THAT GUARDIA DE HONOR UNITS WERE IN THE VICINITY OF IPALA, SOUTHWEST OF CHIQUIMULA, AND THAT PLANES WERE LOOKING FOR THESE TROOPS. AT 1305 THE FCP SAID THAT PLANES WOULD RETURN TO CHIQUIMULA AT 1500 24 JUNE AND THAT SMOKE BOMBS WOULD BE SENT TO THE BASE IN ORDER THAT THE LATTER'S POSITION COULD BE CLEARLY MARKED.

B. A MESSAGE FROM CASTILLO AT 1115 URGED THAT PLANES PURSUE ENEMY TROOPS BETWEEN CHIQUIMULA AND ZACAPA IN ORDER TO PREVENT A COUNTERATTACK WITH FRESH UNITS. AGAIN IT WAS STATED THAT THE SHOCK TROOPS HAD NO GASOLINE. CASTILLO SAID THAT THEY HAD ENTERED CHIQUIMULA AT 1000, AN HOUR LATER IT WAS STATED THAT GASOLINE HAD NOT ARRIVED AT ESQUIPULAS AND THAT THIS HAD PREVENTED
SECRET
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SPEEDILY MOVEMENTS OF MEN AND EQUIPMENT. IT WAS ALSO URGED THAT
AIR SUPPORT BE SENT AT ONCE. A MESSAGE AT 1315 SAID THAT THE
SITUATION WAS COMPLICATED AND IT WAS REQUESTED THAT THE BARRACKS
IN THAT TOWN BE BOMBARDED BEFORE REPLACEMENTS COULD ARRIVE FROM
ZACAPA.

C. IT APPEARS THAT RO 27 IS ALSO WITH CASTILLO, AS
THIS OPERATOR SENT A MESSAGE FROM THE COMMANDER AT 0700 24 JUNE
REQUESTING AIR ATTACKS AND GASOLINE.

D. THE FCP INFORMED RO 28, SOUTH OF PUERTO BARRIOS,
THAT GOVERNMENT TROOPS WERE MOVING SOUTH FROM THAT PORT, AND
ASKED THAT AN OBSERVER BE SENT TO REPORT ON THIS MOVEMENT.
NO WORD WAS RECEIVED FROM THIS OPERATOR.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4296 (IN 21941) 0221Z 25 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD

INFO: DIR

CITE: ++SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: LINC 4264 (IN 21524)

FOR CADICK AND BRODFROST AN ORDER:

1. TARGET: REF MSG.

2. PRIORITY: S-1. MANDATORY. (SLINC 4207 (IN 21037))

3. FINAL TOT: 0800 JUNE 25 (OR THEREAFTER AS WEATHER PERMITS)

4. MISSION: AS PER REF PLUS STRAFING ALL GAS TANK TARGETS

PER PARA 1A LINC 4254 (IN 21490), AND IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY

C-47 AIR LEAFLET DROP USING AVAILABLE LEAFLETS SELECTED BY CADICK/

LANGEVIN.

5. CAUTION: PILOTS MUST BE CAREFULLY CAUTIONED TO AVOID LOSS

CIVILIAN LIFE AND VITAL IMPORTANCE OF ACCURATE BOMBING.

6. COMMENT: PRECEDENCE OVER TACTICAL REQUIREMENTS DUE

IMMINENCE DIPLOMATIC ACTION STOPPING ALL EXTERNAL SUPPORT IN ADDITION

CALCULATED READINESS ARMY HIGH COMMAND TO DEFECT. PLAN CAREFULLY.
EXECUTE PRECISELY. GOOD LUCK.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO WISNER'S OFFICE AT 2230, 24 JUN 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 25 JUNE 54

TO: PRITY

INFO: PRITY DIR

CITE: SLINC

PRIORITY

PRECEDENCE

REF:

1. THROUGH WHATEVER SOURCE YOU CONSIDER MOST APPROPRIATE REQUEST YOU GET WORD TO ERRATIC IF HE HAS ANY SINCERE DESIRE TO RID WSBURNT OF COMMUNISM THE BEST THING HE CAN DO IS TO ENCOURAGE HIS PEOPLE TO INFILTRATE INTO ESQUIPULAS AND REPORT TO CALLIGERIS FOR COMBAT DUTY.

2. ERRATIC HIMSELF SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED PUBLICLY TO OFFER HIS SERVICES TO CALLIGERIS PUTTING ASIDE ALL PAST GRIEVANCES. CHIPS ARE DOWN. NOW IS THE MOMENT FOR ALL ANTI-COMMUNISTS TO FIGHT SHOULDER TO SHOULDER. IF HE WILLING FINE. IF ONLY HALF HEARTED OR STILL PERSONALLY AMBITIOUS TELL HIM TO KEEP TO HIS HAMBURGER STAND.

END OF MESSAGE
SECRET

1. FOR YOUR GUIDANCE:

   A. PLAN ALPHA: NINAMOROS STRIKE 25 JUNE EXPECTED TO PROVIDE ANSWER TO WHETHER THIS PLAN SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED AND HOW.

   B. PLAN BETA: IF CONCLUSION ON ALPHA NEGATIVE AND PRESENT COMBAT ENGAGEMENT STALLED THEN BETA MUST BE IMPLEMENTED MAXIMUM ABILITY.

   C. PRESENT COMBAT: CIRCUMSTANCES PRECLUDE FULL SUPPORT PRESENT ENGAGEMENT BEYOND 2400 JUNE 25 UNLESS FAVORABLE DECISION IS ATTAINABLE WITHIN 24 HOURS THEREAFTER OR 2400 JUNE 26. IF CALCULATION ALL FACTORS RESULTS IN NEGATIVE CONCLUSION THEN IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION OF ALPHA OR BETA MUST BE UNDERTAKEN. ALPHA WOULD TAKE PRECEDENCE IN ANY EVENT IF CONSIDERED FAVORABLY AFTER BOMB STRIKE 25 JUNE.

2. FOREGOING PLANNING IS PREDICATED ON BASIS OF AttemptING TO CONCLUDE OPERATION DECISIVELY IF POSSIBLE WITHIN TIME REMAINING

SECRET
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BEFORE CEASE FIRE OR IF NOT TO ATTAIN MAXIMUM ADVANTAGES DURING THIS PERIOD. CESSATION HOSTILITIES UNDER PRESENT CONDITIONS WOULD LEAVE SYNCARP LANDLOCKED AND UNTENABLE LOGISTICALLY. CONTROL OF BOND AT MINIMUM WOULD PROVIDE EXCELLENT LOGISTICAL BASE.

3. ODOYEKE IS EXERCISING EVERY EFFORT TO GUIDE DIPLOMATIC PROCEDURES TO ITS ADVANTAGE HOWEVER SITUATION IS NEITHER CONTROLLABLE OR PREDICTABLE. BEST ESTIMATE PROVIDES ABOUT 72 HOURS OF UNMOLESTEDED OPERATIONS WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR URGENCY IN PRESSING FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE VICTORY OR BEST ADVANTAGES POSSIBLE. TAKE NO ACTION RE DIPLOMATIC TEAMS UNTIL FURTHER WORD, ALTHOUGH CONTINUE TO THINK OF THIS CONTINGENCY AS PER YOUR SHERWOOD 386 (IN 21980).

4. NEED YOUR VIEWS SOONEST RE FOREGOING.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0630 25 JUNE 54.
LINC 4319 (IN 22084) 13062 25 JUN 54

TO: DIR

INFO: (PRIORITY) SQUAT, CLTE, SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

OP SITREP NO. 12 25 JUN 54

MASTER

1.

A. STRENGTH

NO CHANGE REPORTED SINCE SITREP NO. 9.

B. MOVEMENT

BOMB - NO LOCATION OR STRENGTH GIVEN IN LAST MESSAGE REQUESTING TWO 20-MM SOLOTHURMS, TWO MORTARS, TWO LUGS AND SUPPLY OF 9 MM AMMO.

TOMMY - NO REPORT (NO RADIO)

HANK - NO REPORT THIS DATE. FLIGHT C-30 ATTEMPTED AERIAL RE-SUPPLY BUT COULD NOT LOCATE TEAM IN GUALAN AREA.

JOHNNY - DANNY - AT 241000 COMBINED FORCE CAPTURED CHIQUIMULA WITH EXCEPTION OF ENEMY BARRACKS. REQUEST FOR AIR STRIKE ON BARRACKS NOT FILLED SINCE MECHANICAL DIFFICULTIES PREVENTED BOTH F-47'S FROM FLYING AFTERNOON 24 JUNE. CALLIGERIS REPORTED AT 241800 THAT DUE TO LACK OF AIR SUPPORT ENEMY TROOPS

3
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FROM HANK WERE ADVANCING ON CHIQUIMULA. HE STATED "WE ARE ABANDONING PLAZA AFTER HAVING CAPTURED IT. URGENTLY NEED FIGHTER AIR SUPPORT."

C. SIGNAL: NO RADIO TRF RECVD AFTER 241630.

2. KUGOWN: SHERWOOD'S RADIO TIME SEVERELY RESTRICTED DUE PRECEDENCE OF TACTICAL SIGNAL NET - UNABLE OPERATE BOTH EFFECTIVELY AT SAME TIME. ENEMY'S TGW RADIO PROPAGANDA CONSIDERED SERIOUSLY AFFECTING MORALE OF OPPOSITION AND SHOULD BE SILENCED. STRONG RADIO APPEAL REQUESTED FOR THIS DATE BY SHERWOOD TO SUPPORT AIR STRIKE ON ADAM AND ATTEMPT DEFECTION OF ARMY.

3. K-PROGRAM: AUTHORITY RECEIVED TO CONDUCT BOMBING ATTACK ON FORTRESS MATAMOROS. STRAFING FUEL STORAGE TANKS AND DROPPING LEAFLETS PLUS SPECIAL SHERWOOD BROADCAST FOR 25 JUNE AS FINAL AND MAXIMUM EFFORT TO INDUCE DEFECTION ARMY HIGH COMMAND. GUAT STATION REPORTS SITUATION FAVORABLE FOR POSITIVE RESULTS FROM THIS ACTION.

4. AIR: CARGO DROPS: PM 24 JUNE C-29 ARMS DROPPED ON TWO DZ'S. EXCELLENT RECEPTION. FROM A/C OBSERVED CARGO LOADED ON TRUCKS. PM 24 JUNE C-30 TARGET CG-15-5 AND GUALAN. NO RECEPTION. NO SIGNAL AT DZ'S. CARGO RETURNED TO SOMERSET. FIGHTER MISSIONS: AM 24 JUNE F-13 SUCCESSFUL DROPPED BOMB
25 JUN 54
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RR CHIQUIMULA, STRAFED AREA BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER. AM 24 JUNE F-14 SUCCESSFUL BOMBED AUTO WEAPONS SITE CHIQUIMULA, STRAFED ARTILLERY AREA AND AIRFIELD. FIGHTER A/C MISSIONS PM 24 JUNE CANCELLED. TAIL TIRED F-47 BLOWN ON TAKE OFF. EXPECTED OPERATIONAL AM 25 JUNE. GENERAL: C-47 CREW REPORTED WITNESSING CALLIGERIS TROOPS ENTERING CHIQUIMULA 251010. WITH CAPITULATION CHIQUIMULA, AIRFIELDS AVAILABLE HERE AND ESQUIPULAS FOR RESUPPLY. THREE ADDITIONAL F-47'S ETA SOVEREY PM 24 JUNE. P-38 REPORTED OPERATIONAL.

5. ENEMY: TROOP TRAIN OF 22 CARS REPORTED MOVING FROM ADAM TO HANK PM 24 JUNE. NOW CLEAR THAT ENEMY IS MAKING MAJOR IF NOT MAXIMUM EFFORT TO REPEL friendly FORCES. ON DIPLOMATIC LEVEL, ENEMY HAS RENEWED DEMANDS FOR ENFORCEMENT CEASE-FIRE AND FIELD INSPECTION ALL COUNTRIES REPORTEDLY INVOLVED BOTH ACTIONS INDICATE DESPERATE INTENTION OF ENEMY TO EITHER DEFEAT FRIENDLY FORCES MILITARILY OR FORCE CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES AT EARLIEST MOMENT.

6. GENERAL: DESPITE INDICATIONS OF SUCCESS AT CHIQUIMULA THE DIPLOMATIC MANEUVERS OF THE ENEMY PRESENT SERIOUS POSSIBILITY THAT CEASE-FIRE MAY BE ENFORCED SOON AND INSPECTION TEAMS SENT TO ALL THREE COUNTRIES, WSBURNT, WSHOOF'S AND XAFLUSH. OWING TO APPARENT IMMUNITY OF FOREGOING ACTION, WHICH WOULD
IMMEDIATELY SUSPEND ALL EXTERNAL SUPPORT, STRATEGIC PLANNING NOW IN PROGRESS TO DETERMINE MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS OF ACHIEVING EARLIEST VICTORY OR FAILING THAT TO OBTAIN MOST ADVANTAGEOUS POSITION PRIOR TO ANY FORCED CESSION OF HOSTILITIES. PRESENT COURSES BEING PURSUED ARE:

A. ADAM: MAXIMUM DEFECTION INDUCEMENT EFFORT AS ABOVE, IF NECESSARY AND FAVORABLE, WOULD BE FOLLOWED BY AIRBORNE OPERATION TO SEIZE AND HOLD NATL PALACE.

B. COMBAT IN FIELD: FORCE DECISION AT CHIQUIMULA AND ZACAPA, OPENING APPROACHES TO ADAM AND POSSIBLY FORCING CAPITULATION OF GOVT.

C. BOND: PLANNING STAGE ONLY. IN EVENT ABOVE ACTIONS FAIL OR ARE DETERMINED BEYOND ESTIMATED TIME LIMIT AN AIRBORNE MAXIMUM EFFORT WOULD BE MADE TO SEIZE AND HOLD BOND MAKING IT THE SITE FOR A PROVISIONAL GOVT.

END OF MESSAGE
1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL FROM RO'S 0800 TO 1400 25 JUNE.

A. REPORTS RECEIVED FROM THREE OPERATORS: TO-40, NOW IN CHIQUIMULA; RO-22, ALSO IN CHIQUIMULA; RO-27 IN ESQUIPULAS. TIMES ARE EDT.

B. MENDOZA REPORTED THROUGH TO-40 AT 0735 THAT ZACAPA FORCES USING HEAVY ARTILLERY AT PETAPILLA NEAR ROAD FROM CHIQUIMULA AND IT WAS URGED EMBLEMEMENTS BE BOMBED. AT 0900 HE SAID 1500 MEN AT CUMBRE INGENIERO, CF 7228, WERE ORGANIZING FOR HEAVY ATTACK ON CHIQUIMULA AND REQUESTED UNITS BE ATTACKED BY AIR. TO-40 WAS TOLD BY FCP THAT AIR SUPPLIES WOULD BE DROPPED AT VADO HONDO AT 0700 25 JUNE AND THAT ENEMY UNITS WOULD BE ATTACKED BY AIR AT SAME TIME.

C. CASTILLO REPORTED AT 1920 24 JUNE THROUGH RO-22 THAT ALL CHIQUIMULA WAS UNDER CONTROL BUT THAT A STRONG COUNTERATTACK WAS FEARED. HE SAID THAT POSITION OF HIS GROUP WAS DELICATE AND THAT THERE HAD BEEN HAND-TO-HAND FIGHTING. HE AGAIN ASKED FOR
25 JUN 54
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GASOLINE. AT 1150 25 JUNE CASTILLO REQUESTED A RADIO TRANSMITTER
BE SENT TO HIM IN ORDER THAT HE COULD BROADCAST IMPRESSIONS OF
PEOPLE ON RECEIVING HIS TROOPS. FCP IN MESSAGE TO RO-22 AT
0945 ASKED THAT GET AT-6'S AT ESQUIPULAS
AND GO AT ONCE TO MANAGUA.

D. AT 0800 CASTILLO REPORTED THROUGH RO-27 THAT HE
WAS MARCHING TO QUEZALTEPEQUE WHERE HE WOULD MAKE CONTACT.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO MR. WISNER'S
OFFICE AT 1730, 25 JUNE 54.
LINC 4337 (IN 223;2) 23587 25 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE
TO: DIR

TWO F-47'S TO GUAT CITY 25 JUNE. MATAMOROS, THREE TRAINS
ONE BRIDGE DESTROYED. JALAPA DROP 25 JUNE. ARMS ALREADY USED
IN ATTACK ON JALAPA. MORE BEING DROPPED.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER'S OFFICE
AT 2000, 25 JUN 54.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: L'INCOLN
ACTION: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (PBS) (4-6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4346 (IN 22269) 03052 26 JUN 54
TO: (PRIORITY)
(SKILLETT; ON: RICH
FOR FEARCLET),
(PRIORITY) SHERWOOD
(FOR LANGEVIN)

PBSUCCESS RYBET

1. SUMMARY LATEST RELIABLE SITREP:

2. LIBERATION FORCES CAPTURED CHIQUIMULA YESTERDAY, JOYFULLY
RECEIVED LOCAL POPULATION, NOW ADVANCING TOWARDS ZACAPA. THREE
TRAINS WITH TROOP REINFORCEMENTS FROM GUAT CITY STOPPED BY
AIRCRAFT, CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE, NUMBER OF TROOPS JOINED LIBERATING
FORCES.

3. PETROLEUM STOCKS GUAT CITY DWINDLING DUE BOMB DAMAGE,
LACK NEW INTAKE. ONLY FEW MORE DAYS SUPPLIES LEFT. (SKILLETT:
STRESS DANGER FOR IMPORTERS.)

4. CGTG APPEALED ALL MEMBERS DONATE BLOOD BANK FOR EXPECTED
HEAVY CASUALTIES. FIRST 24 HOURS NO VOLUNTEER REPORTED.

5. NEF SUBJECT: NOTE, WHENEVER APPROPRIATE (A) NO GUAT GOVT
REPORT THUS FAR IDENTIFIED PERSONS, TIMES, PLACES ALLEGED CASUALTIES;
(B) TGW RADIO KEEPS ALL PERTINENT INFO FROM PEOPLE, INCLUDING

SECRET
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"SOVIET ASSISTANCE IN U.N., WORLD-WIDE COMMIE PROPAGANDA DRIVE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER'S OFFICE
AT 2315, 25 JUNE 54."
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 26 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

LINC 4352 (IN 22384) 0455Z 26 JUNE 54

TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL FROM RO'S 1400 TO 2300 HOURS 25 JUNE. REPORTS RECEIVED FROM 3 OPERATORS, RO-22 AND TO-40, BOTH IN CHIQUIMULA, AND TO-37, SOUTH OF PUERTO BARIOS. TIMES ARE EDT.

2. CASTILLO AT 1655 ASKED THAT CHAJON ATTACK ZACAPA AT 0800 26 JUNE IN SYNCHRONIZED ACTION. ALSO ASKED THAT PLANES LOCATE ENEMY ARTILLERY AT CUMBRE INGENIERO. THAT SECTOR SHOULD BE BOMBED AND MACHINE GUNNED AT 0300 AND ZACAPA INSTALLATIONS AT 1400. CASTILLO ASKED FOR AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE OVER IPALA IN ORDER TO AVOID SURPRISE ATTACK FROM REAR. MENDOZA IN MESSAGE THROUGH TO-40 AT 1240 HAD ASKED THAT PLANES ATTACK ENEMY AT IPALA.

3. IN DELAYED MESSAGE OF 1030 24 JUNE FROM TO-37 IT WAS REPORTED THAT SITUATION IN THAT AREA WAS VERY BAD. ENEMY UNITS WERE REPORTED TO BE IN ENTRE RIOS, MORALES AND CHAMOPA.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: (WH)

(NE) NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0200, 26 JUNE 54

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
LING 4358 (IN 22411)  0703Z 26 JUNE 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
PRECEDENCE
TO:  DIR
PBSUCCESSRYBAT

CITE:  SLING

1. CONFIRMING PREVIOUS TELEPHONE REQUESTS FOLLOWING ARE LINC
MOST URGENT IMMEDIATE NEEDS:

   A. TEN F-47 TAIL WHEEL TIRES AND TUBES PLUS FOUR
      F-47 N MAIN GEAR TIRES AND TUBES. TWO AIRCRAFT AT
      ONE AT SOMERSET GROUNDED DUE TO LACK OF FORMER. FASTEST PROCUREMENT
      AND DELIVERY AT STILL NOT FAST ENOUGH.

   B. C-54 FOR HOPEFUL FOR DELIVERY MATERIEL TO SOMERSET.

   C. ADEQUATE AIR DELIVERY CAPACITY FROM WASHINGTON TO
      FOR ABOVE AND OTHER MATERIEL NEEDS.

   D. ANY F-47 MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL WHO COULD BE SHIPPED
      TO SOMERSET IMMEDIATELY TO WORK ON CALLIGERIS A/C. LINC TRYING
      FIND SUCH MECHS. BUT TWO MORE ARE BADLY NEEDED. WOULD IT NOT BE
      POSSIBLE TO PUT UNITS PERSONNEL ON SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT FOR THIS
      PURPOSE AS WILL BE REMOVED IF ANY INSPECTION AND IN PERFECTLY SAFE
      TERRITORY? SHOULD BE SPECIALLY SELECTED AND SWORN TO SECRECY.

2. ABOVE NOT INTENDED CHANGE OR SUPERSede ANY PREVIOUS
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REQUESTS BUT TO EMPHASIZE HIGHEST PRIORITIES.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR BISSEL AND (WH) NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0315 26 JUNE 54.
1. Currrent analysis of strategic considerations reveal:

A. Your spectacular offensive in HANK complex if continued successful could contribute to serious deterioration of enemy's major force. Your advantages are in movement with air support whereas enemy's advantages are greatest in static situations; therefore your tactics must remain dynamic.

B. Development of JALAPA asset increases your opportunities of destroying enemy by isolating him from ADAM. Cutting off both arteries north and south.

C. Steady forward pressure is preferable however imminence of diplomatic interruption within about five or six days necessitates careful planning of immediate future. If possible to strike decisive blow in HANK complex then there would be no problem. However your
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AIR BASES AT ESQUIPULAS AND CHIQUIMULA ARE INADEQUATE TO SUPPORT ANYTHING BUT LIGHT AIRCRAFT AND NO BETTER BETWEEN YOU AND ADAM. THEREFORE YOU MUST RELY ON SOMERSET AND BEST THINKING IS THAT THIS MUST TERMINATE SOON UNLESS KMFLUSH REMOVES INVOLVED IN WAR WITH WSBNRT.

D. CAREFUL REVIEW OF ABOVE LEADS TO CONCLUSION THAT SEIZURE OF BOND WITHIN SIX DAYS IS YOUR BEST SOLUTION AS IT WOULD PROVIDE AIR BASE AND SEA SUPPORT FOR INDEFINITE FUTURE AND PLACES ALL EXTERNAL SUPPORT WITHIN TARGET COUNTRY. EXTREME SERIOUSNESS OF ULTIMATE SUCCESS Dictates PRUDENCE OVER AUDACITY AND ALTERING CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS HELD HERETOFOR. ALTHOUGH NOT YET SPECIFICALLY APPROVED WE MAY PLAN ON MOVING ALL AIR AND COMM TO BOND IF NECESSARY.

E. FOR PLANNING PURPOSES CONTINUE TO EXPLOIT YOUR POSITION AROUND HANK, DEVELOPING JALAPA, AND USING AIR TO POUND ENEMY UNTIL 28240%. MEANWHILE STRATEGIC STRIKES WILL BE CALLED ON ADAM AND BOND KEEPING UP MAXIMUM PRESSURE IN ANTICIPATION GOVT WILL CRACK. IF NO MAJOR CHANGE OCCURS BY 290001 AND YOU ARE STILL LANDLOCKED THEN IMMEDIATE MEASURES MUST BE TAKEN TO SEIZE BOND BY AIR/GROUND ACTION BEFORE 30 JUNE THEREAFTER CONSOLIDATING GAINS BEFORE RESUMING OFFENSIVE.

2. YOUR AUTHORITY TO CONTROL TACTICAL AIR REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING BOMBING OF MILITARY TARGETS IS EXTENDED TO AREA BOUNDED BY
26 JUN 54
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JUTIAPA-JALAPA-EL PROGRESO-GUALAN-ENTRE RIOS AND WSHOOF'S (COMBAT ZONE). LINCOLN RETAINS CONTROL OVER ALL STRATEGIC AIR FIRE SUPPORT MISSIONS OUTSIDE YOUR ZONE AS IN MOST CASES HQS AUTHORITY IS REQUIRED PARTICULARLY ADAM AND BOND.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 26 JUN 54

SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: SA/PC/DCI (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), DD/P (L) (1), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC 4377 (IN 22558) 18432 26 JUN 54 PRIORITY

TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: DIR 06474 (OUT 57256)

1. DISCUSSED REF WITH ORDWAY AND AGREE IMPORTANT TO HAVE
AIRCRAFT AVAILABLE FOR FUTURE POSSIBLE NEED TO OVERCOME PRESENT
LACK OF DEPTH.

2. CONSEQUENTLY BELIEVE ADVISABLE TO OBTAIN ON STANDBY BASIS
NOT LESS THAN THREE AND IF POSSIBLE SIX ADDITIONAL FIGHTERS,
EITHER P 51 OR F 47.

3. ONCE AVAILABLE THREE SHOULD BE KEPT AT
THE OTHER THREE WHEREVER MOST CONVENIENT IN ORDER TO REPLENISH ANY
REMOVALS FROM HOPFRED.

4. EXPERIENCE HAS CONFIRMED NEED FOR SPARES, EXTRA COOLANT
(FOR P 51) ETC SO TRUST YOU WILL DO ALL POSSIBLE ON THESE ITEMS
AS (RECEIVED AU) WELL.

END OF MESSAGE.
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Copy No.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: PM (4), WH (5)

LINCOLN (IN 22575) 19582 26 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) INFO: DIR,
INFO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD
CITE: SLINC (FOR BRODFROST)

RYBAT PBSUCCESS PBCABOOSE

1. F 47 TAIL WHEELS, TIRES AND TUBES AND MAIN GEAR TIRES AND TUBES PROCEEDING VIA MARINE AIRCRAFT. ETD LINCOLN 0700Z JUNE 27. ETA 1300Z JUNE 27.

2. UPON ARRIVAL THIS CARGO TAKE WHAT REQUIRED FOR F 47'S AND F 47'S SHOULD PROCEED SOMERSET IMMEDIATELY. ADVISE ETD AND ETA OF 1M SOONEST.

3. BALANCE THIS CARGO MUST PROCEED SOMERSET SOONEST. SCHEDULE C 47 ETD SOON AS POSSIBLE AFTER LOADING CARGO FROM MARINE AIRCRAFT.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4368 (IN 22582)  20512  26 JUN 54  PRIORITY

TO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. LINC 4355 (IN 22410)

B. LINC 4232 (IN 21392)

1. BELIEVE REELFOOT TRIP TO SEE (REF B PARA 1 AND J) SHOULD TAKE PLACE SOON. IMPORTANT TO KNOW HIS THINKING AND PLAN SOME IDEAS SUCH AS PARA J REF B. MOREOVER TRY TO KEEP HIS TIMING ON ANNOUNCEMENT PROVISIONAL GOVT SENSIBLE. ACTUALLY ANNOUNCEMENT SHOULD BE CLEARED THROUGH LINC BEFORE MADE IF POSSIBLE.

2. ABOVE IMPORTANT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES BUT PARTICULARLY SO IF ACTION REQUESTED. REF A OCCURS WHEN HE MAY FEEL SOMEWHAT DESERTED.

3. PLEASE ADVISE REELFOOT SCHEDULE WHICH SHOULD BE VIA LINC. WOULD LIMIT TRIP TO WSHOOF FOR MOMENT POSSIBLY DTFRS LATER BUT NOT WITHOUT FURTHER SPECIFIC AUTHORITY SINCE THIS SITUATION PRESENTLY UNCLEAR. REELFOOT SHOULD PLAN STAY WITH UNTIL HIS NEXT MOVE CAN BE PLOTTED. (END OF MESSAGE)

CABLE SECRET AT COMMENT:
RUN-OFF COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER'S OFFICE AT 1730, 26 JUN 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 26 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL FROM RO'S 2300 25 JUNE TO 1700 26 JUNE. RO-22, RO-27 AND TO-40 REPORTED AND ALL MESSAGES EXCEPT ONE FROM CASTILLO. EVIDENT THAT THREE OPERATORS LOCATED IN AREA EXTENDING FROM VADO HONDO THROUGH CHIQUIMULA TO ESQUIPULAS.

2. IN GENERAL MESSAGES STRESS NEED FOR AIR SUPPORT. AT 0840 IT WAS STATED THAT 300 MEN AT CARPAJA NEED SUPPLIES AND THAT MACHINE GUNS AND MORTARS REQUIRED IN CHIQUIMULA. AT 1165 IT WAS ASKED THAT ZACAPA AND IPALA BE ATTACKED BY AIR AND IT WAS STATED THAT ENEMY WAS MOBILIZING TROOPS AT JUTIAPA.

3. IT WAS STATED THAT ENEMY POSITIONS JUST SOUTH OF ZACAPA WOULD BE BOMBED AND MACHINE GUNNED AT 0730 AND THAT THERE WOULD BE ATTACKS BY A SINGLE PLANE AT 1000, 1100 AND 1200. THE FCP TOLD CASTILLO AT 1000 THAT YDIGORAS HAD 200 MEN ON SALVADORAN BORDER READY TO HELP WITHOUT RESERVATIONS AND IT WAS SUGGESTED THAT THIS UNIT BE SENT TO RELIEVE PRESSURE AT JUTIAPA.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: A TEMPO COPY OF THE ABOVE MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO MR. WISNER'S OFFICE AT 1845 HOURS, 26 JUNE 54.

SECRET
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CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 26 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (1), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC L397 (IN 22596) 00287 27 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
CITE: SLINC FOR BRODFROST

1. TARGET: TRANSMITTER STATION, TGW, Aدام.
2. PRIORITY: S-2, FOR 27 JUNE.
3. MISSION: BOMB TRANSMITTER STATION ONLY. MG ONLY
FOR FLAK SUPPRESSION OVER TARGET.
4. INSTRUCTIONS: OBTAIN DETAILS OF DESCRIPTION AND
LOCATION FROM LANGEVIN STAFF WHO HAVE WORKED AT TARGET SITE.
BLUE BLDG IS SET APART NEAR EASTERN MOST OF THREE TOWERS IN
CAMPO MARTE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
A TEMPO COPY OF THE ABOVE MESSAGE WAS DELIVERED TO MR.
WISNER'S OFFICE AT 2030 HOURS, 26 JUN 54.

SECRET
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TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCG (4), D/DG (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DC (8)

LINC 4412 (IN 22655)  \$6397 27 JUN 54  OPERATIONAL  IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD  INFO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK

1. CONSIDERED CONFIRMED MAJORITY ADAM TROOPS EN ROUTE TO HANK COMPLEX FOR MAJOR SHOWDOWN.

2. DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT IS TO IPALA THENCE CHIQUIMULA. TROOPS BOMBED ON RAIL LINE ARE NOW PROCEEDING ON FOOT ALONG ROADBED TO HANK.

3. EVERY INDICATION TROOPS FEAR STRAFING AND WILL BREAK EVERY TIME.

4. IF HANK ENGAGEMENT NOT ENTIRELY SUCCESSFUL NIGHT 26 JUNE URGE CALLIGER TO PREPARE IMMEDIATELY FOR STRONG ENEMY COUNTERATTACKS FROM IPALA. USE MAXIMUM AIR SUPPORT ALONG ABOVE ROUTES STARTING DAWN 27 JUNE.

5. SUCCESS AT THIS TIME WILL CONSTITUTE VICTORY OVER ENEMY'S MAJOR FORCE AND UNQUESTIONABLY WILL RESOLVE ISSUE. AVOID DIVERSION.
27 JUN 54
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TO ZETA UNLESS BY SO DOING YOU BELIEVE IT WILL CONTRIBUTE TO DESTRUCTION ABOVE FORCES.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO AT Ø33Ø 27 JUN 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 27 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC UPL (IN 22657) 0708Z 27 JUNE 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD INFO: OPIM DIR CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK

AIR STRIKE AGAINST ENEMY AIR AT BOND AUTHORIZED PROCEED AT
WILL USING MG AND FRAG BOMBS. DO NOT DESTROY AIRSTRIP.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIA T COMMENT:
A TEMPO COPY OF THE ABOVE MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO
AT 0330 27 JUNE 54.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: 6H (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: 6H (4)

LINC 4421 (IN 22672) 9972.27 JUN 54 PRIORITY
TO: (PRIORITY) INFO: DTR
INFO: RBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR ONTRICH

FOLLOWING RECEIVED FROM

"ERRATIC REFUSES JOIN CALLIGERIS AS HE STATES INVASION PLAN
BEING FOLLOWED CONTRARY HIS RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONVICTIONS.
FURTHER, DOES NOT SEE HOW HE COULD HELP AT ESQUIPULAS AT PRESENT.
IS RECOMMENDING TO FOLLOWERS IN DTFROGS THEY PROCEED VIA
WWHOFS TO AID CALLIGERIS.
IS SENDING TO WWHOFS SOON TO CONTACT CALLIGERIS
ORGANIZATION, JUST ARRIVED FROM WSBURNT WITH INTEL INFO.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 27 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: SA/PC/DCI (-)
INFO: DCI (2), D/ICL (3), CO/P (L) (4), WH (5), WH (PBS) 6-8

LINC 427 (IN 22681) 10577 27 JUNE 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
PROCEDENCE
TO: OPIM DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: DIR. 06752 (OUT 57699)

1. RECENT INTELLIGENCE INDICATES ENEMY BRINGING LARGE
   NUMBERS TROOPS INTO ACTION CHIQUIMULA VIA JALAPA PLUS STRENGTHENING
   FORCE ZI/CAPA.

2. BELIEVE POSSIBILITY ONLY CHANCE AVOIDING SERIOUS IF NOT
   DECISIVE DEFEAT IS TO BRING ALL POSSIBLE AIR SUPPORT INTO
   ACTION IMMEDIATELY.

3. DUE DRASTIC POSSIBILITIES MUST RECOMMEND DRASTIC MEASURES:
   A. MOVE MINIMUM THREE, MORE IF POSSIBLE, P-51 A/C TO
      AT ONCE.
   B. RECRUIT ON ANY ACCEPTABLE BASIS COMBAT EXPERIENCED
      P-51 PILOTS UP TO SEVEN TOGETHER WITH P-51 MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL
      (ONE PER A/C) TO BE SENT IMMEDIATELY TO SOMERSET VIA MIAMI OR
      LINC CAN ARRANGE BLACK ENTRY SOMERSET EITHER WAY.
   C. LINC WILL CONTINUE TO TRY FIND PILOTS/MECHS BUT NOT
      HAVING MUCH SUCCESS.

SECRET
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4. FEEL SIZE OF ENEMY FORCE WHICH APPEARS MAY BE COMMITTED ON AN EVERYTHING OR NOTHING BASIS JUSTIFIES URGENT NATURE ABOVE REQUEST.

5. HOPE YOU CAN HELP. BIG ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARY'S COMMENT:

MR. R. W. BISSELL, SA/PC/DCI, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0715 27 JUNE 54.
NOTE: 27 JUN 54

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

CPT: WH (PBS) (1-3)

PRIO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4438 (IN 22694) 19627 27 JUN 54

TO: (PRIORITY) SEE BELOW

INFO: DIR

CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

ASCHAM SENDS CONGRATULATIONS ALL HANDS PBSUCCESS WITH REGARD TO HEARTENING GAINS AND IMPROVEMENT IN SITUATION OF LAST 48 HOURS. HE PARTICULARLY WISHES THAT SHERWOOD TEAM BE COMMENDED AND ALSO THAT SOMERSET TAKE ACTION COMMENT IN THE NAME OF CALLICERIS THE PILOTS WHOSE PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE AND CAREFUL ATTENTION TO REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN OUTSTANDING.

END OF MESSAGE

*SHERWOOD,
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4443 (IN 22746) 1736Z 27 JUN 54 CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL RECEIVED FROM RO'S 1700 26 JUNE TO
1100 27 JUNE. ONLY RO 46 AND RO 22 REPORTED. ALL MESSAGES FROM
CASTILLO WHO APPEARS TO BE LOCATED NEAR VADO HONDO. TIMES ARE EDT.

2. AT 1100 26 JUNE CASTILLO ASKED THAT THERE BE AN IMMEDIATE
AIR ATTACK ON GOVT TROOPS MOVING TOWARD QUETZALTEPEQUE FROM IPALA.
AT 1500 HE SENT AN URGENT REQUEST FOR AN AIR DROP OF SUPPLIES AND
RIFLES AT VADO HONDO.

3. IN MESSAGE OF 2300 26 JUNE CASTILLO ASKED THAT AERIAL
OBSERVATION OF TROOPS MOVING TO IPALA NOT BE FORGOTTEN. HE SAID
BOMBARDMENT OF ZACAPA WOULD BE LIGHT 26 JUNE AND THAT ENEMY HAS
MANY REINFORCEMENTS AND MODERN EQUIPMENT. RO 22 WAS ADVISED BY THE
FCP AT 0210 THAT 30 TON ARRIVING BY WAY OF JOCOTAN ARE WITH OPPOSITION

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
MASTER

1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL RECEIVED FROM RO'S 110 TO 1700 JUNE 27 DURING PERIOD OPERATORS 22, 27 AND 40 REPORTED. TIMES ARE EDT.

2. MESSAGE OF 2245 26 JUNE STATED THAT ATTACK ON ZACAPA HAD FALLEN BACK BECAUSE OF LACK OF AIR SUPPORT AND SUPERIORITY OF ENEMY FIRE. IT WAS ASKED THAT THERE BE BOMBING AND MACHINE GUNNING OF EMBRACEMENTS THRU DAY AND THAT THERE BE HEAVY BOMBARDMENT 28 JUNE. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES WERE EMBRACEMENTS AND MORTARS ON SLOPES JUST SOUTH OF ZACAPA. AT 1145 27 JUNE IT WAS STATED BY MENDOZA THAT BOMBING AND MACHINE GUNNING OF IPALA AT 1400 WAS URGENT. I WOULD MARK AREA WITH HAND GRENADES AND SMOKE BOMBS.

3. AT 1330 MENDOZA ASKED FOR GREATEST QUANTITY POSSIBLE FRAGMENTATION BOMBS. FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER IT WAS URGED THAT HEIGHTS JUST EAST OF IPALA BE ATTACKED BY AIR AND THAT ZACAPA BE BOMBERD CONSTANTLY IN ORDER TO IMMOBILIZE ENEMY AND AVOID COUNTER ATTACK. CASTILLO SAID FINAL ATTACK ON ZACAPA POSTPONED.

SECRET
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TO 28 JUNE BECAUSE OF FEAR OF THREAT FROM IPALA.

4. CASTILLO REPORTED AT 0210 THAT HIS DETACHMENT APPARENTLY CUT OFF. AT 0700 HE SAID HE WOULD ATTACK IPALA AT 0900 TO ESTABLISH CONTACT WITH JALAPA AND AVOID RISK OF ATTACK FROM REAR AND HE SUGGESTED AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE THAT AREA. HE REPLIED TO SUGGESTION THAT YDIGORAS BE USED BY SAYING THAT SUCH MILITARY PARTICIPATION WAS INCONVENIENT. HE REQUESTED THAT SUPPLIES, ARMS AND AMMUNITION BE DROPPED AT VADO HONDO. AT 1250 HE URGED THAT EQUIPMENT FOR 300 MEN BE DROPPED AT QUEZALTEPEQUE FOR ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING NEW UNITS. HE REQUESTED THAT STRONG ENEMY UNITS IN IPALA BE ATTACKED FROM AIR AND SAID THAT HIS FORCES HAD ENTERED IN CONTACT WITH ENEMY IN THAT SECTOR.

END OF MESSAGE
DIRECTOR

LINCOLN

WH (PBS) (1-3)

WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

DATE: 28 JUNE 54.

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

TO: OPIM
INFO: DIR, OPIM
FOR LANGEVIN

FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

06337 28 JUNE 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: OPIM INFO: DIR, OPIM CITE: SLINC
FOR LANGEVIN

RYBAN PBSUCCESS

1. DIR URGENTLY RECOMMENDS CALLIGERIS EMPHATICALLY DECLARE INDEPENDENCE FROM UBCO AND ALLAY LABOR FEARS LIBERATION REGIME MIGHT RETURN TO UBCO METHODS. DISCUSS THIS IMMEDIATELY WITH , URGING HIM (A) MAKE PRESS STATEMENT IMMEDIATELY EMPHASIZING THIS LABOR THESIS AND STATEMENT FOR OCCASION, (B) PREPARE APPROPRIATE STATEMENT FOR CALLIGERIS TO BE MADE SUITABLE MOMENT, AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, POSSIBLY TO BE INCLUDED INTO CALLIGERIS GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY.

2. SUCH STATEMENTS SHOULD EMPHASIZE:

A. PRESENT LABOR UNION LEADERSHIP HAS NOT BEEN TIED TO THE COMMUNIST LEADERS MUST GO.

B. FUTURE LABOR UNIONS WILL BE PROTECTED AGAINST COMMUNIST INFLUENCE AND AGAINST INTIMIDATION OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS BY EITHER DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN EMPLOYERS. FREE UNION ELECTIONS, COLLECTIVELY

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
BARGAINING, OTHER BASIC LABOR RIGHTS GUARANTEED.

C. LIBERATION GOVT WILL PROTECT INTERESTS ENTIRE PEOPLE AGAINST ANY PREDATORY FINANCIAL POWERS, WHETHER DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN. UNLIKE COMMIES WHO USED UFGO ONLY AS PROPAGANDA STICK, NOT FINDING ANY SOLUTION, NEW GOVT WILL REDUCE ROLE FOREIGN CAPITAL IN LINE WITH COUNTRY'S ECONOMIC INTERESTS.

ELIMINATING ALL TRACES OBSOLETE COLONIALISM. REFERENCE TO "NEW COLONIALISM" IN COMMIE SATELLITES EXPLOITING THEM FOR RUSSIA.

3. ADVISE IMMEDIATELY LING, DIR, RESULT YOUR TALK WITH REPORT FURTHER ACTION TAKEN BY HIM.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SURECARTAI COMMENT: TEMPORARY COMPLY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. ESTERLINE (WH) AT 0310 28 JUNE 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 28 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC W468 (IN 22839)  0829Z 28 JUNE 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD  INFO: OPIM DIR  CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
REF: LINC 4459 (IN 22814)

1. FOR BRODFROST:
   MODIFY REF MSG AS FOLLOWS:
   A) PRIMARY TARGET TO BE DESTROYED BY MULTIPLE ATTACKS
   IF NECESSARY IS LINC 4397 (IN 22596).
   B) SECONDARY TARGET AFTER ASSURANCE PRIMARY DESTROYED
   IS MATAMOROS FOR SHOW.

2. FOR CADICK:
   INSTRUCT GALLIGER IS IT IS IMPORTANT HE KEEP ENEMY, DISORGANIZED
   AND ENGAGED UNTIL SITUATION CLARIFIED IN ADAM THEREBY PREVENTING
   ENEMY'S WITHDRAWAL TO ADAM IN GOOD ORDER.

3. FOR LANGEVIN:
   A) ANNOUNCE DIAZ BY HIS SPEECH HAS SIMPLY TAKEN UP
   COMMUNISM WHERE ARBENZ LEFT IT. NO REAL CHANGE, ONLY A TRICK.
   B) REMIND HOW GOVT HAS LIED AND MISREPRESENTED TRUTH.
   SYNCARP HAS INFLECTED GREAT DAMAGE ON ARMY. MACS DEFECTIONS OCCURRING.
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C) TELL PEOPLE THEY NEED NOT FEAR SYNGARP, ONLY OLD CORRUPT COMMUNIST GOVT.

D) CALL ON ARMY AND GUARDIA CIVIL TO START IMMEDIATELY TO ARREST ALL COMMUNISTS. TAKE ORDERS FROM CALLIGERIS NOT STOOGES DIAZ. DAY OF RECKONING WITH COMMUNISTS IS HERE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, ISSUED TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0430 28 JUNE 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 28 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC 4473 (IN 22922) 13327 28 JUN 54 PRIORITY

TO: DIR
RE: DIR 06735 (OUT 57702)
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. CONFIRMING TELEPHONE CONV 27 JUNE LINC WOULD APPRECIATE
HQS PREPARING A VESSEL AS INDICATED BELOW AND HAVING IT OPERATIONALY
READY WITHIN 24 HOURS SAILING TIME TO TARGET BY 02 2400 JULY.

2. DESPITE CURRENT POLITICAL CHANGES AND EVIDENCE OF GOVT
CONFUSION AND POSSIBLY SURRENDERING WITHIN SHORT TIME THE ENEMY
STILL POSSESSES GREATLY SUPERIOR MILITARY FORCES. FRIENDLY
FORCES ARE PRESENTLY IN A PRECARIOUS POSITION WHICH MAY MOMENTARILY
BECOME SERIOUS REQUIRING EARLIEST POSSIBLE EXECUTION OF PLAN BETA.
WHETHER THIS OCCURS OR NOT, INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE MAY FORCE
TERMINATION OF EXTERNAL SUPPORT ELEMENTS IN KMFLUSH WITHIN A
PERIOD OF SIX OR SEVEN DAYS. FOR THESE REASONS IT IS CONSIDERED
IMPORTANT TO PREPARE SOONEST FOR MAXIMUM SUPPORT OF BETA.

3. FOLLOWING IS PROPOSED COURSE OF ACTION:
   A. CHARTER OF VESSEL UNDER CONDITIONS ESTABLISHED BY
   HQS FOR MINIMUM 15 DAYS WITH OPTION FOR THIRTY DAYS.

SECRET
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B. MAXIMUM VALUE OF VESSEL WOULD BE ATTAINED IF ON
TARGET 02 2400 JULY, MANNED AND LOADED FOR PARTICIPATION IN COMBAT.

C. MINIMUM VALUE WOULD BE AFTER ACTION SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETED.

D. PREPARATION, MANNING AND PLACEMENT IN OPERATIONAL
READINESS, IF ASSUMED ENTIRELY BY HQS WOULD BE MOST PRACTICAL
AND APPRECIATED BY LINC DUE TIME AND PERSONNEL FACTORS PRESENT.

E. LINC WOULD PROVIDE OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE DURING
PREPARATORY STAGE AND ASSUME OPERATIONAL DIRECTION ONCE VESSEL
ON TARGET.

3. PLAN BETA ENVISIONS:

A. SOFTENING OF TARGET BY AIR STRIKES.

B. GROUND TEAM INITIATE ATTACK FOR DIVERSION.

C. AIRLIFT OF COMBAT TEAMS PRECEDED BY AND COVERED
BY FIGHTER A/C; (3 TRANSPORT A/C, 30 MEN EACH, SHUTTLE INTERVAL
DETERMINED BY PICK UP POINT EST FIVE HOURS)

D. ABOVE FOLLOWED BY GROUND ACTION TO SEIZE CONTROL
OF AREA.

4. ANALYSIS OF AIR/GROUND ATTACK REVEALS GREATEST WEAKNESS
LIES IN VULNERABILITY OF A/C WHILE ON GROUND. ALTHOUGH RELIABLE
INTEL IS NOT AVAILABLE THE FAILURE OF GROUND TEAM TO PENETRATE PORT
AREA BEFORE BEING ROUTED INDICATES STRONG POSSIBILITY ENEMY HAS
PROVIDED EXCELLENT DEFENSE OF THIS VITAL TARGET HAVING KNOWN FOR
LONG TIME IT WOULD BE SUBJECT TO ATTACK. PRESENT ARMED STRENGTH
ESTIMATED AT ABOUT 500 MEN INCLUDING ARTY AND AA UNITS.

5. SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION ABOVE OPERATION ONCE UNDERTAKEN
COULD BE OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO ODYSSEY’S INTEREST AS IT WOULD
PRESERVE THE PROJECT AND PROVIDE SOLID BASE FOR ALL FUTURE OPER-
ATIONS. FURTHER, THIS PLAN WOULD NOT BE UNDERTAKEN UNTIL EVERY
OPPORTUNITY HAD BEEN GIVEN TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS AGAINST ARMY AT
HANK BY 30 2400 JUNE. LACK OF SUCCESS AT HANK WOULD BE EQUIVALENT
TO FAILURE AS NATURE OF FORCES ENGAGED PREVENTS A DRAW OR STALEMATE.

6. THEREFORE OWING TO ABOVE ESTIMATED IMPORTANCE OF SUCCESS
ONCE UNDERTAKEN AND THE POSSIBLY LOW MORALE OF FRIENDLY TROOPS
UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES LINC URGES THAT EVERY PRACTICAL MEASURE
BE TAKEN TO STRENGTHEN THE ATTACK AS INDICATED BELOW.

7. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR VESSEL:

A. ARMAMENT FOR ASSAULT TEAMS (ALTHOUGH UNSTERILE MUST
TAKE RISK ARMS WILL NOT FALL INTO ENEMY HANDS):

1. FOUR BATTERYS QUAD 50’S. ONE FORWARD, ONE AFT,
ONE POST AMIDSHIPS, ONE STARBOARD AMIDSHIPS. VERTICAL TRAVERSE
200 DEGREES. HORIZONTAL TRAVERSE CONSISTENT WITH SHIP STRUCTURE.

2. FOUR 75 MM RECOILLESS RIFLES. ONE MOUNTED ROOF
28 Jun 54
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CABIN THREE PORTABLE.

3. **FOUR 2.36 INCH ROCKET LAUNCHERS. ALL PORTABLE.**
4. 80,000 RDS CAL 50 AMMO BELTED. 4 BALL TO ONE TRACER.

5. 400 RD 2.36 IN. AMMO 300 HEAT, 100 WP.
6. 400 RDS 75 MM RIFLE AMMO 300 HEAT, 100 WP.

B. PBPRIME KUHOOK PERSONNEL AS PER LINC 4398 (IN 22614):
1. **FOUR QUAD .50 GUNNERS AND NECESSARY CREW.**
2. **TWO ROCKET LAUNCHER TEAMS.**
3. **TWO RECOILLESS RIFLE TEAMS.**

C. ARMS RESERVE:
1. 500 7.92 RIFLES
2. 50 MADSSEN 7.92 LMG W/SPARE PARTS AND BARREL
3. 20 2.36" ROCKET LAUNCHERS
4. 1500 RD 2.36" HEAT
5. 500 RDS 2.36" WP
6. 500 LBS TNT
7. 10 BLASTING MACHINES 10 CAPACITY
8. 2,000 FT FIRING WIRE
9. 150,000 RD 7.92 BALL
10. 10,000 RD 7.92 API
11. 150,000 RDS 7.92 BELTED 3 BALL, 4 API, 1 TRACER.
D. NECESSARY EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE PLACED ON THE VESSEL TO SET UP FIELD BASE RADIO STATION OF THREE OPERATING POSITIONS. COMMUNICATIONS WOULD BE WITH SHIP USING AGENT RADIO EQUIPMENT. ON ARRIVAL SHIP EQUIPMENT WOULD BE MOVED ASHORE TO ESTABLISH STATION IN ADDITIONAL TACTICAL COMMO EQUIPMENT, HQS PREPARE AND SHIP SUFFICIENT EQUIPMENT SET UP FIELD PROPAGANDA BROADCAST STATION. REQUIRED PERSONNEL TO OPERATE ABOVE. 10. IF APPROVED, PRESENT SHERWOOD PERSONNEL COULD BE MOVE IN MASS.

8. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT OF ABOVE:

A. MOVEMENT OF VESSEL: FINAL DATE/TIME TO BE PROVIDED HOWEVER VESSEL SHOULD BE WITHIN 24 HOURS SAILING TIME OF 02 2400 IF POSSIBLE. LINC WOULD PROVIDE AN OPERATIONS OFFICER TO DIRECT VESSELS MOVEMENTS ONCE IN HOSTILE WATERS.

B. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT OF COMBAT TEAMS: AFTER COORDINATION PLANS ARE COMPLETED WITH RELATED ELEMENTS THE LINC OPS OFFICER WOULD BE PROVIDED INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF COMBAT TEAMS.

9. REQUEST LINC BE KEPT FULLY INFORMED RE PROGRESS ABOVE PROCEDURES.

END OF MESSAGE
1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL RECEIVED FROM ROS 1700 JUNE 27 TO 0800 JUNE 28. DURING PERIOD OPERATORS 22, 38 AND 40 REPORTED TIMES ARE EST.

2. CASTILLO REPORTED AT 1745 THAT FORCES QUARTERED IN CHIQIMULÁ. HIS ADVANCE UNITS WERE FORCED TO WITHDRAW FROM AREA ABOUT IPALA AND NEW PATROLS ORGANIZING SOUTH OF CHIQIMULÁ. AT 1830 HE SAID THAT A STRONG COLUMN WAS MOVING FROM IPALA TO QUEZALTEPEQUE AND URGE THAT IT BE ATTACKED FROM AIR. OPERATOR 40 REQUESTED AT 1750 THAT THE ZACAPA ROAD BE STRONGLY ATTACKED. LATTER WAS INFORMED BY FCP THAT PLANES HAD NOT GONE OUT BECAUSE OF BAD WEATHER. GROUP WAS ASKED TO HOLD POSITIONS AND AVOID BATTLE.

3. OPERATOR 38 WAS ADVISED THAT GROUP WOULD RECEIVE SUPPLIES AFTERNOON OF 27 JUNE IN AREA ABOUT CHAMPAÑA. IN REPLY TO REQUEST FOR POSITION GROUP REPORTED AT 1615 THAT LOCATION NORTHWEST OF QUIMISTAN, HONDURAS, APPARENTLY NEAR BORDER.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
IN ADVANCE ON CHAMPONA THIS UNIT HAD BEEN AMBUSHED AND FORCED TO RETREAT TO CORREDOROS, HONDURAS. STATED IMPOSSIBLE TO PENETRATE PUERTO BARRIOS ZONE.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 28 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LINC 4481 (IN 23006)        1723Z 28 JUN 54        OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

PBSUCCESS RYBAT

RE: A. LINC 4459 (IN 22813),
B. LINC 4468 (IN 22839) PARA 3

1. DIR INSTRUCTS YOU TO EMPHASIZE THROUGHOUT ENTIRE OUTPUT:
   A. DIAZ NO TRUE SOLDIER, BUT COMMIE STOOG (SEE HIS SPEECH)
   B. FORMING GOVT OF PERSONAL FRIENDS AND COMMIE AGENTS
   C. FORGETS DIFFICULTIES OFFICERS, MEN IN FIELD THIS SUPPLEMENT, DOES NOT SUPERSEDE, INSTRUCTIONS IN REF.

2. IF FEASIBLE, PASS ABOVE MESSAGE PLUS LINES GIVEN REF THROUGH LEAFLETS TO ARMED FORCES IN FIELD: WE SUPPOSE THEY CANNOT LISTEN TO YOU.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4484 (IN 23066) 1929Z 28 JUN 54

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR, (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE)

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE YOU ARE HEREBY INSTRUCTED TO CONFINE ALL AIR STRIKES TO COMBAT ZONE.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
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DATE: 28 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DGI (4), D/DGI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DGI (8), PM (9)

LINC 4494 (IN 23153) 2217Z 28 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPIM) SHERWOOD INFO: DIR CITE: SLING
RYBAT PBSUCCESS PBCABOOSE
FOR BRODFROST
BOMB MATAMOROS AND TGW TRANSMITTER AT ONCE.
END OF MESSAGE

DO NOT DELETE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

SECRET
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LINC W499 (IN 23195)  0227Z 29 JUN 54  PRIORITY
TO:  DIR
RYBALT PBSUCCESS

1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL RECEIVED FROM RO'S 0800 TO 2000 JUNE 28. DURING PERIOD OPERATORS 22, 24, 27 AND 28 REPORTED.

2. IN MESSAGE OF 2100 JUNE 27 CASTILLO SAID SITUATION VERY GRAVE AS RESULT OF TWO PRONGED ENEMY ATTACKS FROM ZACAPA AND FROM JUTIAPA VIA IPALA. HE SAID HE WOULD BE FORCED TO ABANDON EVERYTHING IF THERE WERE NOT HEAVY BOMBARDMENT ON TWO FRONTS NEXT DAY.

3. OPERATOR 24 REPORTED HE HAD BEEN FORCED TO SUSPEND ACTIVITIES BECAUSE OF LACK OF BATTERY. CHACON SAID HE WAS THIRTY KILOMETERS WEST ZACAPA BETWEEN CABANAS AND REFORMA BETWEEN RAILWAY AND ROAD. HE STATED ENEMY LOSING MORALE AND THAT AIR ATTACKS CAUSING MANY DESERTIONS. HOWEVER ARTILLERY UNITS REMAIN IN ENVIRONS ZACAPA ESPECIALLY ABOUT AIRFIELD.

4. IN MESSAGE OF 1530 JUNE 28 FCP STATED THAT FIRST PLANE WOULD ARRIVE OVER ZACAPA AT 0815 JUNE 29 TO SOFTEN ENEMY
AND THAT SECOND WOULD ARRIVE HOUR LATER TO COVER ADVANCE. AT
1115 TWO PLANES WILL BOMBARD NEAR BRIDGE WHEN TWO TRUCKS WILL
GO FORWARD. TWO PLANES RELIEVED BY TWO OTHERS WILL STAY OVER
AREA AND THERE WILL ALSO BE LARGE PLANES WITH FRAGMENTATION
BOMBS TO LEND AID IF NECESSARY.

5. OPERATOR 38 CALLED FOR ATTACK ON ENEMY DETACHMENTS
IN CHAMPONA AND CHACHAGUALILLA AT 1610 AND SAID EXPLORATION
FORCE ON BORDER WAS READY TO ATTACK ENEMY. SIX BUNDLES
DROPPED BY PLANE WERE RECEIVED. AT 1845 IT WAS REPORTED THAT
ENEMY HEADQUARTERS ARE IN CHAMPONA.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

(For Cadick and Langevin only. Langevin not to use)

UNTIL APPROVAL GIVEN - FOR RELAY TO CALLIGERIS IMMEDIATELY.

PB111 SUCCESS

1. Group has learned that Junta, Diaz, Monzon, Sanchez have

assured American Ambassador Guat City willingness to meet with

Calligeris in Salvador to discuss terms. Proposal if Calligeris

indicates willingness.

2. Diaz, Monzon and Sanchez present for Junta.

3. Suggest Calligeris attend for liberating forces plus such other person Calligeris desires if he wants one.

4. Effort will be made have meeting 29 June or soonest thereafter.

5. Have felt cease fire impossible arrange prior meeting.

6. Osorio will send invitation probably through.

2. Calligeris advise immediately willingness to meet and indication

Soonest can do so.

END OF MESSAGE.

Secret

Cable Secretariat comment.

Col. King (WH) notified of receipt of this message at

it is forbidden to make a copy of this message. Date: 29 June 1954.
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD
INFO: OPIM DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK

REF SHERWOOD 454 (IN 23060)

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS:

1. ZACAPA DEADLINE EXTENDED UNTIL 012400 JULY UNLESS FORCED WITHDRAWALS REACH SERIOUS PROPORTION PRIOR SET DATE.

2. ATTEMPTED GUATEMALAN COUP TO REPLACE DIAZ FAILED. AIR STRIKE ADAM 26 JUNE HAD EXCELLENT EFFECT NEW JUNTA. REQUEST FOR PEACE NEGOTIATIONS INITIATED BY ENEMY INDICATES NEED FOR MORE DECISIVE VICTORY BEFORE TALKING FINAL TERMS CEASE FIRE.

3. IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE IS TO SECURE ZACAPA AREA THEREBY PROVIDING AN AXIS WITH CHIMIMULA WITH AIRSTRIPS BOTH POINTS; ESTABLISH DEFENSE OF AXIS AND PREPARE BOTH AIRSTRIPS FOR EARLIEST USE.

4. ESTABLISHMENT ABOVE AXIS PROVIDES AIR LIFT MOBILITY TO ALPHA, ZETA OR DELTA. MOVEMENT TO ANY OF THREE NEXT OBJECTIVES REQUIRES IDENTICAL PREPARATION. BIGGEST QUESTION IS WHETHER TRANSPORT A/C
29 JUNE 1954

WILL BE ABLE ARLIFT FROM ABOVE FIELDS. ADVISE SOONER.

5. ALPHA MAY BE CALLED 020001 IF ADAM DETERMINED READY TO FALL.

6. ZETA MAY BE CALLED AS DIVERSION PREPARATION TO ALPHA, ALSO CHIMALTENANGO (BY 460025).

7. BETA MAY BE CALLED AS PRECAUTIONARY OPERATION TO SECURE REAR. SEAP OPERATION BEING PLANNED. AGAIN REQUEST YOU HOLD BOND TEAM, BUILD UP, MAY BE ABLE PROVIDE SEA LIFT. WILL ADVISE.

8. DETERMINATION COURSE AS OF 012400 WILL BE BASED UPON RESULTS ZACAPA, ARLIFT CAPABILITY AND STRATEGIC ANALYSIS OF GENERAL SITUATION. IF NECESSARY WITHDRAW FROM ZACAPA RETIRE TO AND PREPARE CHIQUIMULA FOR ARLIFT OPERATION.

9. ALLOCATION AIR PRIORITIES:
   A. 28 JUNE - TACTICAL PRIORITIES ONLY, ZACAPA COMPLEX.
   B. 30 JUNE HALF TACTICAL, HALF STRATEGIC (DIVIDED BETWEEN ADAM AND BOND).
   C. 1 JULY - ONE THIRD TACTICAL, TWO THIRDS STRATEGIC - (DIVIDED BETWEEN ADAM AND BOND).
   D. 2 JULY - SELECTED STRATEGIC PLAN BECOMES TACTICAL RECEIVING FULL SUPPORT.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COIEN: COL. KING, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0600 29 JUNE 54.

SECRET
1. CONSIDER PROCEEDING WITH PRESENT PLAN AS VERY SOUND INVESTMENT. LINC IS NOT OPTIMISTIC OVER FORTHCOMING PEACE TALKS, HAS NO CONFIDENCE IN SINCERITY OF ENEMY JUNTA AND IS EVER MINDFUL THAT 2,000 TONS OF ARMS REPRESENTS SERIOUS SUPPLY OF ARMS IN ENEMY HANDS, WHEREAS SUCCESSFUL SEIZURE OF BOND COULD PROVIDE UNLIMITED SUPPLY CHANNEL FOR FRIENDLIES.

2. CIRCUMSTANCES PERMITTING LINC WILL SET BACK BETA H-HOUR TO 03 2400 TO ENSURE ARRIVAL OF VESSEL B, WHICH WOULD SERVE AS FLOATING ARTY AND COMMO CENTER. VESSEL A UNDER ABOVE SCHEDULE NEED NOT ARRIVE ON TARGET UNTIL 04 1200.

3. HGS CONCEPT OF TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT VESSEL B COINCIDES EXACTLY WITH LINCOLN'S AND PLANS WILL BE FIRMED ACCORDINGLY.

4. PREPARING SIGNAL PLAN FOR BOTH VESSELS WORKING THEM FROM LINC UNTIL ATTACK PHASE THEN TO SHERWOOD AND ADVANCED FIELD COMMAND POST.
5. LINC recognizes the effort being devoted to this undertaking and is very appreciative of HQS initiative in following through with all the problems involved. The concept of two vessels particularly the B vessel is considered excellent.

END OF MESSAGE